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Abstract  
This document serves as the final design review (FDR) report for the 2018 Cal Poly CubeSat 
Ultraviolet Imager senior project, sponsored by UC Berkeley Space Sciences Laboratories (SSL). 
SSL wants to monitor the ionosphere above Earth to gain a better understanding of its properties 
and particle interactions. Far Ultraviolet (FUV) imaging is a good way to obtain high quality 
images of the ionosphere and the Earth's auroras, and advancement in optic technologies have 
made cube satellites (CubeSats) an ideal vessel for a FUV imager, as they are relatively low-cost, 
lightweight, and can be repeatedly deployed. These CubeSat FUV imagers could be utilized to 
image the entirety of Earth's auroras simultaneously from different vantage points and could even 
be deployed further away from Earth to study the exosphere. 
Cal Poly has been tasked with designing, building, testing, and validating the front optics 
assembly of this FUV CubeSat imager. The front optics assembly design includes the lenses, 
baffle, aperture, and camera detector interface, all of which affect parameters such as light 
refraction, image focus, and field of view. Imaging ground support equipment (GSE) will be 
designed and built, upon which the camera's ability to obtain an image within specifications will 
be tested. One critical requirement of the project is the need to develop the mounting system for 
the optics assembly that enables high precision and fixed alignment, both before and after thermal 
and vibration testing. The design validation tests will be conducted with a functional visible camera 
to confirm the mounting configuration satisfies the requirements defined by SSL. These 
experimental results will be verified against theoretical results obtained by software analytical 
tools, such as FEA or MATLAB. 
During the second quarter of the project, cantilever beams were tested with different composite 
material stack-ups with damping materials applied between layers. Analysis was utilized to 
determine the optimum damping stack-ups that can be applied to the surface between the optics 
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datum and the structure of the CubeSat. Detailed design was then applied to the CubeSat structure 
and optics to ensure that specifications will be met upon design verification post-manufacturing 
and assembly. Designs were also generated for a 1-U P-POD structure that will resemble boundary 
conditions experienced during launch conditions. Finally, ground support equipment (GSE) was 
designed to achieve a variety of specified optical tests. Lists of stock parts and components that 
need to be procured have been generated, as well as initial cost estimates of total stock and 
component pricing and CNC manufacturing costs. Fabrication may commence once the budget 
and design are reviewed and approved by UCB during the manufacturing readiness review. 
Components will ideally be manufactured later in spring quarter into the summer and will be ready 
for assembly beginning in September.  
During the third quarter of the project, the Cal Poly team received anodized parts for the 
CubeSat, machined parts for the P-POD, lenses, and a variety of tools, parts, and optical 
measurement components from UCB. The optics inside the instrument were assembled by bonding 
the lenses to the Keeper and Lens Mount. The optics subassembly was then assembled with the 
rest of the instrument’s structure, utilizing strips of Viton rubber as the medium in-between for 
damping. The GSE was constructed, and the optical alignment of the instrument on the GSE with 
the laser, GSE components, and the CCD was iterated until the instrument was in focus and output 
quality images. Preliminary image tests for Boresight Alignment, Spot Size, Field of View (FOV) 
and Stray Light Rejection were performed, and these results met the specifications as outlined by 
UCB. The first two of these tests were then performed between environmental tests, as the 
instrument was placed in a Thermal Vacuum Chamber for thermal loading, and was tested with a 
series of vibration tests on the shake table in all three axes. Finally, all four tests were conducted 
after environmental testing, and all specifications were met, except one. Stray light rejection fell 
just outside acceptable ranges due to a thin ring of missing anodize on the iris. The stray light 
rejection of the instrument should meet the design requirements if the iris is properly anodized per 
the manufacturing drawing. 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
UC Berkeley Space Science Laboratories (SSL) designs and builds various scientific 
instruments and satellites that orbit Earth and beyond. SSL wants to image a region of the Earth’s 
atmosphere called the ionosphere, which contains particles, ions, and free electrons which reveal 
a multitude of properties of that region. Examples of this scientific application is mapping and 
understanding the non-conjugacy of the northern and southern auroras. Imaging in FUV enables 
the light from Earth to appear opaque in comparison to the auroras, which is ideal for accurate 
imaging. However, typical UV instrumentation in previous missions, such as the Heritage 
Instrument FUV (an instrument previously designed by SSL) and the Deep Space Climate 
Observatory (DSCOVR), are bulky and expensive. 
New advancements in lens technology, as well as the cost-effective nature and versatility of 
small CubeSats, has inspired SSL to create a design for a CubeSat with a FUV detector aboard, so 
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they can accurately image the Earth’s ionosphere in a simple, small, repeatable, and cost-effective 
manner. SSL has already determined the size of lenses necessary to capture the FUV light, as well 
as the locations of the aperture, lenses, and camera, as well as the electronic circuitry. 
The main objectives of the work conducted at Cal Poly includes designing the overall structure 
of the satellite, mounting for the lenses, aperture, and baffle assembly in the front 1U, in addition 
to ensuring the design allows for the integration of a deployable lens cover. Main challenges 
include validating vibrational effects during launch and thermal conditions in space, both of which 
could prevent the camera from remaining within the specified tolerances described by SSL. 
Imaging GSE for this device will also be designed, where thermal and vibrational tests will be 
conducted at Cal Poly using a visible imaging prototype. The UV light detector will be installed 
after project completion at SSL for later testing and implementation.   
Prior to developing conceptual designs of the system, the team conducted a Quality Functional 
Deployment (QFD) analysis to gain more insight on the project requirements to develop the best 
possible solution. Once these requirements were outlined and clarified, design functions and 
requirements were determined to be fixed or free. Ideation techniques were conducted to design 
these free functions, including utilizing Pugh, morphological, and design matrices. This document 
includes a breakdown of the scope of the project, the requirements and specifications as outlined 
by UCB from the QFD analysis, the methods utilized to come up with an initial design and 
prototype, the details of preliminary testing procedures, and outlines for the alignment and testing 
plans. Deliverables that have yet to be designed are addressed, and major upcoming project 
deadlines are discussed. 
Chapter 2: Background 
The sponsor for this senior design project is UC Berkeley Space Sciences Laboratory (SSL). 
SSL works on dozens of space-science missions and one of which is called ICON (Ionospheric 
Connection Explorer). ICON’s motivation is to study the ionosphere, which is a layer of the Earth’s 
atmosphere that extends anywhere from 80 to 1000 km above the surface of the planet. The 
primary interest in this region is the distribution and interactions of ions and free electrons. One 
key interest of study is emissions for the northern and southern auroras in the polar regions of the 
ionosphere, which indirectly reveal the energy spectrum and total energy carried into the 
atmosphere from these particles. Berkeley SSL’s main aim, as it relates to the project, is to study 
the ionosphere in more detail and to map the northern and southern auroras by measuring their 
emissions using Far Ultraviolet (FUV) imaging [3].  
There have been a multitude of previous satellite missions that have utilized UV technologies 
in the upper atmosphere, going all the way back to the 1980s. One major advantage of remote 
sensing in UV light wavelengths is that it enables scientists to obtain key parameters related to the 
conditions in geo-space. Additionally, any instrument that operates in the Far Ultra-Violet (FUV) 
range of light, which corresponds to 100-200 nm wavelengths, can measure emissions from Earth 
that characterize certain aspects of the ionosphere, such as its temperature distribution. Another 
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key advantage of ultraviolet sensing technologies, especially UV imaging, is that Earth is about 
one million times less bright in the ultraviolet spectrum. On the other hand, the auroras are just 
about as bright in the UV as they are in the visible light spectrum. In other words, if one were to 
image the auroras in visible light, the light of the Earth would be too bright to obtain quality 
imaging. However, in ultraviolet light, the Earth is opaque in comparison to the auroras, so the 
quality of auroral imaging vastly improves. In visible light, the auroras also reflect off Earth. In 
UV, there is no auroral reflection - yet another advantage to UV imaging [9]. 
A key objective of the customer is to utilize UV technology to map and measure properties of 
the ionosphere, but in a more repeatable and cost-effective manner. In the past decade, the usage 
of CubeSats worldwide has increased, and they have been determined by NASA to be a viable 
option to send payloads and science experiments into space [16]. CubeSat technology is measured 
in what is called a unit, or “U”. One unit, or 1U, is equivalent to a 10x10x10 cm3 cube, and these 
units can be stacked upon one another for larger satellite applications. A 1U CubeSat is shown in 
Figure 1 for reference. CubeSats are further standardized by their deployment configuration, as 
they are deployed out of a spring-loaded structure, what is called a P-Pod, which holds a total of 
3U. These structures are launched into space and deploy the CubeSats in their desired orbit [2].  
 
Figure 1. Comparison of a standard 1U CubeSat to a human hand [5]. 
Given the increased versatility and decreased cost of CubeSat technology, UCB-SSL would 
like to develop a CubeSat (at least 3U in size) that will achieve their goal of mapping the 
ionosphere using UV imaging. However, ultraviolet technologies in space have not really been 
designed for small applications such as CubeSats. UV imagers and spectrograph technologies have 
typically been expensive and bulky in comparison to CubeSats. Two example of past space 
technologies that have utilized UV remote sensing in Earth’s ionosphere and exosphere are the 
Heritage Instrument FUV and the Deep Space Climate Observatory (DSCOVR). 
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The Heritage Instrument FUV is part of the ICON mission and was developed by Berkeley 
SSL. It is a Spectrographic Imager that measures two specific wavelengths of light in the ultraviolet 
spectrum in the ionosphere, and these wavelengths are converted into images in two different 
colors. The apparatus consists of a turret that allows all light in, mirrors, a diffraction grating, and 
ultraviolet cameras at the back of the instrument, as seen in Figure 2. The diffraction grating acts 
as a filter that allow only certain wavelengths of light pass (135.6 nm and 157 nm), and the UV 
Camera changes the UV photons into visible photons using a CCD detector. This application is 
tested and useful, but its main downfall is that it is a very large (32 kg), complex system, with a 
variety of different components, making assembly difficult [7].  
 
 
Figure 2. Diagram of the inside and outside assembly of the Heritage Instrument FUV [7]. 
SSL wants to achieve the same imaging abilities of the Heritage instrument, but in a more 
compact and cost-effective manner. It should also be noted that camera lens coating technology 
has made some recent advancements and improvements, and these coatings are able to be designed 
such that they capture specific wavelengths of light. This lens technology, in conjunction with 
CubeSats, has inspired SSL to create CubeSats with UV imaging technology and lenses aboard to 
capture UV light at specific wavelengths to accurately image the ionosphere. The idea is that with 
two total UV Imager CubeSats, each designed to detect a specific wavelength of FUV light, SSL 
can achieve the same imaging abilities of the Heritage Instrument FUV in a more compact and 
cost-effective form. Because of CubeSats standard sizes, this application ideally could be repeated, 
enabling a multitude of these satellites to be deployed. One goal of multiple UV CubeSat Imagers 
in orbit is that the entirety of the northern and southern auroras could be imaged precisely at the 
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same time. Together, these images could compose a total image of the auroras on the Earth at once 
specific instance in time.  
Looking even further ahead, SSL would like to deploy some of these CubeSats into the 
exosphere to see how this region is behaving, which is where NASA’s DSCOVR is deployed [10]. 
DSCOVR is a massive instrument and its design is not very repeatable, as it is bulky and has a 
multitude of instruments aboard, as seen in Figure 3. DSCOVR has a charged-coupled device 
(CCD), which includes an imaging camera with UV sensing capabilities [12]. This instrument is 
reaching the end of its mission life, and it does not make sense to build more satellites like it, given 
DSCOVR’s size and complexity. Berkeley SSL wants to place UV CubeSat imagers into orbit 
where DSCOVR is and beyond, to map the exosphere in a more prolonged, cost-effective, and 
repeatable manner. 
 
 
Figure 3. DSCOVR mission patch showing the satellite’s complex size and shape [10]. 
There are also a few patents that relate to CubeSats that may be used or accounted for in during 
the design process. For example, the P-Pod, which is a type of satellite dispenser, is a method of 
deploying a satellite into orbit using springs [2]. The structural design will have to consider standard 
CubeSat sizes such that it could fit within a P-Pod deployment mechanism, as seen in Figure 4. 
This will need to be a major consideration since the launch configuration of the satellite is not yet 
defined.  
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Figure 4. A typical P-POD CubeSat deployer [4]. 
In addition to structural considerations, the imager needs a deployable contamination cover that 
would initially be sealed prior to orbital operation to protect the lens from contamination and 
outgassing. This system will most likely be similar to the contamination cover mechanism built 
for the Heritage instrument shown in Figure 5, so the Cal Poly team will respect that intellectual 
property [6].  
 
 
 
Figure 5. The Heritage Instrument FUV Turret Cover that mechanically opens after the first 
spacecraft outgassing [6]. 
Another instrument whose optical design may be references is the Michelson Interferometer for 
Global High-resolution Thermospheric Imaging (MIGHTI) instrument, which is also a part of the 
ICON mission [3]. This instrument includes a series of lenses, and each lens interface looks similar 
to the assembly seen in Figure 6 below. The lens sits within a mount and it surrounded by an 
encapsulant, which seals the interface between the edge of the lens and the mount. A “keeper” is 
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utilized to hold the lens in place, and this keeper is bolted to the front of the optics assembly. The 
entirety of this lens mount is bolted to a datum surface, to which the dimensions of the lens mount 
and associated lenses are referenced. The MIGHTI instrument utilizes a series of mounting 
assemblies for various lenses within the design, and the Cal Poly team will look to integrate 
concepts from this instrument into the lens mount for the FUV CubeSat.  
 
Figure 6. The MIGHTI instrument lens assembly with associated mount, encapsulant, keeper, 
and datum surface [3]. 
Another key issue with any satellite or space science instrument is vibrational and/or thermal 
effects. Every satellite must be launched into space; therefore, it must be tested on the ground 
beforehand to ensure that it could survive those harsh conditions. Satellites, especially fragile and 
precise instruments such as imaging or measurement technologies with lenses, could vibrate during 
launch and become inaccurate. To prevent this, it is common for satellites to be tested in a fixture 
upon a vibrational shake-table, where it could be vibrated at different frequencies and amplitudes, 
all in 3 axes of motion. In the case of an imager, the image quality would be tested before and after 
shaking the instrument on a vibration table. Thermal effects are also a key issue in space, as 
materials that may be appropriate within Earth-like conditions may not fair well in space, where 
temperatures vary from -20 to 40 (°C). Material structural properties may be affected in these 
environments, but a key issue to take note of in precise instrumentation is thermal expansion 
effects. For example, if the materials holding a lens or some sort of measuring device thermally 
expands, the measurement technology may become out of tolerance, causing it to fail. Therefore, 
satellites also undergo some sort of thermal testing prior to launch to ensure that it can manage in 
even the harshest conditions. If satellite mechanisms or devices become out of tolerance or are 
deemed unsuccessful after vibrational and/or thermal testing on the ground, then the satellite may 
have to be redesigned.  
There are dozens of different methods to reduce oscillation in launch environments in satellites 
and to mitigate thermal effects in orbit. Some thermal compensation involves material selection 
for satellite structures [11]. Some space-science projects have been built out of fiberglass, metals, 
composites, or have even been created using additive-manufacturing. On the other hand, 
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vibrational effects on satellites have been addressed using flexures, and some have even been 
designed using vibration-isolating mechanisms onboard [8]. In addition, any material chosen for 
the final design must meet material and outgassing requirements as defined by NASA. Any 
material utilized in spacecraft for a UV application must have a Total Mass Loss (TML) of less 
than 1%, and a Collected Volatile Condensable Material (CVCM) under 0.1% [13]. Materials can 
be cross-references with NASA’s materials catalog to ensure these requirements are met.  
Chapter 3: Scope of the Senior Project 
Ultimately, the ICON research team is looking to develop a small Far Ultraviolet (FUV) imager 
satellite to reduce the overall operation costs of mapping the Earth’s aurora. To accomplish this 
task, UC Berkeley’s Space Sciences Laboratory needs a way to mount the front optics assembly 
of a FUV camera within a 2-unit CubeSat such that the lenses will remain in focus with a 30° Field 
of View despite vibration and thermal loads experienced during launch and orbit. To develop a 
functional front optics assembly upon completion of this senior design course, the Cal Poly team 
will design the component interfaces, manufacture a prototype assembly, experimentally test the 
mechanical behavior of the system using vibration and thermal loads, numerically and theoretically 
analyze the performance, and validate the system’s performance with respect to the defined 
requirements.  
3.1 Primary Focus 
The main components the Cal Poly team will detail design are listed below. 
 CubeSat Structure 
  The structure of the satellite must be designed as a standard 2U CubeSat. The 
mission configuration is not yet defined, meaning the 2U imager may be attached 
to additional cubes to form a larger sized cluster. Thus, the structure must be able 
to accommodate the attachment to other cubes and be lightweight while enabling 
effective mounting points of the optical equipment with acceptable factors of 
safety. 
 CubeSat Baffles 
  The purpose of the baffles is to suppress out of field stray light, which effectively 
defines the imager’s Field of View (FOV). The geometry of the baffles will be 
designed to satisfy the 30° FOV requirement of the instrument. The imager’s FOV 
will be validated by geometry and optical analysis. 
 Aperture & Lens Mounts 
  The image quality, or focus, is directly proportional to the position of the lenses 
with respect to the image plane of the light detector. Thus, the aperture and lenses 
must be precisely aligned and secured within the CubeSat to maintain alignment 
throughout the duration of launch and orbit. To meet this requirement, the material 
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selection and mounting interface of the optical elements to the CubeSat structure 
will be designed to dampen vibrational loads and mitigate thermal expansion. In 
addition, the senior project team will be responsible for the procurement of the 
lenses. 
 Modular Detector Interface & Mount 
  The Cal Poly team will not work with the UV light detector during the prototyping 
stage of the project; instead, the team will utilize a visible light detector to validate 
imager performance. Therefore, the light detector mount must accommodate the 
mounting configurations of both the UV light detector and the visible light detector. 
 Imaging GSE 
  Imaging GSE is required to quantify the imager’s performance before and after 
validation tests. The equipment will consist of a light source (laser), possible 
mirrors, precision alignment platforms, and a repeatable mounting location for the 
imager prototype. Ultimately, the CubeSat must be placed line with the light source 
to enable optical focal adjustments and later placed in the exact same location and 
orientation after each subsequent test. 
 
Once the designs are complete, the Cal Poly team will construct a functional prototype using a 
visible light detector. The prototype will then be tested to determine the dynamic behavior of the 
CubeSat imager using experimental techniques. The experimental method will consist of a series 
of vibration tests using standard aerospace qualification waveforms, followed by a thermal 
environment test to quantify image focus versus temperature. Furthermore, theoretical and 
numerical models of the system will be constructed and compared to the experimental data to 
validate the design. Once the design is validated, the prototype hardware and final design report 
will be submitted to the sponsor. 
3.2 Secondary Focus 
These tasks will be completed as preliminary designs once the primary focus tasks are either 
complete or near completion. This is arranged to devote the necessary time to the highly critical 
tasks related to camera performance. Thus, it is unlikely these designs will be tested before the end 
of the senior project. It is up to SSL’s discretion whether these preliminary designs will be pursued 
in the finalized satellite design. 
 
 Deployable Protective Lens Cover 
  The lenses must be isolated from the environment before and during launch to 
protect the imager equipment from Foreign Object Debris (FOD) and outgassing 
contamination. A deployable cover mechanism was implemented on the Heritage 
FUV instrument [4], which may be adapted for the CubeSat imager application.  
- PCB Mounts 
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  The mounting design for the electronic circuit boards have not been defined for the 
CubeSat imager application. The mounts must follow standard aerospace standards 
for PCB mounting. 
3.3 Customer Needs and Wants 
The priority of deliverables was developed after discussing the project goals with the sponsor 
during the first few weeks of the project. During interactions with SSL, their needs and wants were 
documented; a summarized list is of these desires is found in Table 1 and the formal customer 
requirements is in Appendix B. 
Table 1. Table of customer needs and wants sorted by category. 
Category Customer Needs/Wants 
Geometry 2U CubeSat or smaller, 30° FOV (baffle design) 
Interface Baffle, lenses, light detector, structural modularity to mate with other cubes 
Quality 
Control 
High precision imaging GSE to confirm image quality, RBF items red 
Production Lens procurement, visible camera prototype 
Mounting Electronic circuit boards, accommodate both visible and UV detectors 
Material Space-rated, Type 2 anodized 
Operation 
Detect 121.6 nm UV light and visible light, suppress out of field stray 
light < 1%, fixed boresight alignment within .25, spot sizes below 20 
microns, possible radiators 
Transport Standard 2U CubeSat for modular launch arrangements 
Analysis Thermal effects on image focus over time, FEA validation 
Testing 3-axis vibration, thermal cycles (possibly in vacuum) 
Cleanliness Protective lens cover, contamination witness samples 
 
A boundary diagram sketch helps to illustrate the project scope and indicate the relationship 
between components. A simple boundary sketch of the front optics assembly is shown in Figure 
6, where the parameters within the dashed line represent items devoted to the Cal Poly team to 
exclusively design and test. Although the Cal Poly team will design the structure, it is excluded 
from the dashed line in Figure 7 because its design is independent of the optics performance. 
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Figure 7. Boundary sketch of the Front Optics Assembly 
A Quality Function Deployment (QFD) analysis, or House of Quality, was performed to better 
understand the problem. In short, the customers of the project were first identified; these included 
the sponsor who is developing the design, the satellite manufacturers who will fabricate the 
assembly, and the mission operators who will work with and around the satellite. Next, general 
project requirements were identified, and each requirement's importance was ranked on a scale of 
1-10 based on customer needs, where 1 indicates little importance and 10 indicates extreme 
importance. This helped to determine any relatively critical requirements. As expected, a few of 
the critical requirements included the form factor, proper wavelength of light captured, camera 
focus, and fixed lens alignment. 
 
After determining the critical requirements, existing satellite missions that utilize FUV imaging 
were documented. These products were ranked with respect to how well they satisfy the 
requirements, this time on a scale of 1-5, and (it was) found that both products fully satisfy the 
imaging quality and spacecraft design requirements, but the existing products are lacking regarding 
size and weight. This indicates there is a need for a tightly packaged FUV satellite. Next, 
engineering specifications related to the design were developed, such as size, mass, alignment, et 
cetera and labeled if the specification should be maximized, minimized, or targeted. A comparison 
between the customer requirements and engineering specifications indicated that satellite 
dimensions, lens spot sizes, boresight alignment, allowable temperatures, and material strain are 
the most critical specifications. The complete QFD chart is found in Appendix A. 
The engineering targets for the parameters defined in the House of Quality are summarized in 
Table 2, followed by a detailed description of how each specification will be measured or verified. 
The risk column describes each parameter’s risk of being completed as either high (H), medium 
(M), or low (L). The compliance column indicates how each specification will be measured, 
whether it be by analysis (A), inspection (I), testing (T), or similarity to existing design (S). Any 
specification that is still remaining to be defined is labeled as TBD. 
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Table 2. Preliminary list of engineering targets originally defined by SSL. 
Spec. # Parameter Requirement or Target Tolerance Risk Compliance 
1 Size 10cm X 10cm X 20cm Max L A, I 
2 Mass 1.6 (kg) Max L A, T 
3 Spot Sizes Below 20 microns Min M A, T 
4 Field of View 30° TBD L T, A, I, S 
5 Boresight Alignment 0° ± .25° M T, I 
6 N2 Purge 3-5 Vol. exchanges/hr ± 1 exchange/hr L T 
7 RBF Items Red None L I 
8 Temperature TBD ± TBD °C H T, A, S 
9 Size of Access Feature TBD Max L A, I 
10 Natural Freq. >1500 Hz Max H A, T 
11 GSE Laser Alignment TBD TBD M T, I 
12 Stress TBD (Pa) Min M A 
13 Strain TBD (με) Min M A, T 
14 Light Wavelength 121.6 nm and visible None M A 
15 Stray Light Rejection Less than 1% Max M A, T 
 
The physical specifications defined in Table 2 will be measured using standard tools, where 
appropriate. The spot sizes will be measured using a software script provided by SSL. Finite 
Element Analysis software and theoretical analysis will be used to model the mechanical and 
thermal behavior of the imager. This includes but is not limited to stress, strain, damping, and 
thermal expansion analysis. The high-risk items listed in Table 2 are described below. 
 
Thermal Characterization 
There has been discussion whether the thermal tests will occur inside a vacuum chamber or at 
ambient pressure. The reason this is a high-risk item is because it will be difficult to confirm that 
the imager performance will be the same in the vacuum of space if the tests are performed at 
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ambient pressure. Furthermore, there will most likely be frozen condensation on the imager during 
thermal cycles which may impede the verification of image quality. Thermal characterization may 
need to be continued in future work, depending on the project’s schedule in the Fall quarter. 
 
Vibration Testing & Boundary Conditions 
Determining the natural frequency of the system may be a high risk if the boundary conditions 
do not match the launch configuration. Preliminary testing will begin as soon as possible to 
establish a vibration testing procedure. It is imperative to test the CubeSat with the same boundary 
conditions as it will experience during launch to obtain an accurate assessment of image quality 
after launch. 
Chapter 4: Concept Design Development 
The purpose of the concept design development phase was to generate a multitude of possible 
solutions from which to narrow our final conceptual design. To accomplish this, group 
brainstorming sessions were used to generate ideas for different functions within the scope of the 
project. Eventually, the solutions were narrowed, evaluated, and the best concept was selected, as 
explained in the following sections within this chapter. 
4.1 Fixed and Free Design Functions 
After the engineering targets were identified and customer needs were compared against the 
specifications in the House of Quality Assessment, a clear path forward was identified, and 
elements of the design were split into fixed and free design functions. In other words, at this point 
aspects of the design that are defined and fixed by the project definition were identified, as well as 
aspects of the design that had relative freedom in its design path. Figure 8 below illustrates the 
design as given to the Cal Poly team, with fixed design elements included. Basic elements of the 
design include the optical elements, such as the baffles (which define the field of view), the iris, 
two lenses, a lens mount and associated keepers, and a detector interface, which will be mounted 
outside the 1U as a part of the OGSE. The 1U optics assembly will be repeatedly placed and 
secured on the OGSE during the optics tests.  
Within the 1U assembly, all optical elements will be mounted onto an optics datum from which 
all optical elements will be referred. Therefore, the components need to be adjusted from each 
datum such that the relative positions of the elements replicate the dimensions given in the Ray-
Trace diagram provided by the lens manufacturer, found in Appendix C. There is a need for a 
damping medium between the optics datum and the 1U structure to mitigate structural resonance 
caused by launch vibrations and thermal effects. Furthermore, SSL has requested the optics datum 
be modular to assemble and adjust the optical elements separately from the CubeSat assembly. 
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Figure 8. Design function schematic of the 1U optical assembly. 
Note that at this point, all interface and mounting points, fastening methods, the location of 
iris/pupil, methods of damping, and other critical design functions are yet to be determined and 
thus are not detailed in this schematic. Identification of these undetermined design functions was 
supported by UCB, and the concepts for these functions came to fruition during weekly meetings 
with the sponsor. Major design functions include the overall structure of the CubeSat, the lens 
assembly, and the baffle assembly, to name a few. Table 3, shown below, lists critical design 
function considered, along with a short description of what each function achieves and what ideas 
were considered for each function.  
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Table 3: Description of design critical functions to be designed. 
Critical Design Function Description 
2 U Structure How the entirety of the structure will be assembled 
Lens Assembly 
How keepers will interface with the lenses/how the lens mount 
will interface to the structure 
Pupil Concept Where the pupil will reside in the design 
Optics Plate Design How the optics plate will be removed from the structure 
Detector Interface 
How the detector interface will adjust and mount to fit both the 
visible and UV detector 
P-Pod Mount Design of P-POD with or without springs 
Sealing Plate How stray light will be rejected 
Damping Methods How damping will be integrated into the detailed design 
Datum Reference 
What techniques will be used on the optics datum to define a 
relative position of every optical element 
Baffle Assembly Design ideas for how the baffles will define the field of view 
  
4.2 Brainstorming and Ideation 
After the design functions were separated into individual parts, multiple brainstorming sessions 
were held to develop solutions for each function. For the first ideation process, one design function 
was focused on at a time, and each team member wrote down as many solutions as possible, 
including sketches when necessary. The purpose of this initial phase was to get every single idea 
down on paper, no matter how realistic or achievable each idea was. For example, for 5 minutes 
at a time, each team member focused on a design function, such as the CubeSat’s structure, and 
wrote down every idea they had. This process continued for all the other design functions. 
Afterwards, the team reassembled and shared ideas with each other.  
The next activity the team participated in was entitled, “brain sketching,” and it consisted of 
each team member sketching a design idea or function in their logbook for a few minutes. After 
the time elapsed, the team rotated sketches with each other and continued to sketch for a few more 
minutes. Utilizing this method, team members would directly edit or add onto each other’s ideas. 
Again, the purpose of this ideation method was to get as many ideas documented and to share 
everything that came to mind. Even when an idea was not feasible, it helped trigger a functional 
idea from a different team member. This process ensued for a variety of different concept functions 
and was repeated multiple times for each function.  
Afterwards, each team member continued ideation on their own to produce detailed sketches of 
the top ideas. Note that not all the sketches and ideas were produced from scratch. For example, 
SSL provided Cal Poly with models from the MIGHTI instrument, as noted in the background as 
an instrument with potential similar functions and designs to this CubeSat application. Ideas were 
sketched that mimicked some ideas from the MIGHTI instrument, such as the lens mount 
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geometry. The idea of using keepers and encapsulate to hold the lenses in place within the mount 
for the MIGHTI optical elements was deemed as a viable option for this application, and therefore 
was incorporated into some of the sketches during the brainstorming phase. 
4.3 Early Prototyping and Idea Refinement 
Once team members generated additional detailed sketches on an individual basis, each 
generated concept and sketch was grouped together within the critical function categories. At this 
point, engineering knowledge and logic were utilized to determine whether ideas were feasible to 
progress with for prototyping. An initial prototyping phase was conducted using simple materials 
such as cardboard, packing foam, and hot glue. This exercise was a valuable experience, as it 
enabled team members to more visually explore concepts and ideas and see how they would fit 
together as a physical model. Concepts that were prototyped were lens mounts, baffles, and the 
overall structure. Figure 9 shows a rudimentary model of the optical assembly using common 
materials. 
 
   
Figure 9. First prototype of the optics assembly using Styrofoam, cardboard, and poster board. 
4.3.1 Pugh Matrices 
After this first prototyping session, feasible ideas were determined and then further analyzed 
with the usage of Pugh Matrices, which compared separate ideas for each function to each other. 
The first Pugh Matrix analyzed the structure concepts. Ten total ideas were generated and deemed 
achievable for the 1U structural support for the optical equipment. One idea out of ten was referred 
to at the datum for the matrix, and each of the other nine ideas were compared to it using the 
criteria extracted from the Quality Functional Deployment process. For example, one of the criteria 
was overall assembly weight, and each concept was compared to the datum concept in this 
category. If a concept was lighter than the datum, it was given a “+”. Otherwise, a concept was 
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given an “S” if it weighed the same as the datum or a “-“ if it weighed more. This process was 
repeated for the rest of the ten criteria in the Pugh Matrix. The total amount of “+’s” and “-‘s” 
were tallied together to determine which concept was deemed more optimal than the datum. If a 
certain concept was determined to be better than the datum, a new Pugh Matrix was constructed 
with this new concept as the datum.  
After the first Pugh Matrix was completed, one of the concepts seemed to be more appropriate 
to move forward with in the design, so it became the new datum for the second Pugh Matrix. 
Additionally, concepts that were proven to be undesirable upon completion of the first Pugh Matrix 
were not considered in the second Pugh Matrix. Table 4 and 5 below show the results from the 
first and second iteration of the Pugh Matrix analysis. Note that concept 5 refers to a slotted 
assembly for the structure, and it served as the first datum concept. However, the results indicated 
that concept 7, or the internally bolted structure, was a superior design. This Pugh Matrix process 
was repeated with the internally bolted structure as the datum, and the results indicated that this 
path forward for the structure may be the most ideal. However, methods and locations of bolts and 
fasteners will be determined later in the design process. Note that detailed sketches for each 
concept shown in Table 4 and 5 are found in Appendix E. 
The Pugh Matrix analysis was only formally completed for the structural design, as each of the 
other critical functions in the overall design had far fewer total design paths to consider. However, 
the criteria utilized in the Pugh Matrix process and the Quality Functional Deployment were also 
used to analyze and refine the list of design ideas for each of the other nine critical functions 
presented earlier in Section 4.1.  
Table 4. First Pugh Matrix analysis using Concept 5 as the matrix datum. 
Concept     1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Criteria                     
Weight S S - S 
D
A
TU
M
 
S S S S - 
Size and Form Factor S - - S S S S S S 
Camera Focus S S - S S S - - - 
Ventilation S S S S S - S + S 
Easy to Manufacture - - - - S S - + - 
Fixed Alignment S S - S S S - - - 
Operating 
Temperature S S - S S S - S S 
Satellite Accessibility S S + S S - - S + 
Assembly + + - + S + - - - 
Durability S S - - S + - - - 
Sum [+] 1 1 1 1 
  
0 2 0 2 1 
Sum [-] 1 2 8 2 0 2 7 4 6 
Sum [S] 8 7 1 7 10 6 3 4 3 
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Table 5. Second Pugh Matrix analysis using Concept 7 as the matrix datum. 
Concept     4 5 6 7 9 10 
Criteria             
Weight S - - 
D
A
TU
M
 
+ - 
Size and Form Factor S S S S S 
Camera Focus S S S - - 
Ventilation S S S + S 
Easy to Manufacture - - - + - 
Fixed Alignment - S S - + 
Operating 
Temperature S S S S S 
Satellite Accessibility + + + + + 
Assembly - - - - - 
Durability - S S - S 
Sum [+] 1 1 1 
  
4 2 
Sum [-] 4 3 3 4 4 
Sum [S] 5 6 6 2 4 
 
4.3.2 Morphological Matrix 
The next step in the design refinement phase was to compile all the design ideas into one master 
table, with each column denoting a separate design function. This table was entitled the 
Morphological Matrix, and was utilized to create complete design ideas, each consisting of a 
solution to each critical function. The method with this chart was to start at the left-most column 
and move across the table, choosing a single idea within each function until the end of the chart is 
reached. At this point, a complete design solution was created after each iteration across the 
Morphological Matrix. Within the matrix, the first three function columns were “Structure”, “Lens 
Assembly”, and “Pupil Concept”.  See Table 6 below for the Morphological Matrix which entails 
every design path for each of the ten critical design functions.   
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Table 6. Morphological Matrix used to produce six unique design solutions. 
 
For the first full concept, “Bolts” was chosen for the structure, “Fixed Keepers” was chosen for 
the lens assembly, and “Pupil on the Back Baffle” was chosen for the pupil concept. This process 
continued until the end of the chart was reached and a full design concept was generated. This 
entire Morph Chart process iterated until six, unique full concept designs were generated, so a 
multitude of ideas could be analyzed moving forward. Table 7 below illustrates the results of the 
Morphological Matrix, with six complete and unique generated design concepts in a separate table. 
Note that Concepts 4-6 are mirrors of Concepts 1-3, but with a solid structure as opposed to a 
bolted structure.  
  
 2U Structure Lens Assembly Pupil Concept Baffle Assembly Optics Plate Design 
Generated 
Ideas 
Hinged  Removable Keepers Pupil on Back Baffle 10 cm Slotted Plates Remove from Top 
Integrated Fastener Fixed Keepers Pupil Separate Small Tabs Remove from Front 
Slotted - Pupil on lens Mount One Solid Piece Remove from Side 
Bolted - - - - 
Internal Bolt - - - - 
Solid Piece - - - - 
Dowel Pin - - - - 
L - Bracket Frame - - - - 
Snap Fit - - - - 
            
  Detector Interface P-Pod mount Sealing Plates Damping Methods Datum Reference 
Generated 
Ideas 
Rotating Chuck 3 U w/ spring Top and Side plates Visco. Pads Pins 
Adjustable "X" 1 U w/out spring Small Dark Tube Visco. Washers Relief 
Fasteners - - No damping Markings 
Key - - Damped all sides - 
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Table 7. Results of the Morphological Matrix with six unique designs generated. 
  2 U Structure Lens Assembly Pupil Concept Baffle Assembly Optics Plate Design 
Concept 1 Bolted Fixed Keepers Pupil on Back Baffle 
10 cm Slotted 
Plates Remove from Front 
Concept 2 Bolted Removable Keepers 
Pupil on Back 
Baffle Small Tabs Remove from Top 
Concept 3 Bolted Fixed Keepers Pupil on Back Baffle 
10 cm Slotted 
Plates Remove from Side 
Concept 4 Solid Piece Fixed Keepers Pupil on Back Baffle 
10 cm Slotted 
Plates Remove from Front 
Concept 5 Solid Piece Removable Keepers 
Pupil on Back 
Baffle Small Tabs Remove from Top 
Concept 6 Solid Piece Fixed Keepers Pupil on Back Baffle 
10 cm Slotted 
Plates Remove from Side 
            
  
Detector 
Interface P-POD Mount Sealing Plates 
Damping 
Methods Datum Reference 
Concept 1 Fasteners 1 U w/out spring 
Top and Side 10 
cm plates 
Viscoelastic 
Washers Relief 
Concept 2 Rotating Chuck 3 U w/ spring Small Dark Tube 
Viscoelastic 
Pads Pins 
Concept 3 Adjustable "X" 
1 U w/out 
spring 
Top and Side 10 
cm plates 
Damped from 
all sides Pins 
Concept 4 Fasteners 1 U w/out spring 
Top and Side 10 
cm plates 
Viscoelastic 
Washers Relief 
Concept 5 Rotating Chuck 3 U w/ spring Small Dark Tube 
Viscoelastic 
Pads Pins 
Concept 6 Adjustable "X" 
1 U w/out 
spring 
Top and Side 10 
cm plates 
Damped from 
all sides Pins 
 
4.3.3 Decision Matrix 
Once six unique full concepts were created and identified, these ideas were placed into a 
Decision Matrix, where full design ideas were compared to each other, as seen in Table 8. The 
criteria utilized to compare each design idea were taken from the Pugh Matrix and Quality 
Functional Deployment spreadsheets but were edited and condensed for simplicity of analysis for 
a total of eight criterion. Each concept was analyzed according to each category in the Decision 
Matrix, however, each criterion was given an associated weight factor. These weights were 
determined by the Cal Poly team on a scale from 1-5 and were decided upon based on critical 
functions and the desires voiced by SSL for the final design. For example, the criterion of design 
“Mass” had a lower weight than “Image Quality & Alignment”, as the primary purpose and goal 
of this design is to obtain quality images in the FUV range of light in orbit. The total mass is 
important, and the design needs to be relatively lightweight, but this criterion was determined to 
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be less of a priority for this initial proof of concept design. Similar arguments can be made for the 
weighting scheme for the rest of the criterion listed in Table 8.   
After relative weights were assigned to each criterion, each concept was evaluated based on 
each criterion category, using a point system ranging from 1-10, 10 being optimal. For example, 
Concept 1 was given a 5 for mass, as it isn’t especially heavy or light, and it was given an 8 for 
image quality and alignment, as it uses fasteners for the detector, it is only damped from one side, 
it has fixed keepers, and its baffles are more structurally sound. On the other hand, Concept 3 had 
a lower score for mass because it is damped from all sides and utilizes a more complicated detector 
mount, and its image quality and alignment have a lower score due to the complicated detector 
mount and the potential over-constraint of damping from all sides.  
It is observed in Table 8 that Concept 1 achieved the highest score. Note that Concept 4 is 
almost identical in score to Concept 1. This is because the only difference between these concepts 
is that the structure in Concept 1 is bolted instead of solid. Concept 1 was chosen because the 
sponsor determined that bolts are preferable and will result in ease of manufacturability. If a solid 
structure was manufactured, any defect would render the entirety of the structure unusable. 
Concept 1 was reviewed by the project sponsors during a weekly meeting and was determined to 
be a viable and promising path forward.   
Table 8. Decision Matrix of the concepts determined using the Morphological Matrix. 
Criteria 
 
Concept 
Mass 
Size 
& 
Form 
Image 
Quality 
& 
Alignment 
Mfg Ease Stray Light Suppression Assembly Complexity Durability 
TOTAL Weight 2 4 5 2 5 3 4 2 
Concept 1 5 5 8 5 8 6 10 4 186 
Concept 2 4 4 6 5 5 2 3 4 115 
Concept 3 3 4 4 4 8 3 7 4 135 
Concept 4 5 5 8 3 8 8 8 6 184 
Concept 5 6 5 6 4 5 6 3 6 137 
Concept 6 3 5 4 3 8 7 7 6 153 
 
As a reminder, the description of Concept 1 is defined in Table 7, with each design idea for all 
ten critical functions identified in Appendix E. The chosen concept is open to further refinement 
and iteration, but it will be main concept moving forward into the detailed design phase unless 
analysis and further considerations prove the design concepts are insufficient in satisfying the 
project requirements. 
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4.4 Modeling the Chosen Concept 
Initial concept models were created using SolidWorks after the concept design was selected. 
The models for the 1U optics assembly, P-POD shake table structure, and Optical Ground Support 
Equipment are detailed below. 
4.4.1 Description of the Design 
The 1U optics assembly CAD was reviewed by SSL a few times throughout development to 
receive feedback and make necessary changes. No damping materials have been added to this 
model and no engineering analysis has been performed to determine characteristics such as natural 
frequency, stiffness, and structural durability. The general idea of the 1U assembly, as well as the 
vibrations test set-up is shown below in Figure 10. The dampening interface will likely occur 
between the structure of the CubeSat and the Optics Datum in the form of a viscoelastic material 
or other multifunctional material interface. The multifunctional material stack-ups and where they 
are located within the structure, will be tested and determined during April and May of 2018.  
The Optics Datum will be a plate from which all optical elements are positioned and will contain 
relief datums for mechanical registration. Shims will be used to make small alignments between 
each element and the datum planes. For example, shims will be placed between the optics and 
optical datum reliefs to align the lenses to the baffles and each other. The lens assembly will 
include a mount where the back, larger lens will sit. The keeper element will “keep”, or maintain, 
both lenses together. Encapsulant will be applied to the interface between the outside diameter of 
each lens and the lens mount or keeper to constrain the lenses. The Optics Datum will be removable 
from the front of the 1U structure, such that optical alignment may be performed before satellite 
integration. 
The iris, which is the primary baffle that defines the field of view from the front of Lens 1, will 
be machined into the front of the keeper. Initially, we proposed machining the iris into the back of 
the baffle assembly, but the dimensions of the optics determined by the Ray Trace diagram proved 
that this path forward is impossible, as the distance between the iris and Lens 1 is very small. The 
baffle holes will vary in size and will be positioned such that a 30° field of view from Lens 1 is 
achieved. 
 The instrument’s structure will be 10cm x 10 cm x 10 cm in size and will utilize bolts and 
positioning pins to fasten together. During vibration testing, the structure will slide into a 1U P-
POD assembly that is fastened to the vibration slip table. Figure 10 shows how the optical 
equipment (centered) will be inserted and removed from the structure (surrounding).  Standard P-
POD guiderails will mimic the boundary conditions a typical 3U P-POD would impose on the 
structure during launch. This replicated P-POD will be manufactured at Cal Poly, and the 
vibrations testing will entail placing the CubeSat structure within the P-POD onto the vibrations 
table in the Mechanical Engineering Vibrations Laboratory at Cal Poly. The CubeSat structure will 
be able to be removed from the P-POD and placed onto the GSE assembly, such that optical testing 
can be completed in conjunction with different vibrations and thermal tests. Note that the visible 
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light detector is not captured in the figure below, as it will be a part of the GSE assembly and will 
not be fastened to the 1U optics assembly while the optics assembly undergoes vibration loads. 
 
 
Figure 10.  Schematic showing the selected concept in the vibration shake table configuration. 
4.4.2 1U Optics Assembly 3D Model 
The optics assembly concept was modeled using SolidWorks software. As explained 
previously, the optical equipment will be mounted to the Optics Datum, which will be secured to 
the bottom of the structure with a dampening material in between the interface. Side and top plates 
will be fastened to the structure to reject stray light, as seen in Figure 11. The front sealing plate 
will contain an oversized hole to not interfere with the instrument’s FOV. The structure will consist 
of a bolted panel assembly with pin locators, indentations for fastener head clearance within the 
1U footprint, and cross member supports for stiffness. Structural materials will be AL 6061-T6, 
and the fasteners and inserts will be 300 series Stainless Steel. The structure will be Black Type 2 
anodized such that corrosion welding is prevented along the P-POD guide rails, and stray light is 
rejected. 
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Figure 11. 1U optics assembly structure concept with sealing plates mounted on four sides. 
The Optics Datum will contain three reference planes, as illustrated in Figure 12. The top 
surface will define the vertical reference Datum A, and Datum B and C will define the references 
for sideway and forward based alignment. The lenses will be mounted within a lens mount with 
an integrated keeper, which will reference the datum planes defined by the Optics Datum to align 
the lenses relative to each other. This concept is presented in more detail later. 
 
 
Figure 12. Optics Datum with defined datum planes from which optics elements will be 
shimmed. Datum A (not shown) is the top surface of the Optics Datum on which the lens mount 
is supported. 
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The Field Stop and baffle concepts are further illustrated below in Figure 13. The baffles and 
will be inserted into the Field Stop from the top, and they will be Grit-blasted Type 2 anodized, 
and about 0.016” thick. These components will be attached to the Field Stop with fasteners. The 
apertures will be fabricated with 45° knife edges. The Field Stop will have three points of contact 
with the datum surface, and its relative position on the Datum Surface will be defined by relief 
points and may be adjusted using shims. The left image indicates how the baffles will interface 
with the Field Stop, the middle indicates the interface between the Field Stop and the Datum, and 
the right image is a full assembly representation of the Field Stop with associated baffles. Since 
the time of modeling this assembly, the Ray-Trace diagram changed the location of the iris (or 
pupil). Therefore, the iris will not be attached to the Field Stop anymore. The spacing of these 
baffles and their respective apertures are defined such that a 30° FOV is achieved. These parts will 
likely be CNC machined, due to the tight tolerances and small, abstract dimensions.  
 
 
Figure 13. Solid model of the baffles fastened to the field stop. 
A cross-sectional view of the optical portion of the prototype concept is shown below in Figures 
14 and 15. This cross section is chosen such that the entirety of the path of light through the optics 
is shown. The FOV defining baffles with decreasing hole size are visualized, with the iris acting 
as the first element defining the field of view of the front lens. The baffles will be mounted to the 
Field Stop, and the Iris will be mounted to the Keeper on Lens 1, again due to the tight geometry 
determined by the ray trace diagram. Both lenses will be mounted together within one separate 
structure, and shims will likely be added to the interface plane between the keeper and the back 
portion of the mount where the second lens lies. Both the field stop structure and the lens mount 
will be positioned on the datum surface using relief points, and additional shims will be utilized to 
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adjust each element’s position in all three axes if needed. The fiducial cube noted in this diagram 
will be used for boresight alignment, which will be discussed later in Chapter 5. The materials and 
fasteners utilized within the optics assembly will be consistent with the rest of the prototype.  
 
 
Figure 14. Sectioned view of the 1U optics assembly mounted inside the structure. 
 
Figure 15. Detailed view of the lens interface with captions. 
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4.4.3 Ground Support Equipment 
The Optical Ground Support Equipment (OGSE or GSE) elements were determined by SSL to 
conduct tests to verify the optical specifications are met. Detailed descriptions of these tests are 
presented in Chapter 5. The GSE will consist of a solid base structure, to which the CubeSat can 
be repeatedly placed and removed. A laser mounting structure, equipped with a vertical adjustment 
stage and a tip/tilt stage, will be hard-mounted to the front of the base. The section for the optical 
elements utilized in the spot size test between the test subject and the laser will include a mount or 
relief for an additional plate holding the additional test equipment to be placed. This plate will be 
removable from the GSE such that other optical tests, such as boresight alignment and FOV, can 
be conducted. All elements on the GSE, such as the 1U optical assembly, laser, and other optical 
elements will be placed utilizing defined datum planes and reliefs on the base plate, and will be 
adjusted using shims. The entirety of the GSE will be manufactured using CNC machines and will 
be tested at Cal Poly. Optical equipment, such as the collimating lens, the laser, and diffusers, will 
either be provided by UCB or obtained from outside vendors. The two GSE configurations are 
presented in Figures 16 and 17. 
 
 
Figure 16. GSE schematic of the boresight alignment and FOV configuration [19]. 
 
Figure 17. GSE schematic of the spot size configuration [19]. 
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The visible and FUV detectors (CCD) will be attached to the GSE table. The mounting interface 
that will constrain the two detector types is not fully ideated; however, there are two promising 
concepts. The first concept involves a lead screw mechanism, similar to a chuck on a lathe. Three 
contact points would adapt both CCDs and allow for alignment with respect to the lenses. The 
second concept involves mounting the visible and FUV CCDs to a mounting plate, which will be 
fastened to the GSE bench. These two concepts are illustrated in Figure 18. 
 
 
Figure 18. Visible and FUV detector mounting interface to the GSE bench. 
4.4.4 1U P-POD – Vibration Table Support Structure 
It will be necessary to place the CubeSat into a satellite deployer to model the launch 
configuration boundary conditions. For these purposes, a 1U test deployer will be manufactured 
to replicate the P-POD during the vibration and thermal testing. The test deployer will consist of 
two rails integrated onto its side and top and bottom panels for the CubeSat to slide into. To further 
model the boundary conditions, the 1U deployer will consist of a back plate which the CubeSat 
will rest against, which will replicate the compressed spring that will be used to deploy the satellite 
during the actual mission. It is important to note that the pushing spring within a deployer is 
adjusted such that it acts as a rigid body during launch. Therefore, we can replicate the spring 
interface as a rigid plate. A second plate will also be placed in the front of the 1U deployer to 
represent its door or front cover, which will also be pressed up against the CubeSat as it would 
during be during the launch. It will be made of aluminum to be consistent with the CubeSat’s 
material to maintain the same stiffness characteristics and have a mass of about 1 kg. Figure 19 
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shows a photo of a 1U test deployer made by Cal Poly’s CubeSat Program, taken from Dave 
Pignatelli’s Launch Vibration Isolation of CubeSats slideshow presentation, which will be 
referenced when designing the test deployer for this project.  
 
 
 
Figure 19. 1U P-POD that will be replicated for use during vibration testing [17]. 
4.4.5 Concept Prototypes 
Concept prototypes of the 1U optics assembly were fabricated to demonstrate functionality of 
the design. First, a 1U frame structure was fabricated out of aluminum L-brackets and plates. This 
concept prototype is shown in Figure 20 below. The purpose of building this prototype was to 
confirm functionality of the Vibrations shake table located in the ME laboratory. The results of 
these tests is presented in Chapter 5. 
 
 
Figure 20. Rudimentary 1U aluminum structure bolted onto the shake table mounting plate. 
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In addition to fabricating a concept prototype for preliminary vibration tests, a full scale optics 
assembly model was 3D printed to demonstrate the mechanical interface between components. It 
was learned through this model that clearance tolerances between the baffles and field stop need 
to be adjusted to permit ease of assembly. Furthermore, the concept of referencing datum planes 
between the lens mount and Optics Datum was confirmed to work as designed. Figures 21 through 
24 show pictures of the 3D printed 1U optics assembly prototype. 
 
   
Figure 21. 3D printed components (not all shown) resting on a 1cm scaled table. 
 
Figure 22. 3D printed 1U optics assembly showing the sealing plate interface to the structure. 
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Figure 23. Isometric views of the 3D printed 1U optics assembly with the sealing plates 
removed. 
  
Figure 24. Front and side views of the 3D printed 1U optics assembly with the sealing plates 
removed. 
4.4.6 Dampening Methods 
According to UV instrumentation standards for outgassing requirements, a material utilized in 
space must not exceed 1% for Total Mass Loss (TML) or 0.1% for Collected Volatile Condensable 
Material (CVCM). The viscoelastic material SMRD 100F90P2, as listed in Figure 25, has been 
identified to meet both specifications and has been previously used for dampening purposes in 
spacecraft applications. Preliminary analysis will be conducted using a spring-dashpot model to 
determine whether this material will be a viable option in dampening enough noise experienced 
during launch, and where this material should be applied. The interface will be tested using 
different material configurations (such as metals or Viton rubber). For example, different material 
stack-ups could be tested at the interface between the optics datum and the structure, or between 
the optical elements themselves. These iterative concepts for vibration dampening will be tested 
on the shake table, and the results will be compared with results on the shake table without damping 
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methods applied. If it is seen that a multifunctional material stack-up and configuration is 
successful in dampening noise in the optical assembly, these results will be verified by the sponsor 
before moving forward with the design. Upon verification and agreement with the design direction 
with respect to dampen, the multifunctional material configuration will be integrated into the 
existing design. 
 
  
Figure 25. NASA outgassing testing results for rubbers and elastomers [18]. 
4.4.7 Preliminary Experiments 
Vibrations induced on the optics of the CubeSat must be carefully investigated. The shake table 
in Cal Poly’s Mechanical Engineering Vibrations Laboratory, presented in Figure 26, will be used 
throughout the design process to develop the optimum dampening configuration within the optics 
assembly and analyze the instrument’s dynamic behavior. A preliminary CubeSat frame was built 
and tested to confirm the state of the shake table and become familiar with the method of its 
operation. The structural prototype is seen mounted to the vibration shake table with two 
accelerometers in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26. Image of the shake table used for vibration tests in the Cal Poly ME vibrations lab. 
A random noise waveform was inputted to the shake table and the response was captured using 
a spectral analyzer. From these preliminary tests, several discoveries were made. First, the shake 
table was confirmed to be operational and deemed sufficient to use for all future vibrations tests. 
Another observation made was that the response shown on the Bode plots was inverted due to the 
accelerometer channels being switched, which will be fixed for future testing. Furthermore, the 
amplitude scale of the bode plots was measured in decibels, which does not allow for proper 
acceleration amplitude measurements. This will also be adjusted in future tests from a logarithmic 
to a linear magnitude scale. Lastly, the Bode plot for the Random Noise test showed a maximum 
occurring around 750 Hz, which indicates one of the natural frequency modes of the structure 
model. For images of the structure during testing and the resulting bode plots, see Appendix D. 
The instrument will need to be able to maintain Allowable Flight Temperatures (AFTs), which 
are yet to be defined by the sponsor. However, these tests will most likely take place in one of Cal 
Poly's mechanical engineering labs. The instrument will be placed in a thermal vacuum chamber 
in which thermal cycling will be performed. Tests will be performed to evaluate if the optics 
survive the AFTs, thermal expansion is within its limits, and the boresight alignment and spot sizes 
remain within their required parameters. 
4.4.8 Other Design Requirements 
There are certain design requirements that were not fully addressed during the conceptual 
development phase. Some of these requirements include making "remove before flight items" red, 
making the structure accessible for Nitrogen purges, and having the structure be able to 
accommodate contamination witness samples and dust covers (accessibility). Other design 
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requirements also include redesigning the front of the baffle assembly such that a deployable cover 
could be integrated into the design. Once the final design of the CubeSat is completed and 
analyzed, Cal Poly will investigate design concepts for the cover. Once allowable flight 
temperatures (AFTs) are identified, these considerations will be implemented into the design as 
well. For example, radiators may need to be included into the design to ensure that AFTs are 
maintained. Finally, the total mass of the instrument will be measured and reported to UCB once 
the design is finalized and manufactured. 
Chapter 5 – Final Designs 
 Upon completion of concept refinement of the CubeSat prototype, the detail design phase 
of the project commenced. The final design includes a 1-U CubeSat structure and optics assembly, 
a 1-U P-POD for vibrational testing, and Ground Support Equipment (GSE) for optical testing 
procedures. Various analysis was completed to verify that this CubeSat will perform and meet its 
specifications, including calculations that implement the Ray-Trace diagram into the final design, 
and vibrational testing and FEA verification such that an optimal damping composite material 
could be applied between the optics datum and the structure. Included in this chapter is a discussion 
and reasoning for component and material choices for the final designs, safety considerations, and 
a detailed cost analysis.  
5.1 Overall Description of Designs 
The main goal of the first quarter of the project was to come up with a concept prototype for 
the CubeSat structure and optics. In the beginning of the second quarter, detailed design work was 
performed to improve the design of the CubeSat. Additional designs were created as well, 
including a design for a 1-Unit P-POD structure that replicates CubeSat boundary conditions 
during launch, as well as the Ground Support Equipment assembly and necessary features. The P-
POD was designed to replicate the geometry of a typical 3-U P-POD, and it will house the CubeSat 
during vibrational testing upon the shake table. The GSE serves as the optical testing bench where 
various components are fixed on an optical breadboard, such as an adjustable laser light source, 
optical testing components, and the fixture that holds the visible CCD detector. This fixture will 
also be designed to accommodate the FUV camera upon completion of specification verification.  
 
5.1.1 CubeSat Structure & Optics 
 Many improvements were made to the CubeSat design during the beginning of the second 
quarter of this process. Fastener locations and dowel pin locators were added to the design for 
assembly purposes, as well as necessary holes and features. Additional changes include moving 
the iris of the optics to the Keeper as opposed to the back of the Field Stop, implementing a slot in 
the front of the Cube for the placement of an alignment fiducial during testing, and improving the 
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structure of the side plates for increased strength and rigidity while also keeping overall weight 
down. Figure 27 below shows the final design for the CubeSat (left) and the Optics Assembly 
(right) that sits inside the CubeSat structure. The Optics Assembly includes an Optics Datum, the 
Lens Mount, the Lens Keeper, and the Field Stop with associated Baffles. A detailed design 
description is incorporated in Chapter 5.2.  
Figure 27. Final designs of CubeSat structure and Optics Assembly.  
5.1.2 1-Unit P-POD 
 One project goal was to test the CubeSat in a vibrational scenario that replicated the 
boundary conditions of an actual deployed CubeSat. In lieu of purchasing an actual P-POD 
deployer, which are costly, the choice was made to design and manufacture our own 1-U P-POD 
structure, in which the CubeSat will sit during vibration tests on the shake table at Cal Poly. The 
P-POD replicates dimensions and geometries associated with a standard 3-U P-POD, with rails 
upon which the Cube slides on. The Cube pushes against a Force Plate, which has springs behind 
it. The springs are tightened once the Cube enters the structure and the door to the P-POD closes. 
The entirety of the P-POD will then be bolted down to the shake table. See Figure 28 below for an 
illustration of the P-POD with the CubeSat inside (in orange).  
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Figure 28. Assembled vibration testing P-POD with CubeSat (orange) inside.  
5.1.3 Ground Support Equipment 
The design for the Ground Support Equipment (GSE) includes optical equipment that will be 
procured, as well as a few parts that need to be machined which integrate the Cube and detector 
into the assembly. The optical equipment involved includes a laser adjustment stages (which are 
not accurately represented by this image), a laser, Spot Size Test elements, mirrors for a Field of 
View (FOV) test, a vertical adjustment stage for the CubeSat to rest on, the Atik Visible CCD 
(Detector), and custom machined detector mounting brackets, Cube Baseplate, and detector 
alignment components (not pictured). See Figure 29 below for an illustration of the entire 
assembly. Every component bolts into a procured optical breadboard, and the Spot Size Test 
elements will sit on an additional breadboard which will be able to be removed from the assembly 
entirely. These optical tests will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7.  
 
Figure 29. Ground Support Equipment (GSE) Assembly 
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5.2 Detailed Design Descriptions  
Each of these three designs require some parts that need to be manufactured and some 
components that need to be procured. Procurement details will be found in Chapter 5.5. This 
section will describe the detailed design of the CubeSat Structure and Optics Assembly, the P-
POD design, and the GSE detector mounting scheme. Material choices for each of these designs 
will be discussed in Chapter 5.5. Note that all detail drawings of custom parts are included in 
Appendix I.  
5.2.1 Optics Assembly 
The Optics Assembly’s purpose to align the two necessary lens in the proper location within 
the design, reject stray light into the instrument, and define the FOV. Figure 30 indicates a cross-
sectional SolidWorks view of the design of the optics, with important components identified. 
Assembly and various descriptions of critical datum planes of this subassembly can be found in 
Chapter 7.  The larger Lens 2 is held in the Lens Mount, and the smaller Lens 1 will be held in the 
Keeper. When these two features are fastened together as shown, the geometric conditions will 
hold both edges of the lens fixed. Shims will also be applied as the interfaces of the Lens Mount 
and Keeper to adjust the distance between the two lenses in multiple planes. A Viton O-ring was 
incorporated at this interface as well such that that contact stress between the two lenses was 
minimized. Various reliefs will be machined into the Optics Datum such that the Lens Mount can 
be accurately placed. Shims will also be incorporated at these interfaces at the datum to make 
adjustments.  
In front of the Lens Mount will be the Field Stop, where the Baffles will be located as well. At 
the front (left in the figure) of the Field Stop, geometries were chosen to reject stray light from 
entering the optics anywhere but through the baffles. Two baffles will be integrated into the Field 
Stop, which are the first two elements in the optics assembly that define the 30° FOV of the 
instrument. The third FOV defining element will be the Iris, which is located on the front (left) 
face of the Keeper itself. Vented M4 fasteners were chosen such that the instrument allows gas 
flow during outgassing upon entering space. Note that DC 93-500 encapsulant and DC 6-1104 
sealant will be utilized to secure and seal the lens interface in the Keeper and Lens Mount. The 
baffle holes will still have 45° knife edges and the surface of most of these elements will be grit-
blasted Type 2 anodized, with a 0.016” thickness such that light doesn’t reflect off of surfaces 
within the instrument.  
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Figure 30. Detailed cross-section of final Optics Assembly design.  
5.2.2 CubeSat Structure 
The CubeSat Structure serves to house and fix the Optics Assembly within the designated 1-U 
(10 cm squared) package size noted in the specifications of the design as well as a standard 
CubeSat “Unit”. The structure consists of separate plates and parts for each size of the cube such 
that ease of manufacturing is achieved. This will result in more assembly, but it will also reduce 
the risk of a part failing and having to remanufacture the entire CubeSat. The structure consists of 
two Side Structures (1), the Top Structure (2) and Plate (3), the Base Structure (4), and the Front 
Cover (5). The Base Structure interfaces with the Optics Datum, and this is where a damping 
material will be applied to reduce vibration effects at the Optics Assembly. The Top Plate is 
removable such that adjustments can be made to the Optics Assembly and GSE locater without 
having to disassemble the entire structure. The Front Cover includes a hole larger than 30° such 
that the FOV isn’t interfered with, as well as a rectangular slot for the alignment fiducial to sit 
inside for optical testing. Note that this rectangular slot will be covered with tape during testing 
post-alignment. Fasteners will be procured and dowel pins will be added to the assembly such that 
plates can be located to the sides of the cube. Figure 31 shoes an exploded view of the assembly 
with the Optics Assembly located in the center.  
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 Figure 31. Exploded view of CubeSat structure around the Optics Assembly.   
 
5.2.3 P-POD 
Detail design for the P-POD structure was accomplished through referencing drawings and 
dimensioning from actual P-POD dimensions. The purpose of making these parts is to replicate 
actual boundary conditions of a 3-U P-POD. Hence, dimensions and geometry were replicated in 
our 1-U P-POD design. The design includes the Mount Panel (1), the Port Panel (2), the Front and 
Back Panels (3), the Side Panels (4), the Force Plate (5), and springs (not pictured). The Mount 
Panel and Side Panels incorporate edges that act as rails for the Cube to slide into during vibration 
testing. The springs will be located between the Force Plate and Back Panel, and the springs will 
be tightened to compress against the CubeSat once it enters the structure. The Mount Panel will be 
secured to the shake table during vibration testing, and the Port Panel will include ports for 
accelerometer access. Tapped holes will be size 8-32, due to the face that the sizes in the book 
referenced for this design was in English units. Through holes prior to tapped holes are all 
countersunk. See Figure 32 for an exploded view.    
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Figure 32. P-POD assembly exploded view. 
5.2.4 Visible CCD Detector Mount and Cube Baseplate 
In order for optical testing to be repeatable upon the test bench, the CubeSat and Visible CCD 
Detector need to be able to be repeatedly placed in the GSE. Therefore, a custom baseplate for the 
CubeSat to register against and a detector mount needed to be designed to achieve this iterative 
repeatability. Figure 32 below indicates the design for both the plate and the mount. The CubeSat 
(transparent) will sit against two reliefs in the Cube Baseplate, where shims again can be applied 
for alignment within the GSE. Slots will be manufactured into the plate so it can mount to the Cube 
Vertical Adjustment Stage (to be discussed later). Custom brackets will also mount to this plate 
such that the detector is secured using M5 Fasteners. The detector (red) will be mounted within a 
custom camera mount provided by UCB. This camera mount resembles the shape and size of the 
eventual FUV detector that will be tested within this GSE.  
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To ensure that the detector is aligned with the optics, a relief will be machined into the Optics 
datum within the CubeSat such that its lateral movement in the axis of light is constrained. Another 
critical alignment is the concentricity that needs to be achieved and maintained between the lenses 
and the detector. The design includes a series of adapters that thread into the detector, as well as a 
custom threaded collar and threaded registration device. The idea behind this design is that the 
collar assembly will thread into the detector upon entrance of the detector into the GSE. The 
registration device will then rotate and extend along the length of the collar until its interior 
diameter rests along the diameter of the circular edge on the back of the Lens Mount within the 
Optics Assembly. Thus, the Optics Assembly will be concentrically aligned with the detector. At 
this point, set screws will be fastened to the radial edge of the back of the detector to keep it 
concentric (see Figure 34). Simultaneously, the custom brackets will be fastened to the Cube 
Baseplate. At this point, the CCD will be secure, and the registration and collar will be retracted 
and removed from the CubeSat through the top panel. See Figure 33 for more details about the 
adapters and custom parts associated with this design.  
Figure 33. Custom Cube Baseplate, Brackets, and Detector Interface designs.  
For additional clarity about how the detector will register concentrically with the optics, see 
Figure 34. Note that this screenshot is from an overhead view and the cube is hidden for clarity. 
The design will extend to concentrically register to the Lens Mount, and will retract once the 
detector is secure and will be removed out the top panel of the cube. 
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Figure 34. Overhead view of mechanics of concentric detector registration design.  
Figure 35 indicates how the detector will be secured radially once it is concentrically registered. 
Set screws will secure the detector sides (red) through the custom camera mount provided by UCB. 
Arrows indicate the three locations of the set screw insertion points.  
 
Figure 35. Radial setscrew securing of Visible CCD detector post-alignment.  
5.3 Analysis Description and Results 
Analysis of this design has consisted of geometric relations and dimensions of the CubeSat, as 
well as a vibrational damping study conducted with different composite beams such that an 
optimum damping stack-up could be achieved.  
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5.3.1 Geometric Sizing Analysis 
This design concerns tight optical tolerances, so some analysis had to be conducted to ensure 
that critical dimensions were maintained. Longitudinal dimensions along the axis of the path of 
the light through the instrument were obtained by previous analysis performed by UCB. A Ray-
Trace diagram was constructed, and the longitudinal dimensions, such as distance between the iris, 
the lenses, and the detector were integrated into the design of the CubeSat.  
However, our team had to perform trigonometric calculations to determine critical dimensions 
that define the FOV. These dimensions include the relative distance between the baffles and iris, 
as well as the diameter of the hole of each one of these components. A detailed look at the 
calculations performed in the schematic lie in Figure 36. Note that this diagram takes into account 
half of each baffle: the baffles are mirrored about the centerline (dotted line).  
Figure 36. Field of view trigonometric analysis for critical baffle dimensions.  
5.3.2. Vibrational Damping Analysis 
The first stage of vibration testing and analysis was centered on obtaining the material 
characteristics and behavior of 3M viscoelastic tape and VITON elastomer. The experimental 
setup consisted of twelve cantilever beam configurations, which can be seen in Figures 37-40. All 
beam configurations maintained the same overall beam thickness and length to ensure consistent 
fundamental dynamic behavior for all beams, save for the varying damping ratios. 
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Figure 37. Control group consisting of a uniform ¼” cantilevered beam. 
 
Figure 38. Single sandwich configuration fabricated from two 1/8” beams adhered together. 
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Figure 39. Double sandwich consisting of AL 6061 outer beams with effective ¼” thickness. 
 
 
 
Figure 40. Double sandwich consisting of AL 1100 outer beams with effective ¼” thickness. 
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 The beams were fabricated from AL 6061 and 1100 series bars purchased from McMaster-
Carr. The sandwich assemblies were assembled using standard surface preparation for adhesive. 
An example of applying viscoelastic tape to one of the beams is seen in Figure 41. 
 
 
Figure 41. Laying up 3M viscoelastic tape on one of the cantilever beams. 
Once the beams were fabricated, the coupons were mounted on the vibrations shake table 
with an accelerometer positioned near the end of the beam, approximately nine inches from the 
base. The accelerometer placement was confirmed for each beam using a ruler before collecting 
data. Additionally, a clickable torque wrench was used to verify standardized clamping force on 
each beam. Figure 42 shows the control beam fastened in between the shake table mount and the 
accelerometer placement. 
 
 
Figure 42. Clamping cantilever beam to shake table with mounted accelerometers. 
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The input into the horizontal shake table was a sine sweep ranging from 1-2000 Hz at an 
amplitude of 100 mVrms and a ramp rate of 200 mVrms. It was noticed during the testing that the 
input waveform output discrete frequencies along the sweep instead of a continuous frequency 
increase. Overall, the input parameters did not compromise the validity of the data collected. 
Future vibration testing will accommodate changes in the input parameters to produce a continuous 
sweep.  
Data from three independent runs were collected for each of the twelve beam samples, which 
resulted in twenty-seven data files. The files were saved onto a floppy disc and later translated into 
a MATLAB data file and saved in the team’s virtual storage drive. The data files were analyzed 
using MATLAB. The Bode plots were used to obtain the first, second, and third mode amplitudes 
and natural frequencies. The corner frequencies were found for each natural frequency using the 
half-power bandwidth method, which is illustrated in Figure 43.  
 
 
Figure 43. Half-power bandwidth method to determine the configuration damping ratios. 
 
The damping ratio was calculated from the corner frequencies by using equation 5.3.2.1 [21]: 
 
 𝜁𝑛 =
𝜔2 − 𝜔1
2𝜔𝑛
 (5.3.2.1) 
 
A summary of the damping ratios for each configuration is presented in Table 9. 
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Table 9. Damping ratios obtained from the half-power bandwidth method.  
Mode Damping Ratios ζ1 ζ2 ζ3 
Te
st
 C
on
fig
ur
at
io
n 
Control 0.121 0.025 0.348 
3M Control 0.212 0.010 0.379 
Viton Control 0.205 0.032 0.809 
1/8" Adhesive 0.195 0.432 0.855 
1/8" 3M 0.380 0.150 0.258 
1/8" Viton 0.275 0.425 0.625 
AL 6061 Adhesive 0.134 0.480 0.381 
AL 6061 3M 0.376 0.207 0.440 
AL 6061 Viton 0.117 0.137 0.454 
AL 1100 Adhesive 0.210 0.031 0.663 
AL 1100 3M 0.326 0.217 0.547 
AL 1100 Viton 0.110 0.413 0.403 
 
Once the damping ratio was determined, the mode frequency response was converted to the 
time domain as a unit step response by using equation 5.3.2.2 [20]: 
 
 
𝑢𝑛(𝑡) = 𝑒−𝜁𝑛𝜔𝑛𝑡
[
 
 
 
cos𝜔𝑛𝑡 +
𝜁𝑛
√1 − 𝜁𝑛
2
sin𝜔𝑛𝑡
]
 
 
 
 (5.3.2.2) 
 
 
The time response for the four configurations outlined in Figures 37-40 are shown below in 
Figures 44-47. The significance of these plots is to show the unit step time response of the different 
damping ratios at each natural frequency mode. Smaller damping ratios resulted in higher 
oscillation frequency, whereas larger damping ratios produced lower oscillation frequencies. The 
plots were used to compare the time response of each configuration to see which damping 
configuration was most effective. The complete data library including the code and frequency plots 
for the twelve configurations is found in Appendix H. 
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Figure 44. Time response of the control group. 
 
Figure 45. Time response of the single sandwich group. 
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Figure 46. Time response of the AL 6061 double sandwich group. 
 
Figure 47. Time response of the AL 1100 double sandwich group. 
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As observed from the time response plots, there are minor differences in the performance of the 
3M viscoelastic adhesive tape and Viton rubber. The Viton elastomer seems to perform best in the 
single sandwich configuration, whereas the 3M configuration performs better in the double 
sandwich configuration. Overall, the viscoelastic materials slightly decreased the amplitude of the 
first mode response; however, the second and third mode amplitudes were much more reduced 
compared to the control beam. These results suggest it may be best to implement a single Viton 
elastomer in between the 1U optics datum plate and 1U structure interface.  
The next stage for the vibration testing is to apply single and double layered Viton elastomer in 
between 3D printed versions of the optics datum plate and 1U structure and observe the dynamic 
behavior of the different configurations. The aim of the next study is to characterize the effects of 
viscoelastic material applied to the optics assembly. The study will confirm a damping 
configuration to implement on the final cube assembly. 
5.3.3 Finite Element Modelling 
Finite-element analysis (FEA) was conducted on a model of the simple cantilevered beam 
control utilized in the vibrational testing process as a comparison. Abaqus was utilized to find the 
first few modes of oscillation of a beam with the same Al 6061-T6 material properties and 
dimensions as the control, with a mass replicating the accelerometer on the end of the beam. Figure 
48 below shows a screen shot of the FE model in Abaqus during the first mode of oscillation, with 
the color scheme indicating displacement magnitude.  
 
Figure 48. Simple model of cantilever beam control in Abaqus at the first mode of vibration. 
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 Table 10 below indicates the first three modes of oscillation in the direction of vibration of 
the lateral shake table at Cal Poly.  
Table 10. First three bending modes of oscillation of cantilever beam control as obtained by 
Abaqus. 
Mode of Vibration Natural Frequency (Hz) 
1 52.5 
2 395.8 
3 1095.2 
 
The result of the first mode of vibration was verified through hand calculation analysis of 
a simple cantilevered beam with a mass at the end through the usage of Rayleigh’s Method. 
However, these results do not directly line up with the results obtained from the experiment 
conducted. For example, the first natural frequency of the control obtained through 
experimentation was around 41 Hz, which is almost 10 Hz off. Work is being done to tune these 
models to make them more accurately represent the beam of the experiment. 
FEA analysis was also conducted in SolidWorks Simulation to find the first few natural 
frequencies of critical optical components, such as the Lens Mount and Keeper. SolidWorks was 
utilized just to get a rough idea of the natural frequency and displacements associated with these 
two components, but more detailed and accurate FEA models will be created in and conducted 
through the usage of Abaqus in the near future. See Figure 49 for models and simulated 
displacement of the Lens Keeper and Mount at their respective first modes of natural frequency.  
 
Figure 49. First modes of oscillation of Lens Mount (left) and Keeper (right), as obtained by 
SolidWorks Simulation.  
 The first natural frequency and associated stiffness of both of these components were 
compared to the results of the simple cantilever beam control from experimentation. The results 
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are tabulated below in Table 11. Note that these results for the CubeSat optical parts may not be 
very accurate due to the analysis being conducted in SolidWorks Simulation.  
Table 11. Comparison of mass, stiffness, and first two modes of oscillation of the Lens Mount, 
Keeper, and the cantilever beam control from experimentation. 
5.4 Explanation of Material, Geometry, and Component Choices 
Various material choices were made due to standards in the aerospace industry, as well as 
metals that would be relatively economical to obtain. For certain geometries, again, most 
dimensions of the CubeSat and GSE are based on given constraints as provided by UCB and as 
defined by CubeSat standards. For example, most dimensions and geometries were designed such 
that the dimensions of the Ray-Trace diagram were met. Additionally, the 30  ۜ ° FOV determined 
the shape and dimensions of the baffle assembly, and the CubeSat’s structure itself had to meet 
the 1-U size requirement. The P-POD’s dimensions and geometry were such that they replicated 
an actual 3-U P-POD. Component choice also was somewhat determined by project specifications. 
For example, certain components were necessary for optical tests that need to be conducted after 
the CubeSat is manufactured.  
5.4.1 Material Choices 
The material selected for the CubeSat and PPOD structural components is Aluminum 6061-T6 
alloy, due to its common use in the satellite industry for its low density, machinability, and high 
strength to weight ratio. The lenses will be MgF2 coated achromatic lenses. All fasteners in the 
assembly will be stainless steel fasteners with Nitronic 60 helicoil inserts, which do not require 
lubrication. This choice was made because the contamination constraints of UV imaging 
instruments prevent the use of fastener lubricants. The interface between the lens keeper and lens 
mount requires either a wave spring washer or O-ring. For this material choice, a high-purity clean-
room grade Viton O-ring was selected to provide resistance on the mating interface without 
compromising joint integrity. Furthermore, Viton has sufficient outgassing properties for use in 
UV imaging instruments. In addition to using a Viton O-ring in between the lens mounts, Viton 
washers will be preliminarily placed at the posts of the optics datum, contingent on the results of 
the next stage of vibration tests.  
5.4.2 Component Choices  
 Most items in these designs will have to be custom manufactured. The only major 
additional components we will be procuring is the 2 predetermined lenses in the optical assembly 
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and various components of the GSE necessary for optical testing. Many of these components were 
already on-hand at UCB, so in order to reduce procurement costs, other components were chosen 
that would integrate with parts that are already obtained. For example, most of the Spot Size test 
elements are already on-hand at UCB.  
Critical elements of the GSE are the laser and laser adjustment stages, the Spot Size test 
elements, the Field of View test components, the base breadboard, and the vertical adjustment 
stage for the CubeSat. The breadboard is critical so components of the GSE can be fastened down 
in different locations and adjusted as necessary during testing, and this component needs to be 
procured. The vertical adjustment stage for the cube is already on-hand at UCB, and is necessary 
for adjusting the height of the CubeSat and optics such that the laser goes straight through the 
lenses and into the detector.  
As for the laser adjustment stages, a concept of the final design is shown below. Figure 50 does 
not accurately represent the final component choices, but it indicates the necessary degrees of 
freedom that this set-up will provide. The laser must be able be tipped/tilted, adjusted vertically 
and laterally, and it must be able to rotate. To complete the Boresight Test, the laser first needs to 
be directly aligned to the fiducial in the CubeSat, so precise micrometer adjustment will be critical 
in achieving alignment. Figure 50 below indicates the four micrometer-driven laser adjustment 
stages that need to be obtained. The laser will mount to the top of this assembly, and the laser will 
be added to the model once we determine which laser we have on-hand. The figure is color-coded 
for clarity. 
Figure 50. GSE 5-axis micrometer-driven laser adjustment stages for optical testing.  
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Other important components of the GSE are the Spot Size Test elements, which are noted in 
Figure 51. In this figure, every component that needs to be procured is in yellow. The tuning forks 
enable adjustment of optical posts within the footprint of the breadboard, and the optical post 
holders have a setscrew that enable vertical adjustment. The Fixed Frequency Grid creates spot 
sizes, which will be critical for determining focus quality of the instrument during the Spot Size 
Test, which will be discussed later in this report. The lens tube will house the Collimating Lens 
and the Ground Glass Diffuser, and will have a rotating optical adjustment that will enable 
adjustment of the collimating lens with respect to the laser. Note that these two optical test 
structures lie between the laser and the front of the baffles on the CubeSat.  
Figure 51. Spot Size Test elements.  
Figure 52 below gives a good look at the interior of the lens tube from the previous figure. The 
convex collimating lens will make all the rays of light coming from the laser parallel, and the 
diffuser will evenly illuminate the rays of light. These two optical elements will be secured by 
SM2 retaining rings, which are also on-hand. 
Figure 52. Interior View of the Spot Size Test elements within the Lens Tube.  
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 The final components that need to be obtained are the FOV Test elements. These are all already 
on-hand, and include mirrors, mirror mounts, and identical optical posts to the Spot Size Test 
elements. This details of this test are included in Chapter 7. See Figure 53 below for a schematic 
of these components within the GSE. In the figure below, the mirrors are mounted and positioned 
on either side of the Spot-Size test components. Also, note that the laser adjustment stages are 
clarified. Lateral and rotary movements will be achieved using the micrometer adjustment stage at 
the base. Vertical adjustments can be made with this set-up, and the kinematic mount for the laser 
enables tip and tilt. The laser is not included in this image.  
 
Figure 53. Field of View Test elements within the GSE assembly. 
5.5 Cost Analysis 
The cost analysis is subdivided into four separate cost sections: Anodizing and Manufacturing, 
CubeSat Components, P-POD Components, and GSE Components. These tables indicate the costs 
if someone were to start this project from scratch with no materials on hand. It’s important to note 
that the costs reflected in these sections do not indicate the total amount that the senior project 
actually spent. For example, the CCD was already in possession at UCB, and this is a relatively 
expensive component. These cost totals indicate a “first cost” of starting this project from scratch.  
Additionally, some of the components utilized for the project, such as the GSE, can be re-used 
for future projects. Cost analysis will thus be presented in a “second cost form” that will represent 
the cost if UCB was to recreate this project, using the components already on hand. Finally, the 
actual amount that UCB spent on the project will be presented. Take note that the lenses, which 
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were the largest single cost, were purchased in bulk. Hence, the final numbers that they spent 
include lenses that have yet to be put to use, and can be utilized for future instruments.  
5.5.1 Anodizing and Manufacturing 
Table 12 indicates the cost for anodizing and manufacturing. Take note that the manufacturing 
bulk cost from the UCB machine shop includes pricing for stock materials used to make CubeSat 
components. Note that number of units is how many actual units of said component are necessary, 
while number of items is how many individual items needed to be purchased, i.e. if things come 
in bulk. 
Table 12. Anodizing and Manufacturing Costs 
Subassembly  
or Item 
Component or 
Part 
Number 
of Units 
Vendor or 
Manuf PN/SN 
# 
Items  
Price per 
Item ($) Total Price ($) 
Anodizing all 
Parts 
All Optical 
Anodized Parts 12 
Elite Metal 
Finishing N/A 1 
 $                     
968.07  
$                        
968.07 
Manufacturing 
Bulk Berkeley 
Manufactured 
Parts & Stock 
Material 
1 
Berkeley 
Machine 
Shop 
N/A 1  $                 7,000.00  
$                    
7,000.00 
Stock for GSE 
Baseplate - 6061 
Aluminum, 5/8" 
Thick, 6" by 12" 
1 McMaster-Carr 9246K524 1 
 $                       
42.57  
 $                        
42.57  
Stock for GSE 
Brackets - 6061 
Aluminum, 1" 
Thick, 8" by 8" 
1 McMaster-Carr 9246K61 1 
 $                       
58.89  
$                          
58.89 
Stock for GSE 
Collar/Cup - 6061 
Aluminum, 1-3/4" 
Diamter, 1/2 Feet 
Long 
1 McMaster-Carr 8974K68 1 
 $                       
12.49  
$                          
12.49 
General Purpose 
Tap for Through-
Hole Threading, 
1"-32 Thread Size 
1 McMaster-Carr 2595A486 1 
 $                       
84.92  
$                          
84.92 
 
 
 
     TOTAL 
$                    
8,166.94 
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5.5.2 CubeSat Costs 
 Table 13 indicates the associated costs with the CubeSat Optics Assembly and Structure. Note that 
the actual metal and machining costs have already been presented.  
Table 13. CubeSat Costs 
Subassembly 
or  Item 
Component or 
Part 
Numbe
r of 
Units 
Vendor or 
Manuf PN/SN 
# 
Items  
Price 
per 
Item 
($) 
Total Price 
($) 
Optics 
Assembly 
M3x0.5 Type 316 
SS Low Profile 
Socket Head Cap 
Screw 
3 McMaster-Carr 90666A104 1  $      8.40  
 $          
8.40  
M4x0.7 Type 18-8 
SS Low Profile 
Socket Cap Screw 
5 McMaster-Carr 92855A410 1  $      7.34  
 $          
7.34  
M4x0.7 Vented Ss 
Socket Head 
screw 
8 Kurt J. Lesker Company 
HCHM0407
-005S40V 8 
 $      
1.20  
 $          
9.60  
Chemical-
Resistant Viton 
Fluoroelastomer 
O-Ring 
1 McMaster-Carr 9263K513 1  $      7.31  
 $          
7.31  
M3 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 
4.5 mm 
3 McMaster-Carr 93914A077 1  $      9.52  
 $          
9.52  
M4 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 6 
mm 
6 McMaster-Carr 93914A128 2  $      7.28  
 $        
14.56  
M4 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 4 
mm 
9 McMaster-Carr 93914A111 2  $      6.93  
 $        
13.86  
M4 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 8 
mm 
2 McMaster-Carr 93914A145 1  $      7.71  
 $          
7.71  
Custom Lens 1 
(MgF2) 1 Crystran N/A 1 
 $ 
476.00   $     476.00  
Custom Lens 2 
(MgF2) 1 Crystran N/A 1 
 $ 
476.00   $     476.00  
Viton Rubber 
Sheet 1 McMaster-Carr 1235N41 1 
 $    
15.97  
 $        
15.97  
Structure 
316 Stainless 
Steel Dowel Pin, 3 
mm Diameter, 10 
mm Long 
1 McMaster-Carr 93600A304 1  $      6.68  
 $          
6.68  
M2.5x0.45 Type 
316 SS Low 
Profile  
Socket Cap Screw 
6 McMaster-Carr 92290A751 1  $      9.91  
 $          
9.91  
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M4x0.7 Type 18-8 
SS Low Profile  
Socket Cap Screw 
15 McMaster-Carr 92855A403 1  $      4.00  
 $          
4.00  
M2.5 Nitronic 60 
SS Helicoil Inserts 
- 2.5 mm 
6 McMaster-Carr 93914A009 2  $      6.93  
 $        
13.86  
M4 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 6 
mm 
8 McMaster-Carr 93914A128 2  $      7.28  
 $        
14.56  
M4 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 8 
mm 
7 McMaster-Carr 93914A145 2  $      7.71  
 $        
15.42  
CubeSat 
Tools 
Mitutoy 
Rectangular 
Guage Block - 6 
mm 
1 McMaster-Carr 2249A29 1  $    29.65  
 $        
29.65  
Mitutoy 
Rectangular 
Guage Block - 22 
mm 
1 McMaster-Carr 2249A41 1  $    35.85  
 $        
35.85  
Mitutoyo 
Rectangular 
Guage Block, 
Grade 0, 5 mm 
Size 
1 McMaster-Carr 2249A28 1  $    24.10  
 $        
24.10  
Mitutoyo 
Rectangular 
Guage Block, 
Grade 0, 4 mm 
Size 
1 McMaster-Carr 2249A27 1  $    24.10  
 $        
24.10  
Kapton Tape 1 KaptonTape.com KPT-1/4 1 
 $      
5.50  
 $          
5.50  
Hysol EA9394 3 Ellsworth EA9394 50ML 1 
 $ 
106.37   $     106.37  
Epotek 301 
encapsulant 1 
Epoxy 
Technology N/A 1 
 $ 
100.00   $     100.00  
Installation Tool 
for M3 x 0.5 mm 
Thread Size 
Helicoil Insert 
1 McMaster-Carr 90261A188 1  $    98.84  
 $        
98.84  
Installation Tool 
for M2.5 x 0.45 
mm Thread Size 
Helocoil Insert 
1 McMaster-Carr 90261A187 1  $ 109.84   $     109.84  
Installation Tool 
for M4 x 0.7 mm 
Thread Size 
Helicoil Insert 
1 McMaster-Carr 90261A190 1  $    98.84  
 $        
98.84  
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Prong Break-Off 
Tool for M4 x 0.7 
mm Thread Size 
Helicoil Insert 
1 McMaster-Carr 92955A160 1  $    71.94  
 $        
71.94  
Prong Break-Off 
Tool for M3 x 0.5 
mm Thread Size 
Helicoil Insert 
1 McMaster-Carr 92955A155 1  $    71.94  
 $        
71.94  
18-8 stainless 
Steel Slotted Shim 
with tab, 10 Piece 
Metric Set, Trade 
Size A 
N/A McMaster-Carr 9722K712 3  $    17.88  
 $        
53.64  
4-Piece Aluminum 
Shim Stock Set N/A McMaster-Carr 9300K8 1 
 $    
56.40  
 $        
56.40  
Nonmarring 
Tweezers, 400 
Series Stainless 
Steel, 8" Overall 
Length 
1 McMaster-Carr 5244A11 1  $      8.50  
 $          
8.50  
Aluminum 
Weighing Dishes, 
75 ml Capacity, 2-
7/16" Diameter 
Pack McMaster-Carr 17805T56 1  $    12.81  
 $        
12.81  
Plastic Syringe 
with Taper Tip, 
0.34 oz Capacity 
Pack McMaster-Carr 7510A762 1  $    16.74  
 $        
16.74  
Stainless Steel 
Lab Spatula with 
Rounded Ends, 8-
1/4" Long 
1 McMaster-Carr 7075A11 1  $      7.50  
 $          
7.50  
      TOTAL 
 $  
2,043.26  
5.5.3 P-POD Costs 
Table 14 indicates the costs associated with the P-POD, although the machining costs have been 
included with the bulk UCB machining cost in Table 12. 
Table 14. Material Costs for P-POD 
Subassembly 
or  Item 
Component or 
Part 
Numbe
r of 
Units 
Vendor or 
Manuf PN/SN 
# 
Item
s  
Price per 
Item ($) 
Total Price 
($) 
P-POD 
Steel Phillips Flat 
Head Screw, 82 
Degree 
Countersink 
1 McMaster-Carr 
90273A19
6 1 
 $       
4.30  
 $         
4.30  
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Angle, 8-32 
Thread Size, 5/8" 
Long 
Aluminum 
Unthreaded 
Spacer, 6 mm 
OD, 22 mm Long, 
for M3 Screw 
Size 
4 McMaster-Carr 
94669A31
9 4 
 $       
1.85  
 $         
7.40  
      SUM 
 $       
11.70  
5.5.3 GSE Costs 
Table 15 indicates the costs associated with the GSE. Again, note that items such as the CCD, 
beam splitter, and various other items were already on-hand. 
Table 15. GSE Costs 
Subassem
bly or  
Item 
Component or Part 
Numb
er of 
Units 
Vendor or 
Manuf PN/SN 
# 
Item
s  
Price 
per 
Item 
($) 
Total Price 
($) 
GSE - 
Componen
ts 
Breadboard (12 in x 24 in) 1 Thorlabs MB1224 1  $     265.00   $      265.00  
Spot Size Breadboard 
(4x6x0.5) 1 Thorlabs MB4 1 
 $        
42.84   $           7.74  
Leveling Mounts 4 McMaster-Carr 23015T67 1 
 $          
5.31   $           5.31  
Lens Tube Clamp 1 McMaster-Carr SM2TC 1 
 $        
46.16   $         46.16  
1/4 Capscrews, Pack 1 McMaster-Carr 
91251A53
9 1 
 $          
7.74   $           7.74  
Adapter with External C-
Mount Threads and 
External SM2 Threads 
1 Thorlabs SM2A55 1  $        27.29   $         27.29  
3-Axis Laser Adjustment 
Stage 1 Thorlabs XYR1 1 
 $     
639.54   $      639.54  
Laser Translating Optical 
Post 1 Thorlabs TRT2 1 
 $        
92.82   $         92.82  
Kinematic Mount for 
Laser 1 Thorlabs MK11F 1 
 $        
90.00   $         90.00  
Focus Adjustable Laser 
Diode Module 1 Thorlabs CPS650F 1 
 $     
104.00   $      104.00  
5 VDC Battery Pack for 
Laser Diode 1 Thorlabs CPS1 1 
 $        
35.45   $         35.45  
Adapter with External 8-
32 Threads and External 
4-40 Threads 
1 Thorlabs AP8E4E 1  $          1.98   $           1.98  
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Table Clamp "Toes" 3 Thorlabs CL5 3  $          4.34   $         13.02  
Circular Mirrors for FOV 
Test 3 Thorlabs 
PF10-03-
G01 3 
 $        
52.02   $      156.06  
Mini-Series Kinematic 
Mirror Mount for Ø1/2" 
Optics, 4-40 Taps 
2 Thorlabs MK05 2  $        80.00   $      160.00  
Square Optical Mount for 
Fixed Frequency Grid 1 Thorlabs FH2 1 
 $        
19.69   $         19.69  
50 mm Diameter 120 Grit 
Ground Glass Diffuser 1 Edmund 83-420 1 
 $        
25.00   $         25.00  
25 x 25 mm, 1.0 mm 
Spacing, Glass Distortion 
Target 
1 Edmund 62-209 1  $     400.00   $      400.00  
Adapter with External 
M54 x 0.75 threads and 
internal SM2 threads 
1 Thorlabs SM2A28 1  $        29.33   $         29.33  
1/2" Optical Post, SS, 8-32 
Setscrew, 1/4"-20 Tap, 
L=2", 5 Pack 
8 Thorlabs TR2-P5 8  $        23.36   $      186.88  
1/2" Pedestal Post 
Holder, Spring-Loaded 
Hex Locking Thumbscrew, 
L=2.19" 
8 Thorlabs PH2E 8  $        24.48   $      195.84  
PH082E - Ø1/2" Pedestal 
Post Holder, Spring-
Loaded Hex-Locking 
Thumbscrew, L=1.00"  
1 Thorlabs PH082E 1  $        23.46   $         23.46  
Long Clamping Fork, 
1.76" Counterbored Slot, 
Universal 
8 Thorlabs CF125 8  $          8.95   $         71.60  
2" Rotating Adjustable 
Focusing Element, 0.81" 
Travel 
1 Thorlabs SM2V10 1  $        50.49   $         50.49  
SM2 Lens Tube, 0.5" 
Thread Depth, One 
SM2RR Included 
1 Thorlabs SM2L05 1  $        25.76   $         25.76  
SM2 Lens Tube, 2" 
Thread Depth, One 
SM2RR Included 
1 Thorlabs SM2L20 1  $        31.37   $         31.37  
18-8 SS Socket 
Head Screw 1 
McMaster-
Carr 
91292A14
3 1 
 $          
7.37   $           7.37  
Black-Oxide Alloy Steel 
Socket Head Screw 1 
McMaster-
Carr 
91290A33
0 1 
 $          
7.28   $           7.28  
Steel Hex Nut, Medium-
Strength, Class 8, M6 x 1 
mm Thread 
1 McMaster-Carr 
90592A01
6 1 
 $          
2.46   $           2.46  
Platform Mount for Beam 
Splitter 1 Thorlabs BSH2 1 
 $        
65.00   $         65.00  
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Beam Splitter 1 Thorlabs BS025 1  $     216.24   $      216.24  
Beam Splitter Mount 1 Edmund 53-030 1  $        85.00   $         85.00  
Pinhole 1 Edmund P300D 1  $        67.50   $         67.50  
Adjustable Lab Jack 1 MKS Instruments 271 1 
 $     
762.00   $      762.00  
1/2" Fused Silica 
Precision Optical 
Alignment Fiducial Cube 
1 Precision Optical N/A 1 
 $     
700.00   $      700.00  
Atik 11000 CCD 1 Atik Cameras 11000 1 
 $  
6,000.
00  
 $   6,000.00  
Custom CCD Aluminum 
Mount 1     1 
 $     
200.00   $      200.00  
Electronic Caliper, 0 to 6" 
and 0 to 150 mm 
Measuring Ranges 
1 McMaster-Carr 4996A16 1 
 $        
37.56   $         37.56  
7 Piece Metric Hex L-Key 
Set 1 
McMaster-
Carr 6956A42 1 
 $          
5.91   $           5.91  
      SUM  $10,867.85  
5.5.4 Summary of Various Costs 
Table 16 indicates a summary of the costs associated with this project. “First Cost” is a 
summation of all the costs previously presented above, in that it is the total cost of this project if 
someone was to start from scratch. This only includes the price of a single set of lenses, but it also 
adds in costs of the CCD, mirrors, lab-jack, and other components that were already on-hand at 
UCB. “Second Cost” indicates the cost of a second UV instrument if UCB were to build another. 
This cost subtracts the cost of components that can be reused, such as the entirety of the GSE. The 
“Estimated Total Cost” is an estimation of the total cost of the project if someone were to start 
from scratch with no components, and if they purchased all the lenses in bulk. The lenses were 
cheaper in bulk, so five of each lens were actually purchased, for a total of ten lenses. The final 
cost, “UCB Actual Total Cost” is what UCB spent for this project. This is the most accurate 
representation of the economics from the project, as some costs for components on-hand were 
estimated, and prices have changed for certain on-hand components since they were purchased by 
UCB. However, this final cost is the actual amount that UCB spent. This includes all tools and 
components not on-hand, lens procurement, manufacturing, and anodizing. 
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Table 16. Cost Summary Table 
Category Cost 
First Cost  $            21,089.75  
Second Cost  $               9,136.04  
Estimated Total Cost 
(with all lenses)  $            25,347.35  
UCB Actual Total Cost 
(with all lenses)  $            16,014.08  
5.6 Safety 
In these designs, there are no moving components or dangerous objects, which reduces safety 
concerns. The main concerns associated this project is critical optical components failing or 
breaking, or structures such as the Cube Structure or the P-POD failing to be durable through 
vibration testing. The first step to avoid these concerns is to wear safety glasses during vibration 
testing to reduce the risk of injury is a structure is compromised during vibration testing. 
Specifications for amplitudes experienced during optical testing will also be verified before 
vibration testing so that structures don’t experience vibrations that are too violent.  
To ensure that optical components within the cube don’t fail or break themselves, the team has 
performed a cantilevered beam damping analysis to ensure that vibrational effects are minimized 
with an optimum damping material. This analysis will be verified with a 3-D printed prototype of 
the optical components on the shake table. Additionally, FEA will be performed on optical 
components such as the Lens Mount, Keeper, and Field Stop to analyze displacements. Distances 
between these elements will be revised such that chatter at natural frequencies is accounted for. 
Additionally, a safety concern is safely registering the detector within the GSE. Safety measures 
to ensure the detector is not compromised include all team-members simultaneously working to 
align and then bolt down the detector to the Cube Baseplate within the GSE. 
The CubeSat will also be placed into a vacuum chamber and will experience conditions that are 
below freezing. It is not expected that these temperatures will cause failures, but precautions to 
ensure safety of operating equipment will need to be followed. Additionally, a training has been 
conducted so that the team is aware of how to safety operate the shake table in the vibrations lab 
at Cal Poly.  
Finally, durability of the P-POD or CubeSat structure could be safety concerns. However, the 
P-POD design replicates actual 3-U P-PODs launched into space, so this design should be 
sufficient. Additionally, structural geometries were included into the CubeSat structure to improve 
stiffness and strength during vibrational testing.  
A Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) was conducted to on these designs to ensure 
that potential failure modes were addressed. See Appendix F for a detailed look at this analysis. 
Note that since there are few safety concerns associated with this project, other optical testing 
failure modes were included in this failure analysis as well.  
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Chapter 6 – Manufacturing, Assembly, and Integration 
Most of the manufacturing was outsourced, except for a few of the GSE parts. For example, the 
CubeSat and PPOD were outsourced to the CNC machine shop at UCBSSL. The majority of the 
GSE equipment was procured from specialized optics vendors. The following chapter outlines 
components that were machined and procured, and how these components were integrated with 
each other upon assembly.  
6.1 Procurement 
A list of stock metal and components that were purchased for each design/assembly, as well as 
pricing estimates, are outlined in Tables 12, 14, and 16 in Chapter 5.5. These components were 
purchased by a variety of vendors. Most of stock metal and fasteners were procured from 
McMaster-Carr and most of the optical elements were obtained from Thorlabs or Edmund Optics. 
Note again that UCB had many optical components already on-hand. See Appendix J for detailed 
information and links to specific parts and components.  
6.2 Manufacturing 
The first step of the manufacturing process was determining what type of material to use by 
considering factors such as application, environment, life, and others. Seeing as this is a spacecraft 
it was almost instantly determined that the material best suit for this project was 6061-aluminum. 
Many aerospace projects consist of aluminum due to its light weight to strength ratio. A major 
advantage of using aluminum for this case in particular is its reflectivity. Aluminum is a good 
reflector of visible light as well as heat, two of the main issues faced in space optics, guarding 
against stray light and outgassing. For these reasons, aluminum is highly favorable and therefore 
used for almost the entirety of the fabricated components of this project. 
With the type of material known, the next step of the manufacturing process is deciding which 
process to use to fabricate the components. Factors considered were material type, labor cost, and 
lead time and with tolerance being a major factor seeing that optical equipment is involved, 
material removal machining was chosen as the process. Components such as the optics datum and 
lens mount and keeper require tight flatness tolerances, about 0.127 mm or .005 in, to insure proper 
alignment of the two lenses and CNC machining is capable of such precision with skilled operators. 
On deciding which material and process is to be used, the next decision to make was whether 
to outsource or make the product in house, utilizing the CNC machines at Cal Poly. It was 
determined that the team’s time would be better spent on engineering tasks rather than machining 
and had the parts outsourced to UC Berkeley’s machine shop. The UC Berkeley machine shop 
fabricated both the instrument itself and the test P-POD, while the Cal Poly team manufactured 
the custom GSE components since they were not complex and didn’t require such tight tolerances. 
These components included the left and right brackets and GSE plate used for image testing along 
with the CCD adapter for boresight alignment purposes. 
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In designing and drafting of the CubeSat, DFMA techniques were implemented to ensure 
proper functioning as well as minimizing machining costs. For instance, the Lens Mount was 
designed for reducing the amount of removal and replacing during machining by placing features 
such that they can be machined while the part is in the same orientation and the machinist only 
having to reposition it twice after facing the stock material. This is exemplified in Figure 54 with 
three operations for the Lens Mount part.  
 
Figure 54. Expected orientations for three CNC milling operations for the lens mount. 
Upon completion of machining the instrument’s components, they were sent out to Elite Metal 
Finishing for anodizing. The Type II black anodization on the aluminum provided a non-
conductive, protective coating to protect the satellite from the harsh environment of space. The 
anodization also helps unwanted light from going into the imager by reducing the reflectivity of 
the instrument. Engineering drawings of areas where to mask, locations not being anodized, can 
be seen in appendix of the satellites components were created, labeling the regions to be masked 
off where anodizing would not be needed and sent to the manufacturer. Below, Figure 55, is an 
image of the masking process of one of the components prior to being anodizing. Locations such 
as holes for fasteners and mating surfaces did not require anodizing and were therefore plugged 
up or masked off. An image of some completed anodized components is shown in Figure 56. 
Operation 1   Operation 2   Operation 3 
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Figure 55. Masking of structure side panel prior to anodizing. 
 
Figure 56. Anodized structure panels. 
6.3 Assembly 
Assembly of the UV Imager CubeSat requires careful planning to insure proper functioning of 
all components and many factors were taken into consideration including using appropriate 
fasteners, adhesives, tolerances, and more. 
One application of designing for assembly was utilizing unilateral tolerances in drawings for 
the Lens Mount and Keeper. This ensured that during assembly, the keeper could be adjusted by 
shimming off its datum’s to properly align the two lens holes. This is just one example of how the 
CubeSat was designed with assembly measures and alignment of critical optical components in 
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mind. Parts were designed and dimensioned such that shims could be placed at critical optical 
alignment locations to ensure that parts are aligned properly during assembly.  
 
Figure 57. Locations of the Lens Keeper’s datum planes were shims can be applied for accurate 
alignment of the lenses. 
The CubeSat consists of two main sub-assemblies: the Optics Assembly and the CubeSat 
Structure. Refer to Appendix I for an exploded view of these subsystems to see a more detailed 
view of how components will assemble together. Figure 58 below indicates how the Optics 
Assembly looks prior to fastening the datum to the CubeSat Structure. Functionality of the optical 
system is key to a successful mission and requires careful planning and precise designing of all its 
subcomponents. 
 
              
Figure 58. Optics Assembly Subsystem 
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These critical components need to be fastened together securely for alignment and stability 
concerns during launch. A majority of these components will be held together using stainless steel 
socket head cap screws along with Nitronic 60 helicoil inserts, which will provide a stronger 
threaded hole than tapping into the softer aluminum part material and allows removal and 
reassembly without appreciable wear. Nitronic 60 is advantageous, in that it doesn’t require 
lubricants like other metals do and has a cost advantage because it doesn’t need much heat treating 
to raise its hardness and works great in its annealed condition. 
Similar steps were taken in designing for assembly for the CubeSat Structure. Measures were 
also taken to ensure structural rigidity and out of field of view stray light suppression. See Figure 
59 for a finished look at the CubeSat Structure. In addition to the CubeSat, see Appendix I for a 
detailed look at all part drawings, assembly drawings, and exploded views for all custom 
manufactured parts.  
 
Figure 59. CubeSat Structure Subassembly 
6.4 Lens Assembly and Bonding 
Three aluminum shims were cut, bent, and secured onto each optics mount to concentrically 
align the lenses within their hole. The configuration of the shims is shown in Figure 60. 
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Figure 60. Lens Mount shim placement before lowering the lens in place. 
The lenses were bonded inside their mounts using Epotek 301-2, which is a compatible adhesive 
for UV optics assemblies. This particular adhesive has a low viscosity at room temperature and a 
pot life of 8 hours. The main concern of the lens bonding process was adhesive run-through onto 
the optical surfaces, which would be the result of an improper seal at the faying surface. Before 
applying adhesive, a wet-IPA test was performed to test if liquid would seep past the interface. 
Liquid was observed to flow past the interface until a thin ring of Kapton tape was applied around 
the outer edge of the lens, forming a compressible gasket. Adhesive was then applied into the gap 
and cured at 80°C for 3 hours, as specified by the adhesive manufacturer. Pictures of the adhesive 
application setup and oven cure are shown in Figures 61 and 62. The lens bonding procedure is 
outlined in the procedure readiness review, which is located in Appendix P.  
 
 
Figure 61. Lens Mount optics integration before apply Epotek 301-2. 
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Figure 62. Lens Mount and Lens Keeper inside the 80°C oven. 
6.5 Issues and Changes 
After fabrication, a few issues were encountered which would have interfered with assembly 
and/or the testing process. The side plates of the structure assembly as well as the top structure 
component were designed with nominal holes really close to surfaces. When threaded, the major 
diameter resulted in some punch-out of the relieved surfaces, see Figures 63 and 64 below. 
 
 
Figure 63. Side panel of structure punch-out. 
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Figure 64. Top structure component punch-out. 
The issue introduced by this was that the top plate would no longer rest flat against the relieved 
surface of the top structure. The solution to this problem was solved by simply cutting out a relief 
into the top plate, shown in Figure 65, to allow some clearance between the punch-out and top 
plate. 
 
Figure 65. Relief cut out of top plate. 
Another issue was discovered during assembly of the GSE just prior to image testing. The 
internally threaded CCD adapter’s internal diameter was too large to thread onto the externally 
threaded CCD adapter. This defeats the purpose of the CCD adapter, as their purpose was to 
concentrically align the CCD with the Lens Mount. Another issue with the CCD adapter was that 
the counter-bored hole on the back of the externally threaded adapter was undersized relative to 
the extruded portion of the Lens Mount. These two were supposed to join at this location to 
concentrically register to the Lens Mount. Thus, this adapter need to be press fit onto the mount, 
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scratching the anodized layer on the circular extruded portion of the Lens Mount, which is seen in 
Figure 66. However, since the other adapter could no longer register to the CCD, the entire 
concentric adapter concept was proved useless. While this concentric alignment method was good 
in theory, it proved difficult to machine by hand in practice. For future iterations of this project, 
these components should be CNC machined.  
 
 
Figure 66. Anodize on circular extrusion edge on lens mount scratched due to press fit. 
An issue encountered during the anodization process was the field stop’s inner surfaces were 
masked, Figure 67, marked with red, although not indicated in the drawings. This would have run 
the risk of light coming through the baffles and reflecting off this surface, potentially interfering 
with the images to be captured. The solution to this problem was applying black Kapton tape to 
this uncoated area, covering the bare aluminum and reducing its reflectivity. 
 
Figure 67. Masking of field stop prior to anodizing. 
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Perhaps the biggest issue faced was that the visible detector’s size didn’t line up with its 
engineering drawing. The visible detector’s diameter was 80mm on the drawing, and the square 
opening in the back of the cube was designed to be 82mm wide and tall. This would enable a level 
of clearance so the detector head could fit inside the cube. However, the diameter of the visible 
detector measured 83.43mm, which is a 3.43 mm deviation from the published specification. This 
issue is shown in Figure 68. Due to this issue, a lot of iteration had to be done to ensure that the 
CCD was aligned with the instrument; however, the boresight alignment was unable to be perfectly 
aligned because concentricity to the lenses was not defined.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 68. Mechanical drawing of detector (left) and caliper reading of actual diameter (right). 
Chapter 7: Design Verification Plan 
There are a variety of tests that will be conducted to verify that our design meets the 
specifications as designated by UCB. Most of these tests include optical tests, but other design 
verifications include geometry, mass, accessibility, and thermal cycles. The Design Verification 
Plan indicates each specification and how we will meet each specification as outlined by UCB. 
This table in included as Appendix M for more detail and clarity. Most of the specifications in the 
table were previously outlined by UCB, and most will require special equipment and software to 
analyze results. For example, UCB will provide the Atik Visible CCD detector to perform all 
optical testing, and some tests require software that analyze optical performance, which will also 
be provided by UCB. Note that the Test Report sections will be filled out upon completion of 
testing. Timing estimates were placed into the table as place-holders until a definite time frame is 
established for each test, although testing will most-likely be iterative. Other critical equipment 
needed to do design verification is the Horizontal Shake Table, which is located in Cal Poly’s 
Vibrations Laboratory. All testing will therefore be performed at Cal Poly. Once all testing is 
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verified using the visible detector upon completion of the senior project, the FUV detector will be 
tested in the GSE at UCB. 
The fundamental task of the design project is to maintain alignment of the optics hardware over 
the entirety of the mission—all the way from the beginning of the launch to while it is in orbit. A 
series of tests will be conducted to verify the alignment of the lenses is maintained after 
experiencing vibration and thermal loads. Instrument functionality will be verified using optical 
ground support equipment, which will use a laser as the light source. The optics assembly will 
mate to the GSE in a repeatable and accurate manner. The tests necessary to verify performance 
include boresight alignment, average spot size, field of view, and stray light rejection. The details 
of each testing plan are presented in the sections below. 
7.1 Boresight Alignment Verification Plan 
A fiducial cube will be installed to the Optics Datum. Laser light will reflect off the cube 
directly back into a pin mask tip on the laser once the light path is perpendicular to the fiducial 
surface. Once perpendicularity of the laser light is confirmed, the laser will be raised vertically 
until the beam is centered through the apertures. The laser spot will be captured using the visible 
detector and the spot centroid of the laser will be recorded by counting the number of pixels the 
spot is away from the top corner of the image, as illustrated in Figure 69. The location of the spot 
centroid will be verified pre- and post-vibration and thermal loading. Design or manufacturing 
defects will be exposed through this test if the optical alignment is not within 0.25 degrees after 
experiencing environmental loads. 
 
Figure 69. Boresight alignment schematic of the spot centroid w/r to the image frame [19]. 
7.2 Average Spot Size Verification Plan 
Average spot size seen at the detector imaging plane will be tested after alignment verification. 
To perform this test, a collimating lens, ground glass diffuser, and fixed frequency glass grid will 
be mounted onto a single plate which will be placed in between the laser source and optical lens, 
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which was shown previously in Figure 29. The detector will capture an image with grid spots, 
similar to that shown in Figure 70, after which the average spot size can be determined using a 
software algorithm. Once again, vibration and other tests will be done on the satellite's optics 
equipment and replace back onto the OSGE confirming that the spot sizes are no more than the 
defined requirement. 
 
 
Figure 70. Illustration of image captured by detector during spot size testing [19].  
7.3 Field of View Verification Plan 
The laser light entering the instrument will need to be adjusted to a 15° angle to verify the 30° 
field of view (FOV). With the OGSE still aligned to the instrument boresight, the laser will be 
adjusted in tip along an axis of rotation until the laser spot no longer appears on the detector. The 
laser tip offset angle will be recorded and the process will be repeated on the opposite side by 
tipping (in other direction) and recording the tip offset angle again. The process will be repeated 
in tilt; see Figure 71 for FOV test schematic. 
 
 
Figure 71. Schematic of the field of view test in tip and tilt [19]. 
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For a clearer schematic of the FOV testing procedure, see Figure 72 below. Initially, the laser 
on the rotary stages will be aligned to the fiducial and then to the CubeSat optics. The rotary stage 
will be used to rotate the laser 15° offset from the light path through the lenses and will reflect off 
a mirror back to the CubeSat. If the mirror is exactly halfway between the laser tip and the first 
lens, 15° should be the highest angle that laser light is accepted by the baffles. In other words, if 
light outside of 15° enters the baffle assembly and reaches the detector, the FOV test will fail. The 
same can be said about if light at 15° is not accepted by the baffles, then the test will fail. If the 
FOV is verified, the laser will be rotated 15° in the other direction as reflect off the other mirror. 
Once the FOV has been verified in “tilt”, the instrument will be tested in “tip”. To achieve this, 
the CubeSat itself will sit on its side and the test will be repeated.  
 
 
Figure 72 Schematic of FOV Test elements and mechanics. 
7.4 Stray Light Rejection Verification Plan 
The stray light suppression or rejection test will verify that out of field stray light does not enter 
the instrument. With the OGSE still aligned to the instrument boresight, a dark image with no light 
source will be captured by the visible detector. Next, the laser will be turned on and adjusted in tilt 
and tip until the light is just outside the FOV. A second image will be taken by the detector. The 
two images must be the same contrast, that is, if the second image taken is brighter than the first 
outside of the defined requirement, then stray light has not been suppressed and further adjustments 
must be made to the baffle design. 
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7.5 Testing Sequence  
Certain tests must be done before others to ensure accurate measurement of optical 
performance. For example, the FOV cannot be performed without proper boresight alignment and 
appropriate spot size. The testing plan sequence is shown in Figure 73. 
 
 
Figure 73. Diagram of OGSE optical, vibrations, and thermal testing sequence [19]. 
7.6 Preliminary Instrument Images 
7.6.1 Instrument Tuning 
The instrument and GSE were fine-tuned with respect to each other before defining the 
instrument’s pre-environmental image performance. The team captured an image of the room to 
validate the instrument’s focus, which is defined by the distance between the two lenses. First, the 
CCD was placed inside the instrument, about 50mm away from the iris, but the captured image 
was severely out of focus. It was confirmed through the visible light ray trace diagram that the 
distance from the iris to the CCD focal plane needed to be around 100mm. The CCD was moved 
backward until the captured image was in focus. After confirming the instrument and CCD were 
properly aligned to each other, the distance between the two lenses were fine-tuned using 
aluminum shims until the image spot size was a minimum. The result of the optics integration is 
shown in Figure 74. 
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Figure 74. Visible image of the senior project room taken by the instrument. 
7.6.2 Pre-Environmental Optics Performance 
After a lot of iteration to ensure proper alignment of the instrument, CCD, and laser, as well as 
ensuring that settings on the CCD software were appropriate, preliminary image tests for all four 
optical tests were performed. See Appendix L for the “UVI Cube Operator’s Manual” for more 
details on the testing procedure. The first Boresight Test was conducted, and the two images, as 
analyzed in MATLAB, can be seen by Figures 75 and 76 below. 
 
Figure 75. 1st Pre-Environmental Boresight Measurement  
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Figure 76. 2nd Pre-Environmental Boresight Measurement  
The yellow indicates the highest intensity of light hitting the detector. MATLAB image 
processing was then utilized to generate the red rings on the image. A code was generated that 
attempts to match the diameter and location of the boresight using a series of circles with various 
diameters. The location of the centroid of these circles was then averaged, and this value was 
utilized for the boresight location. The average centroid location was [2017.4, 947.4] on the 
detector, in pixels.  
Next, Spot Size was conducted. Figure 77 below indicates the image processing tool in 
MATLAB. The red dots indicate the dots on the fixed-frequency grid that actually are picked up 
by the software. This test was iterated with exposure and light settings until a maximum amount 
of red dots appeared, as this means that the image is essentially in focus.  
 
Figure 77. Pre-Environmental Spot-Size Analysis 
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MATLAB then generated a histogram of the spot sizes on the frequency grid as picked up by 
the detector and software. This histogram can be seen in Figure 78 below. The average spot size 
was found to be 132.86 microns. Standard deviations for the Spot Size test, as well as all other 
uncertainties, will be presented in section 7.9. 
 
Figure 78. Pre-Environmental Spot Size Histogram 
Next, Field of View (FOV) was performed, and more detailed on the test set-up again can be 
read about in Appendix L – Operator’s Manual. The Field of View was measured to be 29.6°. 
Finally, stray light rejection was measured to be 0.4%. This is a percentage increase in the light 
counts on the detector from a dark image to an image of the laser just outside of the baffle-defined 
FOV.   
7.7 Thermal Vacuum Testing 
Next, the instrument was put through thermal cycles to prove workmanship, and that it can 
survive a level of thermal loading. The instrument went through 2 cycles of thermal loading, 
dwelling at both 40°C and 0°F for 2 hours, twice. The location of testing was CubeSat’s thermal 
vacuum chamber next to the Hangar at Cal Poly.  
7.7.1 Testing Operation 
Information regarding the testing operating can be found in Appendix M – UVI Cube Thermal 
Vacuum Test Procedure. A plot of the top and bottom shroud’s temperatures can be found in Figure 
79. A plot of the actual temperature of the Lens Mount and Structure can be seen in Figure 80. 
Note that the temperature over-shot 40°C on the second cycle, and the delay in reaching 0°C on 
the second cycle is due to a change in the liquid N2 tank.  
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Figure 79. Temperature Data for Top and Bottom Shroud During Thermal Vacuum Test 
 
Figure 80. Temperature Data for Lens Mount and Structure During Thermal Vacuum Testing 
7.7.2 Post-Thermal Optics Performance 
The instrument was then tested in Boresight and Spot Size. The results are similar to the 
previous tests first two results, and can be seen in Figures 81 through 84 below. The average 
boresight was [2017.3, 948], and the average spot size was found to be 133.26.  
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Figure 81. 1st Pre-Environmental Boresight Measurement 
 
Figure 82. 2nd Post-Thermal Boresight Measurement 
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Figure 83. Post-Thermal Spot-Size Analysis 
 
Figure 84. Post Thermal Spot Size Histogram 
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7.8 Vibration Testing 
The instrument was then testing on the shake table at the Vibrations Lab at Cal Poly. The testing 
procedure can be found in Appendix N – UVI Cube Vibration Test Procedure.  
7.8.1 Vibration Testing Specifications 
The order of vibration testing for each axis was as follows: 
x Low level sine-signature 
x -12 dB random vibration profile 
x -6 dB random vibration profile 
x Full-level random vibration profile 
x Low level sine-signature 
These specifications were derived by NASA GEVS for prototype qualification standards [21]. 
The low-level sine test was conducted at an acceleration spectral density level (ASD) of 0.1 g, and 
the frequency ranged from 5 to 200 Hz. The full level random vibration profile can be seen in 
Figure 85 below, from NASA. 
 
Figure 85. NASA GEVS Specification for Random Vibration Qualification Levels for Prototype 
[21].  
The -12dB and -6dB profiles conducted are just variations on this top vibration profile, with the 
appropriate magnitude difference implicit in the name of the profile. These five tests were 
conducted in all three axes. Accelerometers were places on the Lens Mount, Structure, Shaker, 
and P-POD, in each coordinate direction for each axis. 
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7.8.2 Axis 1 Results 
Figures 86 and 87 below indicate the vibration responses of the various components with 
accelerometers. The legend indicates which test the curve represents.  
 
Figure 86. Axis 1 Low-Level Sine-Sweep Results 
 
Figure 87. Axis 1 Random Noise Results 
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7.8.3 Axis 1 Post Imaging 
The results for post vibration axis 1 can be seen below for boresight and spot size. The average 
boresight was [2017.4, 947.2], and the average spot size was 135.04. See Figures 88 through 91. 
 
Figure 88. 1st Post-Vibration Axis 1 Boresight Measurement  
 
Figure 89. 2nd Post-Vibration Axis 1 Boresight Measurement 
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Figure 90. Post-Vibration Axis 1 Spot-Size Analysis 
 
Figure 91. Post Vibration Axis 1 Spot Size Histogram 
7.8.4 Axis 2 Results 
Figures 92 and 93 below indicate the vibration responses of the various components with 
accelerometers. The legend indicates which test the curve represents. Again, the accelerometer’s 
location on some components, such as the structure and optics, changes to align with the axis of 
excitation. The same can be said for Axis 3.  
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Figure 92. Axis 2 Low-Level Sine-Sweep Results 
 
Figure 93. Axis 2 Random Noise Results 
7.8.5 Axis 2 Post Imaging 
The results for post vibration axis 2 can be seen below for boresight and spot size. The average 
boresight was [2016.7, 948.6], and the average spot size was 132.03. See Figures 94 through 97. 
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Figure 94. 1st Post-Vibration Axis 2 Boresight Measurement 
 
Figure 95. 2nd Post-Vibration Axis 2 Boresight Measurement 
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Figure 96. Post-Vibration Axis 2 Spot-Size Analysis 
 
Figure 97. Post Vibration Axis 2 Spot Size Histogram 
7.8.6 Axis 3 Results 
Figures 98 and 99 below indicate the vibration responses of the various components with 
accelerometers. The legend indicates which test the curve represents.  
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Figure 98. Axis 3 Low-Level Sine-Sweep Results 
 
Figure 99. Axis 3 Random Noise Results 
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7.8. Axis 3 Post Imaging 
The results for post vibration axis 3 can be seen below for boresight and spot size. The average 
boresight was [2017.5, 947.6], and the average spot size was 134.07. These results are also the 
final image performance tests, as the third axis of vibration is the final environmental test. The 
FOV was measured again, and found to be 30°, which was actually right on target and improved 
from the initial measurement. Stray light rejection was measured to be 1.3%, which is out of the 
bounds of the specifications of the sponsor, and will be discussed. See Figures 100 through 103. 
 
Figure 100. 1st Post-Vibration Axis 3 Boresight Measurement 
 
Figure 101. 2nd Post-Vibration Axis 3 Boresight Measurement 
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Figure 102. Post-Vibration Axis 3 Spot-Size Analysis 
 
Figure 103. Post Vibration Axis 3 Spot Size Histogram 
7.8.8 Discussion of Vibration Results 
The frequency response of the instrument from the low level sine sweep was observed to shift 
slightly to the left after the instrument was subjected to the random vibration loads. The reason for 
the shift is yet to be determined, but the most probable cause may be a result of component settling 
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during the full vibe level. The natural frequency of the shaker table was observed to be around 
1500 Hz, and the P-POD second mode resonant frequency was measured to be around 1800 Hz. 
Because the higher order resonant frequencies are close to each other, dynamic coupling was 
observed in the frequency response when the system was subjected to the random vibration input. 
Overall, the instrument performance data shows exceptional margin despite the harsh vibration 
environment. Therefore, the instrument boresight alignment will remain within 0.25° and the spot 
size will be within 20 µm post-launch. More detailed conclusions are discussed in Section 7.9. 
7.9 Verification of Lens Assembly Model through FEA 
7.9.1 FEA Introduction 
For simplification, an FEA model of just the Lens Assembly was analyzed, which consists of 
Lens 1 & 2, as well as the Lens Keeper and Lens Mount. The Viton O-ring around the lenses was 
not included in the model, again for simplicity. Upon verification of this model to the dynamic 
data of just the Lens Assembly on the shake table, the sponsor will then build on the FEA model 
to incorporate other, more complex elements of the instrument. The overall goal is for SSL to have 
a working FEA model that accurately depicts the dynamic behavior of the instrument on the shaker 
table such that the instrument can be improved and analyzed in the future.  
The natural modes of vibration extracted and compared to experimental data of just the Lens 
Assembly on the shake table. A Bode Plot of the dynamic response of the Lens Assembly on a 
shake table at Cal Poly can be seen in Figure 104 below. The input to the shake table was a low-
level sine sweep in one axis, with a magnitude of 0.1 g and a frequency sweep from 5 to 2000 Hz. 
The direction of excitation was along the axis of the lenses. The x-axis represents the range of 
frequencies applied to the Lens Assembly, and the y-axis represents the 20 times the log of the 
ratio of the output acceleration to the input acceleration. The output was obtained using a small 
accelerometer’s data on the back on the Lens Mount near the lenses, and the input data was from 
an accelerometer on the baseplate between the Lens Assembly and the shaker. 
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Figure 104. Bode plot of single-axis excitation of Lens Assembly with accelerometer data at base 
and near the lenses on the Lens Mount.  
The method of analysis in Abaqus was determined. Abaqus outputs modes of oscillation 
through eigenvalue extraction, and presents modes that may not be present in the data collected. 
The project’s goal is to verify the harmonic frequencies presented in the data to the FEA results, 
especially the peak value. Note that natural frequencies are indicated by peaks in the Bode Plot, 
and the largest peak is seen at 1733 Hz. This is the primary frequency that will be verified through 
FEA. Additionally, response spectrum and steady-state dynamics of a base excitation methods will 
be utilized to attempt to verify the acceleration response at this frequency in the data seen in the 
Bode Plot, as denoted by the y-axis. 
7.9.2 FEA Model Development 
The model was based on the full CAD from the imager and then simplified in SolidWorks 
before being brought into Abaqus as an IGS file type. First, all fillets and chamfers were removed, 
hardware was removed and parts were fixed to each other. Everything, excluding hardware, was 
converted into a single solid body, combining all 4 separate parts (lens keeper, lens mount, and 
both lenses). This was done to speed up computation time and eliminate the need for contact 
definitions, as the dynamic modeling is already complicated without those. Future work could add 
these in to increase the complexity and hopefully accuracy of the model. Despite efforts to simplify 
the model in SolidWorks, when loaded into Abaqus the part needed to be repaired for imprecise 
geometry. Curved edges, especially around the lens’ themselves, were prone to errors. So, back in 
SolidWorks the model was simplified more, eliminating some of the sharp/irregular transitions 
from lens to mount or holder. After loading back into Abaqus, some errors from curved edges 
persisted, but were quickly repaired with Geometry Edit toolset. 
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For simplicity and since the lenses were so small, the model material was chosen to be entirely 
Aluminum with elastic modulus 68.9 GPa and poisons ratio of 0.33. Initially, no loads or boundary 
conditions were added other than fixing the bottom with the Encastre fully built in type boundary 
condition (fixes all 6 motion degrees of freedom). 
Four analyses were completed with separate loading conditions. First, a static model was run 
with a pressure load of 1 MPa at the circular face to verify the model and converge on a mesh size 
to use going forward. Figure 105 shown below is the loading for the static model (the pressure on 
the circular face) and the boundary condition which fixes the base for all models and analysis done.  
 
Figure 105. Static Loading of the Lens Assembly Model 
For the rest of the three models, the pressure was removed and no other direct constant loading 
condition were added. The second analysis was a frequency extraction step using the Lanczos 
method. No loads were applied, but the base was fixed.  
The third analysis completed was a response spectrum analysis, which used the extracted modes 
and frequencies from the extraction step to find the max response on a sine sweep from 5-2000 
Hz. This is the actual loading of the shake table, since a magnitude and direction must be specified. 
The biggest hindrance we saw in this analysis step was that it returns the max deflection from the 
whole spectrum as opposed to the response over the spectrum as a whole at discrete frequencies.  
Lastly, a model was run with a steady state dynamic analysis step and with a 1 N concentrated 
load in the U3 direction on the feet connecting the lens assembly to the shake table. Although the 
load is defined as static in one direction, because of the step, the force’s magnitude followed a sine 
sweep, reciprocating at the frequencies requested for the sweep. Although we would have liked to 
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do a non-zero boundary condition for this step since the shake table input is an acceleration, not a 
force, this is not possible without a user subroutine to load the sine sweep data into Abaqus. This 
loading of 1 N will suffice and give us data that we can use to look at trends, but not verify values. 
7.9.3 Mesh Development 
Even though the Lens Assembly is a simplified model of a much larger model, there are some 
circular elements associated with the simplified model, so it is still very complex. Due to this 
complexity, tetrahedral elements were utilized, and quadratic elements were chosen so sufficient 
integration points could enable an accurate solution. Due to the convergence studies below, a seed 
size of 2mm was used corresponding to 312021 degrees of freedom. These elements were rather 
error free for all models. A maximum of 6 elements were deformed past their min/max angle and 
aspect ratio requirements. 
7.9.4 Mesh Convergence 
To ensure that the model had converged, a simpler static model was created in Abaqus. The 
goal of this was to apply an arbitrary pressure or load to a portion of the model and see if an 
arbitrary variable, such as displacement, could converge to a solution. Then, this number of 
degrees of freedom, based on mesh seed sizing, could be utilized for the dynamic model. A 
pressure load of 1 MPa was applied to the back face of the Lens Mount, as previously discussed, 
and the maximum displacement in the Lens axis, or axis 3 in Abaqus, was obtained. Five mesh 
sizes, ranging from 1 to 10 mm seeds, were implemented, each with a different number of degrees 
of freedom.  
Note that since the value that was tested for convergence was maximum displacement, a query 
tool was at a specific node was not utilized. To get a more accurate mesh convergence for static 
loading, the query tool should be utilized to obtain displacement values at a specific node. 
However, the purpose of this mesh convergence was to just get a general idea of the number of 
degrees of freedom necessary to obtain an accurate solution for this model. Also note that another 
mesh convergence was performed later on the dynamic model with the same test values for degrees 
of freedom to ensure that the results are true for both static and dynamic models.  
The plot for maximum displacement in axis 3 versus degrees of freedom can be seen in Figure 106 
below.  
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Figure 106. Static Pressure Mesh Convergence. 
From the results above, it seems that the static model converges to a solution when the degrees 
of freedom gets larger than about 310,000, which corresponds to a seed size of about 2. Hence, all 
dynamic models should converge when the seed size is 2. However, a mesh convergence for the 
dynamic model will be performed as well. 
To ensure convergence in the dynamic model, during frequency extraction using the Lanzcos 
method, the modes of oscillation that most closely line up to the data will be tested with a variance 
of mesh sizes. The mode that will be displayed in this report will be mode 50 in Abaqus, as this 
mode most accurately depicted the dynamic behavior of the Lens Assembly at a natural frequency 
near 1730 Hz with the finest mesh. In other words, this mode portrayed the largest deflection at 
the location of the accelerometer in the frequency range around 1730 Hz. An image of the mode 
shape of mode number 50 is illustrated in Figure 107 below, with the red dot indicating the location 
of the accelerometer.  
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Figure 107. Mode Shape of Mode 50 in Abaqus with the Location of the Accelerometer 
Indicated 
Note that probing deflection values due to mode shapes could not be utilized during this mesh 
convergence, as this is a dynamic model. For each specific mesh size at each specific mode shape, 
Abaqus presents a snapshot of the model during oscillation at that frequency. Again, because of 
this, the probing node tool was not utilized. Instead, what should converge is the frequency of 
oscillation at each mode. It was noted that as the mesh size increased, more mode shapes were 
presented. However, each mode shape and corresponding number represents a certain dynamic 
behavior. Therefore, to verify that the model had converged, the frequency value of mode shape 
50 was tested over a range of mesh sizes. The convergence test is illustrated below in Figure 108.  
Again, this mode shape utilized because it most closely represented the dynamic behavior of the 
Lens Assembly with a fine mesh in the range of frequencies near 1730 Hz, which was found to be 
the peak harmonic frequency during testing.  
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Figure 108. Mesh convergence for frequency value of Mode 50 
From the figure above, it again can be seen that a degree of freedom value of above 300,000 
converges to a solution. Therefore, for all FEA dynamic analysis of this model, more than 300,000 
degrees of freedom should suffice. 
7.9.5 FEA Results 
Using natural frequency extraction, a list of about 60 modes of oscillation were output using 
the converged model. All sixty modes will not be listed, as not all modes are important. Through 
discussions with vibrations professors on campus, it seems that it would be likely that all sixty 
modes of oscillation exist in reality, especially the lower frequencies. It is likely that the natural 
dynamics and properties of the structure itself damps out these natural frequencies. Instead, the 
mode of interest, which corresponded to Mode 50 in Abaqus at the fine mesh, is presented in Table 
17 below, along with the data for the largest peak. 
Table 17. Verification of Natural Frequency 
Abaqus Mode Number Abaqus Frequency (Hz) 
Corresponding Peak 
Frequency from Data (Hz) 
50 1756.2 1733 
 
A response-spectrum analysis technique was also utilized in Abaqus to compare the peak 
response of the model to the data. However, this analysis technique’s output only included one 
peak displacement of the model through the range of frequencies. The frequency of oscillation at 
the peak response is not specified by Abaqus, and this output of this analysis indicated the peak 
response of the entire structure. This is important, as the peak response of the entire Lens Assembly 
is not of interest. The peak displacement near the lenses, which is where the accelerometers were 
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located, is the purpose of this analysis. However, the peak displacement seems to occur on the 
edges of the assembly, usually on the Lens Keeper. An image of the peak response obtained by 
this analysis method can be seen in Figure 109 below, where the peak displacement occurs at the 
Lens Keeper. This method is not useful, because it only displays peak response, and the purpose 
of this investigation is to study to displacement near the accelerometer location.  
 
Figure 109. Peak Response Obtained by Response-Spectrum Analysis 
An additional analysis step that was performed was a steady-state dynamic excitation. The 
purpose of this was to obtain a response of the Lens Mount due to an excitation similar to the input 
of the shake table in one direction. The ideal analysis for this would be to apply an amplitude curve 
with a 0.1 g magnitude and a range of frequencies from 5 to 2000 Hz to the base of the structure 
in the three direction (along the axis of the lenses). However, the base excitation option would not 
accept that amplitude profile. More work is needed to be done to figure out a solution to this error. 
In lieu of this procedure, a sinusoidal force was applied to the base of the structure in a variety 
of locations using steady-state dynamics. The sinusoid matched the input to the shaker exactly. 
However, the issue with this procedure was that it would not enable the base to be fixed. The 
results of this analysis technique can be seen in Figure 110 below. This fluctuating base of the 
Lens Assembly is not an accurate depiction of the test set-up, as the base is fixed, so these results 
should not be utilized.  
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Figure 110. Steady-State Dynamics Sinusoidal Base Loading with Fluctuating Base 
7.9.6 FEA Discussion 
First of all, the model is converged, as implied by the static and dynamic convergence studies. 
However, it is unclear whether or not the frequency and modes of oscillation that are converging 
actually correspond to the data collected on the shake table. Through conversations with vibrations 
professors, it seems that more data on the shake table needs to be taken, varying the location of the 
accelerometer on the Lens Assembly. The reason for this is that the peak frequency values that 
showed up in the original Bode Plot may or may not show up when the accelerometer position is 
moved. With more data, the actual peak natural frequencies that are excited in the one direction 
could be better defined and verified through more experimentation. 
Another note on natural frequencies is that Abaqus frequency extraction outputs dozens of 
modes, while many of the lower ones are damped by the structure, and not all the modes of 
oscillation are excited through single-axis vibration. This is a key point of this report. Abaqus 
outputs a series of natural frequencies, but not all of them may exist, and some of them likely 
weren’t excited by the testing done. Because of this, it was determined that frequency extraction 
analysis verification is unclear. While there was some correlation between the natural frequency 
of 1730 Hz from the data and the dynamic behavior of the model in Abaqus in that frequency 
range, it can’t be concluded that this mode shape that Abaqus computed actually would be excited 
in the single axis shaking that was conducted. 
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Due to these uncertainties, more dynamic analysis was conducted. The goal of additional 
analysis was to subject the model to single axis vibration. Through response-spectrum analysis, 
the peak response was the only output, and this couldn’t be used, because the peak response is not 
at the location of the accelerometer. More data would have to be taken to utilize this analysis 
technique. Next, steady-state dynamic analysis was conducted with a sinusoidal base excitation 
force at various nodes; however, this result was proved inaccurate, as the base was not fixed 
through its excitation.  
In summary, natural frequency extraction utilizing the Lanzcos method did provide results 
which converged and which seemed to correlate with the data. However, because these mode 
shapes may not exist or may not be excited by single axis vibration, this correlation is unclear. To 
better correlate the Bode Plot data with this model, an accurate and workable solution to single-
axis base-excitation has to be researched and implemented. Then, the dynamic behavior of the 
model can be better correlated. At that point, it should be determined if the model needs more 
complexity, such as partitions, tie-constraints, glass material properties, and more accurate 
geometry.  
7.9 Summary of Instrument Performance 
7.9.1 Uncertainty Propogation 
Uncertainty values for boresight and spot size were found by calculating the deviation in the 
measurements from all optical tests. The uncertainty for the Field of View Measurement had to be 
found using the method of uncertainty propagation, and this process can be found in Appendix O 
– Field of View Uncertainty Propagation. The actual uncertainty is due to the uncertainty in the all 
the measurements that placed the mirrors in their location on the GSE, and the value of uncertainty 
was found to be 0.8°.  
7.9.10 Repeatability 
To validate the boresight and spot size image measurements, repeatability tests were conducted 
to establish the uncertainty in the measurements with a 95% confidence interval. For each of the 
five trials, the boresight and spot size was measured after the instrument was removed and replaced 
onto the GSE baseplate. The uncertainty of the boresight measurement is shown in Table 18 and 
the uncertainty in the spot size measurement is shown in Table 19 below. 
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Table 18. Boresight alignment repeatability test results. 
 
Table 19. Spot size repeatability results. 
 
7.9.11 Summary Table of Optical Performance 
A table of all the optical performance tests can be seen in Table 20. The optical specification 
for boresight was in degrees, so the 30° assumed field was utilized to convert the change in pixel 
location to a degree. The result of this can be seen in the first column, second row. It should be 
noted that all four optical specifications were met, besides the stray light rejection were met. The 
maximum change in boresight location was 22.3 pixels, which the instrument performed well-
within. The deviation in spot size also met the requirement, and the field of view was right on 
target as well. Uncertainties with these measurements can be seen in the right-most column of the 
table. The post-environmental testing indicated that the stray light rejection did not stay under 
1.3%. This is likely due to the Iris failing to be anodized, which is the primary baffle. The team is 
confident that if this error was not made, the stray light requirement would have been met, and this 
change has been accepted by the sponsor.  
 
 
Trial X [pixel] Y [pixel]
1 2020.5 954.9
2 2020.4 955.4
3 2020.8 955.6
4 2020.3 955.2
5 2021.0 955.8
Mean 2020.6 955.4
Std. Dev. 0.292 0.349
95% Confidence 0.9 1.1
BORESIGHT
Trial Average Spot Size [µm] Std. Dev. [µm] Num. Spots
1 132.6221 20.9271 268
2 132.3648 21.5687 298
3 130.5693 20.9535 251
4 130.9985 19.5588 262
5 134.8025 18.5555 275
mean 132.2714 20.3806
std. dev 1.6625
95% confidence 5.0556
SPOT SIZE
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Table 20. Optical Performance Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Work was done to generate plots for the change in Spot Size and Boresight results. Figure 111 
indicates the variation in the boresight centroid location in both x and y for all five tests, Figure 
112 indicates the same data but plots the x centroid value versus the y centroid for all five tests, 
and Figure 113 details the change in the spot size for all five tests.  
 
 
Figure 111. Deviation in Boresight Coordinates for all Five Optical Tests 
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Figure 112. Change in the Position of the Boresight Centroid for all Five Optical Tests 
 
Figure 113. Variation in Spot Size for all Five Optical Tests 
Table 21 below indicates the results for mass and geometry, as well as field of view and stray 
light rejection again. The final mass and geometry are reported.  
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Table 21. Mass, Geometry, Field of View, and Stray Light Rejection Results 
Instrument 
Properties Mass Geometry 
Field of 
View 
Stray Light 
Rejection 
Requirement < 1000 grams 100 x 100 x 100 mm 30.0° < 1% 
Measured 769 ± 0.5 grams 
100.07 x 100.06 x 100.05 
mm 30.0° ± 0.8° 1.3% 
 
All other specifications originally called for by the sponsor will be met at a later time by 
UCB or other project teams, such as a port for N2 purges, and a deployable cover for the front of 
the instrument.  
Chapter 8: Project Management 
8.1 Milestones   
Over the course of three quarters an engineering design process was applied to meet all the 
customer requirements. This includes developing a problem definition, creating concept models, 
manufacturing prototypes, and testing/analysis of the design. There are three major 
milestones/deliverables throughout the three quarters; Preliminary Design Review (PDR), Critical 
Design Review (CDR), and Final Design Review (FDR), all of which will include a presentation, 
a prototype, and a report. Refer to Table 22 for a breakdown of the project milestones. It is 
important to note that these dates are established in the curriculum and will not change. 
Table 22. Dates of key milestones throughout the project. 
Date Deliverable 
8-Mar Preliminary Design Review* 
13-Mar Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 
10-Apr Interim Design Review 
1-May Critical Design Review* 
8-May Risk Assessment 
22-May Manufacturing and Test Review 
20-Sep Project Update Memo 
18-Oct Hardware/Safety Demo 
27-Nov Final Design Review* 
6-Dec Senior Project Completion Checklist 
      Items marked with * include a report and/or presentation 
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8.2 Work Planned after PDR 
Detailed design will be conducted to make changes to the current prototype where necessary. 
All elements of the Ground Support Equipment and associated interfaces will be designed. The 
next steps of the design process are to begin researching multifunctional and viscoelastic materials 
used for dampening noise to the imager. At that point, a material will be officially selected to meet 
design specifications and tested to ensure mechanical vibration does not misalign optics 
components. The structure prototype will be manufactured using CNC operations to achieve 
tolerance requirements. The Cal Poly machine shops will be contacted for quotes, otherwise steps 
will be taken to contract the fabrication to another vendor. Use of the Cal Poly vibrations lab shake 
table and familiarity with the equipment will continue to develop as more concept prototypes are 
built and the testing phases approach.  
An Interim Design Review will be conducted on April 10th, 2018 and will serve as the next 
major deadline for this project. Afterwards, the Critical Design Review and the Manufacturing and 
Test Review will be conducted during spring quarter. These details are presented in the project 
Gantt chart. Refer to Appendix G, Figure G-1 for the most recent Gantt chart. 
8.3 Work Planned after CDR 
The next steps in the design process is to essentially build all three of the major design 
assemblies. Components and part numbers from various vendors will be finalized once the amount 
of components on-hand is determined. A budgetary meeting will be held on 5/15/18 to approve all 
parts and components to be ordered. In parallel with ordering a final list of parts and components, 
part drawings will have to be finalized and approved by UCB before manufacturing commences. 
These drawings will be modified once the damping material application is finalized. A 
Manufacturing & Test Review will be held in class on 6/5/18, however in the interest of time, this 
review will be held with UCB on 5/22/18. The machinists are TBD, however they will likely be 
either Cal Poly trained students/faculty or machinists at UCB. The chosen machine shop will 
change the estimated cost for CNC machining all parts.  
The goal is to obtain all components and have parts in the process of being manufactured by 
machinists by the end of the second quarter of this project. This will give ample time for all parts 
to be CNC machined by the time school resumes in September 2018. At that point, assembly efforts 
will commence and designs will start to be verified.  
8.4 Quarter 3 Completed Work and Milestones 
After all parts were obtained and assembled, the instrument was tested from an optics 
perspective for all four optical specifications, before, during, and after all the environmental tests. 
At this point, the project is complete for the senior project, and all optical specifications have been 
met, expect for stray-light rejection. This issue is due to a defect in the anodization layer on the 
instrument’s iris, and if UCB builds this instrument again, this problem should be fixed. UCBSSL 
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has submitted an instrument development proposal to NASA to fund future flight hardware 
campaigns. 
Chapter 9: Conclusions 
9.1 Statement of Work: Chapters 1-3 
This year will be full of exciting collaboration between Cal Poly and UCB SSL. The Cal Poly 
team aims to design a robust, repeatable, and functional FUV imager CubeSat prototype to increase 
the likelihood of obtaining a mission contract from NASA. These chapters serve as the official 
statement of work the Cal Poly team will use as the metric for project success. The sponsor, UCB 
SSL, accepted the contents within these chapters after a few modifications were implemented. 
Next, the team presents conceptual design ideas and prototypes for the Preliminary Design Review 
that took place on March 9th, 2018. 
9.2 Preliminary Design Review: Chapters 4 & 7 
Chapters 4 and 7 contain the content of the preliminary design review (PDR) for the CubeSat 
FUV imaging instrument. Multiple ideas were presented for a variety of design functions. The 
selected design concept presented in these chapters is sufficient in meeting the geometric and 
interface requirements as defined by the sponsor. Most importantly, the design of the optical 
assembly permits alignment by referencing mechanical datum planes. In addition, the viscoelastic 
materials specified meet the outgassing requirements for UV optical equipment. The optical test 
plans were described in Chapter 7. The vibration shake table in the ME vibrations laboratory was 
confirmed to work for the application. The only concerns regarding the vibration tests will be the 
dynamic behavior of the field stop, since it is representative of a cantilevered beam. Overall, the 
team will begin to concentrate efforts in detailed design of the optical assembly and will work 
towards manufacturing the imaging GSE and CubeSat prototypes once the design is approved by 
SSL. 
9.3 Critical Design Review: Chapters 5-7 
Chapter 5 includes all three final designs for the CubeSat, GSE, and P-POD testing device. 
Drawings are being finalized and drafts are included as an appendix at the end of this document. 
Components and stock parts have been chosen for the various designs and assemblies, with cost 
estimates for procurement and manufacturing estimated until official quotes are obtained. Chapter 
6 discusses a manufacturing plan, including procurement and assembly details. All parts will be 
CNC machined, which will require accurate GD&T on all drawings such that optical tolerances 
are met and parts do not have to be remanufactured. Chapter 7 revises the Design Verification Plan 
that was included in PDR, but includes more schematics for testing as well as a DVP Table. Other 
outstanding tasks in the design process including applying the optimum damping material to the 
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optical equipment as well as determining components may already be on-hand at UCB. Once all 
parts are procured and manufactured, assembly and design verification testing can commence in 
September.  
9.4 Final Design Review: Chapter 7 Continued 
During the third quarter of senior project, the team received all necessary parts and components, 
and was able to assemble the instrument, bond the optics, and put together the P-POD and GSE. 
Once assembly was complete, the GSE set-up had to be iterated until the imager was in focus with 
respect to the CCD, and until the light was at acceptable levels such that the CCD was not over-
saturated. Once this iteration was completed, preliminary optical testing was completed. Spot Size 
and Boresight tests were then conducted after thermal testing in the vacuum chamber and vibration 
testing on the shake table in all three axes. Additionally, an FEA model was correlated to the Lens 
Assembly for future use. All optical specifications were met, besides stray-light rejection, which 
was due to the Iris not being anodized. This will be fixed in future iterations of this instrument by 
UCB, and they will take this project from here. It was agreed upon by the sponsors that 
specifications such as ports for an N2 purge and a deployable cover are out of the current scope of 
this project. Overall, the instrument’s mechanical design successfully met the optical performance 
requirements and established confidence that the design is robust to survive the harsh 
environmental conditions experienced during launch and orbit. 
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Appendix B – Customer Requirements Spreadsheet 
Category Designator Requirement  Requirement Rationale Comments Method Activity Status 
Performance UVI-1-1 
 The UVI instrument shall have 2-
dimensional far ultraviolet (FUV) 
imaging capability at 121.6nm, and 
at visible light wavelengths. 
Selection of lens substrates 
(possibly coatings). Mechanical 
accomodation for both 
ultraviolet and visible CCD 
detector. 
Initial solid models to 
be provide by UCB. 
Visbile light verified, 
UV TBD by UCB after 
senior project. 
Inspection Inspection of drawings, final as-built hardware 
Not 
Verified 
Performance UVI-1-2 The UVI instrument shall have a 30 degree circular field of view (FOV).  
FOV needs meet entire 
exospheric coverage from an L1 
Lissajous orbit . 
  Analysis and Test FOV test Verified 
Performance UVI-1-3 The UVI instrument shall supress out of field stray light to <1% (TBC).  
Drives baffle design and 
material surface specifications.  
Surfaces need to be 
opaque in FUV, three 
bounces considered 
adequate for 
attenuation to this 
level. May be out of 
bound due to missing 
anodize rim at iris 
edge. 
Analysis and 
Test FOV test Verified 
Performance UVI-1-4 
 The UVI boresight shall remain 
aligned to within 0.25 degrees 
(TBR) post launch with respect to 
its initial on-ground alignment. 
constrains optic pitch and yaw   Analysis and Test 
Post-vibe alignment 
measurement Verified 
Performance UVI-1-5 
 The UVI spot sizes shall remain 
below 20 microns (TBR) post 
launch with respect to its initial on-
ground alignment. 
constrains optic focus   Analysis and Test 
Post-vibe alignment 
measurement Verified 
Performance UVI-1-6 
The variation in the relative angular 
orientation of the UVI boresight 
shall be maintained to within 0.25 
degrees (TBR) under the thermal 
conditions expected on-orbit.  
constrains optic pitch and yaw   Analysis and Test Thermal analysis Verified 
Performance UVI-1-7 
The variation in the spot sizes of 
the UVI boresight shall remain 
below 20 microns under the 
thermal conditions expected on-
orbit.  
constrains optic focus   Analysis and Test Thermal analysis Verified 
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Requirements Verification 
Category Designator Requirement  Requirement Rationale Comments Method Activity Status 
Configuration UVI-2-1 
The UVI instrument shall fit 
within 2U, with the optics and 
baffles accommodating no 
more than 1U. 
U ("Unit") defined as 
10x10x10cm 
 Dimensions of 1U 
optics assembly 
within tolerance. 
Inspection 
Inspection of 
drawings, final as-
built hardware 
Verified 
Configuration UVI-2-2 
The mass of the UVI instrument 
shall be reported at pre-delivery 
to UCB. 
   786 grams Analysis and Test 
material selection, 
final mass 
measurement 
Verified 
Configuration UVI-2-3 
The UVI instrument shall be 
designed to allow the 
deployment of a protective 
cover. 
Instrument is contamination 
sensitive and must be launched 
with protective covers that will 
open on-orbit after spacecraft 
outgassing 
To be discussed, 
this would add 
complexity to the 
project! Outside 
scope. 
Analysis and 
Test 
Post-vibe and post-
thermal functional 
test 
Not 
Verified 
Configuration UVI-2-4 
The UVI instrument shall be 
shall be designed to allow for 
continuous N2 purge between 3 
and 5 volume exchanges per 
hour.  
For ground proccessing after 
integration to spacecraft. 
Maintain optical cavity 
cleanliness.  
 Outside scope due 
to time constraints Inspection 
Inspection of 
drawings, final as-
built hardware 
Not 
Verified 
Configuration UVI-2-5 
The UVI instrument shall be 
designed with alignment 
fiducials necessary to perform 
instrument alignment on the 
spacecraft. 
  
Drives need for 
optical alignment 
cube accomodation 
Inspection 
Inspection of 
drawings, final as-
built hardware 
Verified 
Configuration UVI-2-6 
 The UVI instrument shall be 
designed to accommodate 
contamination witness samples 
necessary to monitor and assess 
contamination of the 
instrument. 
For ground proccessing after 
integration to spacecraft. Track 
and measure optical cavity 
cleanliness.  
To be discussed Inspection 
Inspection of 
drawings, final as-
built hardware 
Not 
Verified 
Configuration UVI-2-7 
 The UVI instrument shall be 
designed to accommodate the 
placement and removal of dust 
covers, as needed. 
  Would replace UVI-3-3 Inspection 
Inspection of 
drawings, final as-
built hardware 
Not 
Verified 
Configuration UVI-2-8 
 All remove before flight items 
shall be colored red and marked 
with “Remove before flight!”. 
  if req'd  Inspection 
Inspection of 
drawings, final as-
built hardware 
Not 
Verified 
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Requirements Verification 
Category Designator Requirement  Requirement Rationale Comments Method Activity Status 
Functional UVI-3-1 
The UVI instrument shall 
maintain Allowable Flight 
Temperatures (AFTs).   
Drives need for heaters, 
temperature sensors, etc. 
Need to define temperature 
limits. DSCVR a good reference 
for this.  
Analysis 
and Test 
Thermal analysis 
and test 
Not 
Verified 
Functional UVI-3-2 
The UVI instrument shall 
accomodate radiators 
(hardware and FOV) required to 
keep instruments within their 
AFTs.  
  if req'd  Analysis and Test Thermal analysis 
Not 
Verified 
Ground 
Support 
Equipment 
(GSE) 
UVI-4-1 
Appropriate mechanical GSE to 
perform instrument alignment 
and I&T shall be designed and 
implemented.  
Drives need for test stand 
to measure instrument 
optic axis alignment and 
spot size 
 GSE performed very well. 
Visible CCD is sensitive to light, 
need to cover it with enclosure 
to get correct light exposure. 
Inspection 
Inspection of 
drawings, final 
as-built 
hardware 
Verified 
 
 
 
Appendix C – Ray Trace Diagram 
 
 
Figure C-1. Ray Trace Diagram produced by the Belgium colleagues for the FUV CubeSat 
application. Dimensions in mm. Iris location is defined as 0.79 mm from Lens 1. 
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Appendix D – Preliminary Analyses and/or Testing Details 
 
  
Figure D-1. Rudimentary 1U Structure prototype mounted to the vibration shake table with two 
accelerometers attached to the frame. 
 
 
Figure D-2. Bode plot from Random Noise input waveform ranging from 0-800 Hz. 
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Figure D-3. Bode plot from Random Noise input waveform ranging from 0-1600 Hz. 
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Appendix E – Concept Layout Drawings 
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Appendix F – Safety Hazard Checklist / FMEA 
 
Safety Hazards Checklist:  
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FMEA: 
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Appendix G – Gantt Chart  
 
Figure G-1. Updated Gantt chart illustrating the project timeline and dependencies. 
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Appendix H – Preliminary Analyses and/or Testing Details 
 
Cal Poly UV Imager Senior Project 
Cantilever Beam Damping Research Conducted by: Jason Grillo, Troy Hajjar, Brady Hill 
Advised by: Dr. Eltahry Elghandour Sponsored by: UCB SSL, Dr. Thomas Immel & Kodi Rider 
% Script written by: Jason Grillo 
Inputs 
clear all, close all, clc 
 
% 1/4 Control 
t1=load('TRAC1.MAT'); t2=load('TRAC2.MAT'); t3=load('TRAC3.MAT'); % 6061 
t4=load('TRAC4.MAT'); t5=load('TRAC5.MAT'); t6=load('TRAC6.MAT'); % 3M 
t7=load('TRAC7.MAT'); t8=load('TRAC8.MAT'); t9=load('TRAC9.MAT'); % VITON 
 
% 1/8 Slabs 
t10=load('TRAC10.MAT'); t11=load('TRAC11.MAT'); t12=load('TRAC12.MAT'); % St. Adhesive 
t13=load('TRAC13.MAT'); t14=load('TRAC14.MAT'); t15=load('TRAC15.MAT'); % 3M 
t16=load('TRAC16.MAT'); t17=load('TRAC17.MAT'); t18=load('TRAC18.MAT'); % VITON 
 
% % 6061 Sandwich 
t19=load('TRAC19.MAT'); t20=load('TRAC20.MAT'); t21=load('TRAC21.MAT'); % St. Adhesive 
t22=load('TRAC22.MAT'); t23=load('TRAC23.MAT'); t24=load('TRAC24.MAT'); % 3M 
t25=load('TRAC25.MAT'); t26=load('TRAC26.MAT'); t27=load('TRAC27.MAT'); % VITON 
 
% % 1100 Sandwich 
t28=load('TRAC28.MAT'); t29=load('TRAC29.MAT'); t30=load('TRAC30.MAT'); % St. Adhesive 
t31=load('TRAC31.MAT'); t32=load('TRAC32.MAT'); t33=load('TRAC33.MAT'); % 3M 
t34=load('TRAC34.MAT'); t35=load('TRAC35.MAT'); t36=load('TRAC36.MAT'); % VITON 
Average Data 
control = [((abs(t1.o2i1) + abs(t2.o2i1) + abs(t3.o2i1))./3) ((unwrap(angle(t1.o2i1)) + 
unwrap(angle(t2.o2i1)) + unwrap(angle(t3.o2i1)))./3)]; 
control_3m = [(abs(t4.o2i1) + abs(t5.o2i1) + abs(t6.o2i1))./3 ((unwrap(angle(t4.o2i1)) + 
unwrap(angle(t5.o2i1)) + unwrap(angle(t6.o2i1)))./3)]; 
control_viton = [(abs(t7.o2i1) + abs(t8.o2i1) + abs(t9.o2i1))./3 ((unwrap(angle(t7.o2i1)) + 
unwrap(angle(t8.o2i1)) + unwrap(angle(t9.o2i1)))./3)]; 
 
slab125_adhesive = [(abs(t10.o2i1) + abs(t11.o2i1) + abs(t12.o2i1))./3 ((unwrap(angle(t10.o2i1)) 
+ unwrap(angle(t11.o2i1)) + unwrap(angle(t12.o2i1)))./3)]; 
slab125_3m = [(abs(t13.o2i1) + abs(t14.o2i1) + abs(t15.o2i1))./3 ((unwrap(angle(t13.o2i1)) + 
unwrap(angle(t14.o2i1)) + unwrap(angle(t15.o2i1)))./3)]; 
slab125_viton = [(abs(t16.o2i1) + abs(t17.o2i1) + abs(t18.o2i1))./3 ((unwrap(angle(t16.o2i1)) + 
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unwrap(angle(t17.o2i1)) + unwrap(angle(t18.o2i1)))./3)]; 
 
AL6061_adhesive = [(abs(t19.o2i1) + abs(t20.o2i1) + abs(t21.o2i1))./3 ((unwrap(angle(t19.o2i1)) + 
unwrap(angle(t20.o2i1)) + unwrap(angle(t21.o2i1)))./3)]; 
AL6061_3m = [(abs(t22.o2i1) + abs(t23.o2i1) + abs(t24.o2i1))./3 ((unwrap(angle(t22.o2i1)) + 
unwrap(angle(t23.o2i1)) + unwrap(angle(t24.o2i1)))./3)]; 
AL6061_viton = [(abs(t25.o2i1) + abs(t26.o2i1) + abs(t27.o2i1))./3 ((unwrap(angle(t25.o2i1)) + 
unwrap(angle(t26.o2i1)) + unwrap(angle(t27.o2i1)))./3)]; 
 
AL1100_adhesive = [(abs(t28.o2i1) + abs(t29.o2i1) + abs(t30.o2i1))./3 ((unwrap(angle(t28.o2i1)) + 
unwrap(angle(t29.o2i1)) + unwrap(angle(t30.o2i1)))./3)]; 
AL1100_3m = [(abs(t31.o2i1) + abs(t32.o2i1) + abs(t33.o2i1))./3 ((unwrap(angle(t31.o2i1)) + 
unwrap(angle(t32.o2i1)) + unwrap(angle(t33.o2i1)))./3)]; 
AL1100_viton = [(abs(t34.o2i1) + abs(t35.o2i1) + abs(t36.o2i1))./3 ((unwrap(angle(t34.o2i1)) + 
unwrap(angle(t35.o2i1)) + unwrap(angle(t36.o2i1)))./3)]; 
Damping Ratio Calculations (From Averaged Data) 
% [Location_wn1 Amplitude_wn1, ... , Location_wn4 Amplitude_wn4] 
control_wn = [40.98 5.068 380.8 4.437 920.5 1.094 1560 2.276]; 
control_3m_wn = [40.98 4.02 380.8 31.29 940.5 1.127 1540 2.026]; 
control_viton_wn = [40.98 4.005 360.8 17.4 940.5 1.456 1560 1.725]; 
 
slab125_adhesive_wn = [40.98 4.187 360.8 3.519 940.5 1.55 1600 1.353]; 
slab125_3m_wn = [40.98 2.248 240.9 0.7813 1040 0.3812 1620 0.392]; 
slab125_viton_wn = [40.98 4.187 360.8 3.519 940.5 1.55 1600 1.353]; 
 
AL6061_adhesive_wn = [40.98 6.949 340.8 2.267 1100 0.9056 1920 6.743]; 
AL6061_3m_wn = [40.98 2.237 220.9 0.5986 940.5 0.2417 1300 0.2304]; 
AL6061_viton_wn = [40.98 6.227 300.9 0.8827 1100 0.1406 2000 0.2388]; 
 
AL1100_adhesive_wn = [40.98 4.008 360.8 14.39 940.5 1.993 1600 1.536]; 
AL1100_3m_wn = [40.98 2.412 220.9 0.5925 980.5 0.234 1340 0.2782]; 
AL1100_viton_wn = [40.98 6.829 320.8 0.7737 1120 0.1695 2000 0.09654]; 
 
% [0.5power_wn1, ... , 0.5power_wn3] 
control_halfpower = [control_wn(2)/sqrt(2) control_wn(4)/sqrt(2) control_wn(6)/sqrt(2)]; 
control_3m_halfpower = [control_3m_wn(2)/sqrt(2) control_3m_wn(4)/sqrt(2) 
control_3m_wn(6)/sqrt(2)]; 
control_viton_halfpower = [control_viton_wn(2)/sqrt(2) control_viton_wn(4)/sqrt(2) 
control_viton_wn(6)/sqrt(2)]; 
 
slab125_adhesive_halfpower = [slab125_adhesive_wn(2)/sqrt(2) slab125_adhesive_wn(4)/sqrt(2) 
slab125_adhesive_wn(6)/sqrt(2)]; 
slab125_3m_halfpower = [slab125_3m_wn(2)/sqrt(2) slab125_3m_wn(4)/sqrt(2) 
slab125_3m_wn(6)/sqrt(2)]; 
slab125_viton_halfpower = [slab125_viton_wn(2)/sqrt(2) slab125_viton_wn(4)/sqrt(2) 
slab125_viton_wn(6)/sqrt(2)]; 
 
AL6061_adhesive_halfpower = [AL6061_adhesive_wn(2)/sqrt(2) AL6061_adhesive_wn(4)/sqrt(2) 
AL6061_adhesive_wn(6)/sqrt(2)]; 
AL6061_3m_halfpower = [AL6061_3m_wn(2)/sqrt(2) AL6061_3m_wn(4)/sqrt(2) AL6061_3m_wn(6)/sqrt(2)]; 
AL6061_viton_halfpower = [AL6061_viton_wn(2)/sqrt(2) AL6061_viton_wn(4)/sqrt(2) 
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AL6061_viton_wn(6)/sqrt(2)]; 
 
AL1100_adhesive_halfpower = [AL1100_adhesive_wn(2)/sqrt(2) AL1100_adhesive_wn(4)/sqrt(2) 
AL1100_adhesive_wn(6)/sqrt(2)]; 
AL1100_3m_halfpower = [AL1100_3m_wn(2)/sqrt(2) AL1100_3m_wn(4)/sqrt(2) AL1100_3m_wn(6)/sqrt(2)]; 
AL1100_viton_halfpower = [AL1100_viton_wn(2)/sqrt(2) AL1100_viton_wn(4)/sqrt(2) 
AL1100_viton_wn(6)/sqrt(2)]; 
 
% interpolate data to obtain corner frequencies 
del_data = t1.o2i1x; 
del_interp = transpose([1:0.1:2000]); 
 
control_interpy = interp1(del_data,control(:,1),del_interp); 
control_3m_interpy = interp1(del_data,control_3m(:,1),del_interp); 
control_viton_interpy = interp1(del_data,control_viton(:,1),del_interp); 
 
slab125_adhesive_interpy = interp1(del_data,slab125_adhesive(:,1),del_interp); 
slab125_3m_interpy = interp1(del_data,slab125_3m(:,1),del_interp); 
slab125_viton_interpy = interp1(del_data,slab125_viton(:,1),del_interp); 
 
AL6061_adhesive_interpy = interp1(del_data,AL6061_adhesive(:,1),del_interp); 
AL6061_3m_interpy = interp1(del_data,AL6061_3m(:,1),del_interp); 
AL6061_viton_interpy = interp1(del_data,AL6061_viton(:,1),del_interp); 
 
AL1100_adhesive_interpy = interp1(del_data,AL1100_adhesive(:,1),del_interp); 
AL1100_3m_interpy = interp1(del_data,AL1100_3m(:,1),del_interp); 
AL1100_viton_interpy = interp1(del_data,AL1100_viton(:,1),del_interp); 
 
% Find corner frequencies by looking at each data array to obtain Wn ranges 
 
r_c = [0 0 0]; 
r_c3 = [0 0 0]; 
r_cv = [0 0 0]; 
r_sad = [0 0 0]; 
r_s3 = [0 0 0]; 
r_sv = [0 0 0]; 
r_a6d = [0 0 0]; 
r_a63 = [0 0 0]; 
r_a6v = [0 0 0]; 
r_a1d = [0 0 0]; 
r_a13 = [0 0 0]; 
r_a1v = [0 0 0]; 
 
% Obtain the index of each Wn in the frequency domain 
for i = 1:3 
    if i == 1 
        [~, c_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - control_wn(1))); 
        r_c(i) = c_wnx; 
        [~, c3_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - control_3m_wn(1))); 
        r_c3(i) = c3_wnx; 
        [~, cv_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - control_viton_wn(1))); 
        r_cv(i) = cv_wnx; 
 
        [~, sad_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - slab125_adhesive_wn(1))); 
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        r_sad(i) = sad_wnx; 
        [~, s3_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - slab125_3m_wn(1))); 
        r_s3(i) = s3_wnx; 
        [~, sv_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - slab125_viton_wn(1))); 
        r_sv(i) = sv_wnx; 
 
        [~, a6d_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL6061_adhesive_wn(1))); 
        r_a6d(i) = a6d_wnx; 
        [~, a63_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL6061_3m_wn(1))); 
        r_a63(i) = a63_wnx; 
        [~, a6v_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL6061_viton_wn(1))); 
        r_a6v(i) = a6v_wnx; 
 
        [~, a1d_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL1100_adhesive_wn(1))); 
        r_a1d(i) = a1d_wnx; 
        [~, a13_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL1100_3m_wn(1))); 
        r_a13(i) = a13_wnx; 
        [~, a1v_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL1100_viton_wn(1))); 
        r_a1v(i) = a1v_wnx; 
 
    elseif i == 2 
        [~, c_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - control_wn(3))); 
        r_c(i) = c_wnx; 
        [~, c3_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - control_3m_wn(3))); 
        r_c3(i) = c3_wnx; 
        [~, cv_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - control_viton_wn(3))); 
        r_cv(i) = cv_wnx; 
 
        [~, sad_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - slab125_adhesive_wn(3))); 
        r_sad(i) = sad_wnx; 
        [~, s3_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - slab125_3m_wn(3))); 
        r_s3(i) = s3_wnx; 
        [~, sv_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - slab125_viton_wn(3))); 
        r_sv(i) = sv_wnx; 
 
        [~, a6d_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL6061_adhesive_wn(3))); 
        r_a6d(i) = a6d_wnx; 
        [~, a63_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL6061_3m_wn(3))); 
        r_a63(i) = a63_wnx; 
        [~, a6v_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL6061_viton_wn(3))); 
        r_a6v(i) = a6v_wnx; 
 
        [~, a1d_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL1100_adhesive_wn(3))); 
        r_a1d(i) = a1d_wnx; 
        [~, a13_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL1100_3m_wn(3))); 
        r_a13(i) = a13_wnx; 
        [~, a1v_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL1100_viton_wn(3))); 
        r_a1v(i) = a1v_wnx; 
 
    elseif i == 3 
        [~, c_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - control_wn(5))); 
        r_c(i) = c_wnx; 
        [~, c3_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - control_3m_wn(5))); 
        r_c3(i) = c3_wnx; 
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        [~, cv_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - control_viton_wn(5))); 
        r_cv(i) = cv_wnx; 
 
        [~, sad_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - slab125_adhesive_wn(5))); 
        r_sad(i) = sad_wnx; 
        [~, s3_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - slab125_3m_wn(5))); 
        r_s3(i) = s3_wnx; 
        [~, sv_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - slab125_viton_wn(5))); 
        r_sv(i) = sv_wnx; 
 
        [~, a6d_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL6061_adhesive_wn(5))); 
        r_a6d(i) = a6d_wnx; 
        [~, a63_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL6061_3m_wn(5))); 
        r_a63(i) = a63_wnx; 
        [~, a6v_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL6061_viton_wn(5))); 
        r_a6v(i) = a6v_wnx; 
 
        [~, a1d_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL1100_adhesive_wn(5))); 
        r_a1d(i) = a1d_wnx; 
        [~, a13_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL1100_3m_wn(5))); 
        r_a13(i) = a13_wnx; 
        [~, a1v_wnx] = min(abs(del_interp - AL1100_viton_wn(5))); 
        r_a1v(i) = a1v_wnx; 
    end 
end 
 
wn_scale = 1.75; 
 
% Calculate the corner frequencies using the Wn indeces 
 
% -------------------- Control ------------------------------------------ 
 
[~, control_wn1_index1_y] = min(abs(control_interpy(1:r_c(1))-control_halfpower(1))); 
[~, control_wn1_index2_y] = min(abs(control_interpy(r_c(1):(r_c(1)*wn_scale))-
control_halfpower(1))); 
control_wn1_y1 = control_interpy(control_wn1_index1_y); 
control_wn1_x1 = del_interp(control_wn1_index1_y); 
control_wn1_y2 = control_interpy(control_wn1_index2_y); 
control_wn1_x2 = del_interp(control_wn1_index2_y + r_c(1)); 
 
[~, control_wn2_index1_y] = min(abs(control_interpy(1:r_c(2))-control_halfpower(2))); 
[~, control_wn2_index2_y] = min(abs(control_interpy(r_c(2):(r_c(2)*wn_scale))-
control_halfpower(2))); 
control_wn2_y1 = control_interpy(control_wn2_index1_y); 
control_wn2_x1 = del_interp(control_wn2_index1_y); 
control_wn2_y2 = control_interpy(control_wn2_index2_y); 
control_wn2_x2 = del_interp(control_wn2_index2_y + r_c(2)); 
 
[~, control_wn3_index1_y] = min(abs(control_interpy(1:r_c(3))-control_halfpower(3))); 
[~, control_wn3_index2_y] = min(abs(control_interpy(r_c(3):(r_c(3)*wn_scale))-
control_halfpower(3))); 
control_wn3_y1 = control_interpy(control_wn3_index1_y); 
control_wn3_x1 = del_interp(control_wn3_index1_y); 
control_wn3_y2 = control_interpy(control_wn3_index2_y); 
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control_wn3_x2 = del_interp(control_wn3_index2_y + r_c(3)); 
 
% -------------------- Control 3M ----------------------------------------- 
 
[~, control_3m_wn1_index1_y] = min(abs(control_3m_interpy(1:r_c3(1))-control_3m_halfpower(1))); 
[~, control_3m_wn1_index2_y] = min(abs(control_3m_interpy(r_c3(1):(r_c3(1)*wn_scale))-
control_3m_halfpower(1))); 
control_3m_wn1_y1 = control_3m_interpy(control_3m_wn1_index1_y); 
control_3m_wn1_x1 = del_interp(control_3m_wn1_index1_y); 
control_3m_wn1_y2 = control_3m_interpy(control_3m_wn1_index2_y); 
control_3m_wn1_x2 = del_interp(control_3m_wn1_index2_y + r_c3(1)); 
 
[~, control_3m_wn2_index1_y] = min(abs(control_3m_interpy(1:r_c3(2))-control_3m_halfpower(2))); 
[~, control_3m_wn2_index2_y] = min(abs(control_3m_interpy(r_c3(2):(r_c3(2)*wn_scale))-
control_3m_halfpower(2))); 
control_3m_wn2_y1 = control_3m_interpy(control_3m_wn2_index1_y); 
control_3m_wn2_x1 = del_interp(control_3m_wn2_index1_y); 
control_3m_wn2_y2 = control_3m_interpy(control_3m_wn2_index2_y); 
control_3m_wn2_x2 = del_interp(control_3m_wn2_index2_y + r_c3(2)); 
 
[~, control_3m_wn3_index1_y] = min(abs(control_3m_interpy(1:r_c3(3))-control_3m_halfpower(3))); 
[~, control_3m_wn3_index2_y] = min(abs(control_3m_interpy(r_c3(3):(r_c3(3)*wn_scale))-
control_3m_halfpower(3))); 
control_3m_wn3_y1 = control_3m_interpy(control_3m_wn3_index1_y); 
control_3m_wn3_x1 = del_interp(control_3m_wn3_index1_y); 
control_3m_wn3_y2 = control_3m_interpy(control_3m_wn3_index2_y); 
control_3m_wn3_x2 = del_interp(control_3m_wn3_index2_y + r_c3(3)); 
 
% -------------------- Control Viton -------------------------------------- 
 
[~, control_viton_wn1_index1_y] = min(abs(control_viton_interpy(1:r_cv(1))-
control_viton_halfpower(1))); 
[~, control_viton_wn1_index2_y] = min(abs(control_viton_interpy(r_cv(1):(r_cv(1)*wn_scale))-
control_viton_halfpower(1))); 
control_viton_wn1_y1 = control_viton_interpy(control_viton_wn1_index1_y); 
control_viton_wn1_x1 = del_interp(control_viton_wn1_index1_y); 
control_viton_wn1_y2 = control_viton_interpy(control_viton_wn1_index2_y); 
control_viton_wn1_x2 = del_interp(control_viton_wn1_index2_y + r_cv(1)); 
 
[~, control_viton_wn2_index1_y] = min(abs(control_viton_interpy(1:r_cv(2))-
control_viton_halfpower(2))); 
[~, control_viton_wn2_index2_y] = min(abs(control_viton_interpy(r_cv(2):(r_cv(2)*wn_scale))-
control_viton_halfpower(2))); 
control_viton_wn2_y1 = control_viton_interpy(control_viton_wn2_index1_y); 
control_viton_wn2_x1 = del_interp(control_viton_wn2_index1_y); 
control_viton_wn2_y2 = control_viton_interpy(control_viton_wn2_index2_y); 
control_viton_wn2_x2 = del_interp(control_viton_wn2_index2_y + r_cv(2)); 
 
[~, control_viton_wn3_index1_y] = min(abs(control_viton_interpy(1:r_cv(3))-
control_viton_halfpower(3))); 
[~, control_viton_wn3_index2_y] = min(abs(control_viton_interpy(r_cv(3):(r_cv(3)*wn_scale))-
control_viton_halfpower(3))); 
control_viton_wn3_y1 = control_viton_interpy(control_viton_wn3_index1_y); 
control_viton_wn3_x1 = del_interp(control_viton_wn3_index1_y); 
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control_viton_wn3_y2 = control_viton_interpy(control_viton_wn3_index2_y); 
control_viton_wn3_x2 = del_interp(control_viton_wn3_index2_y + r_cv(3)); 
 
% -------------------- Slab 125 Adhesive ---------------------------------- 
 
[~, slab125_adhesive_wn1_index1_y] = min(abs(slab125_adhesive_interpy(1:r_sad(1))-
slab125_adhesive_halfpower(1))); 
[~, slab125_adhesive_wn1_index2_y] = 
min(abs(slab125_adhesive_interpy(r_sad(1):(r_sad(1)*wn_scale))-slab125_adhesive_halfpower(1))); 
slab125_adhesive_wn1_y1 = slab125_adhesive_interpy(slab125_adhesive_wn1_index1_y); 
slab125_adhesive_wn1_x1 = del_interp(slab125_adhesive_wn1_index1_y); 
slab125_adhesive_wn1_y2 = slab125_adhesive_interpy(slab125_adhesive_wn1_index2_y); 
slab125_adhesive_wn1_x2 = del_interp(slab125_adhesive_wn1_index2_y + r_sad(1)); 
 
[~, slab125_adhesive_wn2_index1_y] = min(abs(slab125_adhesive_interpy(1:r_sad(2))-
slab125_adhesive_halfpower(2))); 
[~, slab125_adhesive_wn2_index2_y] = 
min(abs(slab125_adhesive_interpy(r_sad(2):(r_sad(2)*wn_scale))-slab125_adhesive_halfpower(2))); 
slab125_adhesive_wn2_y1 = slab125_adhesive_interpy(slab125_adhesive_wn2_index1_y); 
slab125_adhesive_wn2_x1 = del_interp(slab125_adhesive_wn2_index1_y); 
slab125_adhesive_wn2_y2 = slab125_adhesive_interpy(slab125_adhesive_wn2_index2_y); 
slab125_adhesive_wn2_x2 = del_interp(slab125_adhesive_wn2_index2_y + r_sad(2)); 
 
[~, slab125_adhesive_wn3_index1_y] = min(abs(slab125_adhesive_interpy(1:r_sad(3))-
slab125_adhesive_halfpower(3))); 
[~, slab125_adhesive_wn3_index2_y] = 
min(abs(slab125_adhesive_interpy(r_sad(3):(r_sad(3)*wn_scale))-slab125_adhesive_halfpower(3))); 
slab125_adhesive_wn3_y1 = slab125_adhesive_interpy(slab125_adhesive_wn3_index1_y); 
slab125_adhesive_wn3_x1 = del_interp(slab125_adhesive_wn3_index1_y); 
slab125_adhesive_wn3_y2 = slab125_adhesive_interpy(slab125_adhesive_wn3_index2_y); 
slab125_adhesive_wn3_x2 = del_interp(slab125_adhesive_wn3_index2_y + r_sad(3)); 
 
% -------------------- Slab 125 3M ---------------------------------- 
 
[~, slab125_3m_wn1_index1_y] = min(abs(slab125_3m_interpy(1:r_s3(1))-slab125_3m_halfpower(1))); 
[~, slab125_3m_wn1_index2_y] = min(abs(slab125_3m_interpy(r_s3(1):(r_s3(1)*wn_scale))-
slab125_3m_halfpower(1))); 
slab125_3m_wn1_y1 = slab125_3m_interpy(slab125_3m_wn1_index1_y); 
slab125_3m_wn1_x1 = del_interp(slab125_3m_wn1_index1_y); 
slab125_3m_wn1_y2 = slab125_3m_interpy(slab125_3m_wn1_index2_y); 
slab125_3m_wn1_x2 = del_interp(slab125_3m_wn1_index2_y + r_s3(1)); 
 
[~, slab125_3m_wn2_index1_y] = min(abs(slab125_3m_interpy(1:r_s3(2))-slab125_3m_halfpower(2))); 
[~, slab125_3m_wn2_index2_y] = min(abs(slab125_3m_interpy(r_s3(2):(r_s3(2)*wn_scale))-
slab125_3m_halfpower(2))); 
slab125_3m_wn2_y1 = slab125_3m_interpy(slab125_3m_wn2_index1_y); 
slab125_3m_wn2_x1 = del_interp(slab125_3m_wn2_index1_y); 
slab125_3m_wn2_y2 = slab125_3m_interpy(slab125_3m_wn2_index2_y); 
slab125_3m_wn2_x2 = del_interp(slab125_3m_wn2_index2_y + r_s3(2)); 
 
[~, slab125_3m_wn3_index1_y] = min(abs(slab125_3m_interpy(1:r_s3(3))-slab125_3m_halfpower(3))); 
[~, slab125_3m_wn3_index2_y] = min(abs(slab125_3m_interpy(r_s3(3):(r_s3(3)*wn_scale))-
slab125_3m_halfpower(3))); 
slab125_3m_wn3_y1 = slab125_3m_interpy(slab125_3m_wn3_index1_y); 
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slab125_3m_wn3_x1 = del_interp(slab125_3m_wn3_index1_y); 
slab125_3m_wn3_y2 = slab125_3m_interpy(slab125_3m_wn3_index2_y); 
slab125_3m_wn3_x2 = del_interp(slab125_3m_wn3_index2_y + r_s3(3)); 
 
% -------------------- Slab 125 Viton ---------------------------------- 
 
[~, slab125_viton_wn1_index1_y] = min(abs(slab125_viton_interpy(1:r_sv(1))-
slab125_viton_halfpower(1))); 
[~, slab125_viton_wn1_index2_y] = min(abs(slab125_viton_interpy(r_sv(1):(r_sv(1)*wn_scale))-
slab125_viton_halfpower(1))); 
slab125_viton_wn1_y1 = slab125_viton_interpy(slab125_viton_wn1_index1_y); 
slab125_viton_wn1_x1 = del_interp(slab125_viton_wn1_index1_y); 
slab125_viton_wn1_y2 = slab125_viton_interpy(slab125_viton_wn1_index2_y); 
slab125_viton_wn1_x2 = del_interp(slab125_viton_wn1_index2_y + r_sv(1)); 
 
[~, slab125_viton_wn2_index1_y] = min(abs(slab125_viton_interpy(1:r_sv(2))-
slab125_viton_halfpower(2))); 
[~, slab125_viton_wn2_index2_y] = min(abs(slab125_viton_interpy(r_sv(2):(r_sv(2)*wn_scale))-
slab125_viton_halfpower(2))); 
slab125_viton_wn2_y1 = slab125_viton_interpy(slab125_viton_wn2_index1_y); 
slab125_viton_wn2_x1 = del_interp(slab125_viton_wn2_index1_y); 
slab125_viton_wn2_y2 = slab125_viton_interpy(slab125_viton_wn2_index2_y); 
slab125_viton_wn2_x2 = del_interp(slab125_viton_wn2_index2_y + r_sv(2)); 
 
[~, slab125_viton_wn3_index1_y] = min(abs(slab125_viton_interpy(1:r_sv(3))-
slab125_viton_halfpower(3))); 
[~, slab125_viton_wn3_index2_y] = min(abs(slab125_viton_interpy(r_sv(3):(r_sv(3)*wn_scale))-
slab125_viton_halfpower(3))); 
slab125_viton_wn3_y1 = slab125_viton_interpy(slab125_viton_wn3_index1_y); 
slab125_viton_wn3_x1 = del_interp(slab125_viton_wn3_index1_y); 
slab125_viton_wn3_y2 = slab125_viton_interpy(slab125_viton_wn3_index2_y); 
slab125_viton_wn3_x2 = del_interp(slab125_viton_wn3_index2_y + r_sv(3)); 
 
% -------------------- AL 6061 Adhesive ---------------------------------- 
 
[~, AL6061_adhesive_wn1_index1_y] = min(abs(AL6061_adhesive_interpy(1:r_a6d(1))-
AL6061_adhesive_halfpower(1))); 
[~, AL6061_adhesive_wn1_index2_y] = 
min(abs(AL6061_adhesive_interpy(r_a6d(1):(r_a6d(1)*wn_scale))-AL6061_adhesive_halfpower(1))); 
AL6061_adhesive_wn1_y1 = AL6061_adhesive_interpy(AL6061_adhesive_wn1_index1_y); 
AL6061_adhesive_wn1_x1 = del_interp(AL6061_adhesive_wn1_index1_y); 
AL6061_adhesive_wn1_y2 = AL6061_adhesive_interpy(AL6061_adhesive_wn1_index2_y); 
AL6061_adhesive_wn1_x2 = del_interp(AL6061_adhesive_wn1_index2_y + r_a6d(1)); 
 
[~, AL6061_adhesive_wn2_index1_y] = min(abs(AL6061_adhesive_interpy(1:r_a6d(2))-
AL6061_adhesive_halfpower(2))); 
[~, AL6061_adhesive_wn2_index2_y] = 
min(abs(AL6061_adhesive_interpy(r_a6d(2):(r_a6d(2)*wn_scale))-AL6061_adhesive_halfpower(2))); 
AL6061_adhesive_wn2_y1 = AL6061_adhesive_interpy(AL6061_adhesive_wn2_index1_y); 
AL6061_adhesive_wn2_x1 = del_interp(AL6061_adhesive_wn2_index1_y); 
AL6061_adhesive_wn2_y2 = AL6061_adhesive_interpy(AL6061_adhesive_wn2_index2_y); 
AL6061_adhesive_wn2_x2 = del_interp(AL6061_adhesive_wn2_index2_y + r_a6d(2)); 
 
[~, AL6061_adhesive_wn3_index1_y] = min(abs(AL6061_adhesive_interpy(1:r_a6d(3))-
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AL6061_adhesive_halfpower(3))); 
[~, AL6061_adhesive_wn3_index2_y] = 
min(abs(AL6061_adhesive_interpy(r_a6d(3):(r_a6d(3)*wn_scale))-AL6061_adhesive_halfpower(3))); 
AL6061_adhesive_wn3_y1 = AL6061_adhesive_interpy(AL6061_adhesive_wn3_index1_y); 
AL6061_adhesive_wn3_x1 = del_interp(AL6061_adhesive_wn3_index1_y); 
AL6061_adhesive_wn3_y2 = AL6061_adhesive_interpy(AL6061_adhesive_wn3_index2_y); 
AL6061_adhesive_wn3_x2 = del_interp(AL6061_adhesive_wn3_index2_y + r_a6d(3)); 
 
% -------------------- AL 6061 3M ---------------------------------- 
 
[~, AL6061_3m_wn1_index1_y] = min(abs(AL6061_3m_interpy(1:r_a63(1))-AL6061_3m_halfpower(1))); 
[~, AL6061_3m_wn1_index2_y] = min(abs(AL6061_3m_interpy(r_a63(1):(r_a63(1)*wn_scale))-
AL6061_3m_halfpower(1))); 
AL6061_3m_wn1_y1 = AL6061_3m_interpy(AL6061_3m_wn1_index1_y); 
AL6061_3m_wn1_x1 = del_interp(AL6061_3m_wn1_index1_y); 
AL6061_3m_wn1_y2 = AL6061_3m_interpy(AL6061_3m_wn1_index2_y); 
AL6061_3m_wn1_x2 = del_interp(AL6061_3m_wn1_index2_y + r_a63(1)); 
 
[~, AL6061_3m_wn2_index1_y] = min(abs(AL6061_3m_interpy(1:r_a63(2))-AL6061_3m_halfpower(2))); 
[~, AL6061_3m_wn2_index2_y] = min(abs(AL6061_3m_interpy(r_a63(2):(r_a63(2)*wn_scale))-
AL6061_3m_halfpower(2))); 
AL6061_3m_wn2_y1 = AL6061_3m_interpy(AL6061_3m_wn2_index1_y); 
AL6061_3m_wn2_x1 = del_interp(AL6061_3m_wn2_index1_y); 
AL6061_3m_wn2_y2 = AL6061_3m_interpy(AL6061_3m_wn2_index2_y); 
AL6061_3m_wn2_x2 = del_interp(AL6061_3m_wn2_index2_y + r_a63(2)); 
 
[~, AL6061_3m_wn3_index1_y] = min(abs(AL6061_3m_interpy(1:r_a63(3))-AL6061_3m_halfpower(3))); 
[~, AL6061_3m_wn3_index2_y] = min(abs(AL6061_3m_interpy(r_a63(3):(r_a63(3)*wn_scale))-
AL6061_3m_halfpower(3))); 
AL6061_3m_wn3_y1 = AL6061_3m_interpy(AL6061_3m_wn3_index1_y); 
AL6061_3m_wn3_x1 = del_interp(AL6061_3m_wn3_index1_y); 
AL6061_3m_wn3_y2 = AL6061_3m_interpy(AL6061_3m_wn3_index2_y); 
AL6061_3m_wn3_x2 = del_interp(AL6061_3m_wn3_index2_y + r_a63(3)); 
 
% -------------------- AL 6061 Viton ---------------------------------- 
 
[~, AL6061_viton_wn1_index1_y] = min(abs(AL6061_viton_interpy(1:r_a6v(1))-
AL6061_viton_halfpower(1))); 
[~, AL6061_viton_wn1_index2_y] = min(abs(AL6061_viton_interpy(r_a6v(1):(r_a6v(1)*wn_scale))-
AL6061_viton_halfpower(1))); 
AL6061_viton_wn1_y1 = AL6061_viton_interpy(AL6061_viton_wn1_index1_y); 
AL6061_viton_wn1_x1 = del_interp(AL6061_viton_wn1_index1_y); 
AL6061_viton_wn1_y2 = AL6061_viton_interpy(AL6061_viton_wn1_index2_y); 
AL6061_viton_wn1_x2 = del_interp(AL6061_viton_wn1_index2_y + r_a6v(1)); 
 
[~, AL6061_viton_wn2_index1_y] = min(abs(AL6061_viton_interpy(1:r_a6v(2))-
AL6061_viton_halfpower(2))); 
[~, AL6061_viton_wn2_index2_y] = min(abs(AL6061_viton_interpy(r_a6v(2):(r_a6v(2)*wn_scale))-
AL6061_viton_halfpower(2))); 
AL6061_viton_wn2_y1 = AL6061_viton_interpy(AL6061_viton_wn2_index1_y); 
AL6061_viton_wn2_x1 = del_interp(AL6061_viton_wn2_index1_y); 
AL6061_viton_wn2_y2 = AL6061_viton_interpy(AL6061_viton_wn2_index2_y); 
AL6061_viton_wn2_x2 = del_interp(AL6061_viton_wn2_index2_y + r_a6v(2)); 
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[~, AL6061_viton_wn3_index1_y] = min(abs(AL6061_viton_interpy(1:r_a6v(3))-
AL6061_viton_halfpower(3))); 
[~, AL6061_viton_wn3_index2_y] = min(abs(AL6061_viton_interpy(r_a6v(3):(r_a6v(3)*wn_scale))-
AL6061_viton_halfpower(3))); 
AL6061_viton_wn3_y1 = AL6061_viton_interpy(AL6061_viton_wn3_index1_y); 
AL6061_viton_wn3_x1 = del_interp(AL6061_viton_wn3_index1_y); 
AL6061_viton_wn3_y2 = AL6061_viton_interpy(AL6061_viton_wn3_index2_y); 
AL6061_viton_wn3_x2 = del_interp(AL6061_viton_wn3_index2_y + r_a6v(3)); 
 
% -------------------- AL 1100 Adhesive ---------------------------------- 
 
[~, AL1100_adhesive_wn1_index1_y] = min(abs(AL1100_adhesive_interpy(1:r_a1d(1))-
AL1100_adhesive_halfpower(1))); 
[~, AL1100_adhesive_wn1_index2_y] = 
min(abs(AL1100_adhesive_interpy(r_a1d(1):(r_a1d(1)*wn_scale))-AL1100_adhesive_halfpower(1))); 
AL1100_adhesive_wn1_y1 = AL1100_adhesive_interpy(AL1100_adhesive_wn1_index1_y); 
AL1100_adhesive_wn1_x1 = del_interp(AL1100_adhesive_wn1_index1_y); 
AL1100_adhesive_wn1_y2 = AL1100_adhesive_interpy(AL1100_adhesive_wn1_index2_y); 
AL1100_adhesive_wn1_x2 = del_interp(AL1100_adhesive_wn1_index2_y + r_a1d(1)); 
 
[~, AL1100_adhesive_wn2_index1_y] = min(abs(AL1100_adhesive_interpy(1:r_a1d(2))-
AL1100_adhesive_halfpower(2))); 
[~, AL1100_adhesive_wn2_index2_y] = 
min(abs(AL1100_adhesive_interpy(r_a1d(2):(r_a1d(2)*wn_scale))-AL1100_adhesive_halfpower(2))); 
AL1100_adhesive_wn2_y1 = AL1100_adhesive_interpy(AL1100_adhesive_wn2_index1_y); 
AL1100_adhesive_wn2_x1 = del_interp(AL1100_adhesive_wn2_index1_y); 
AL1100_adhesive_wn2_y2 = AL1100_adhesive_interpy(AL1100_adhesive_wn2_index2_y); 
AL1100_adhesive_wn2_x2 = del_interp(AL1100_adhesive_wn2_index2_y + r_a1d(2)); 
 
[~, AL1100_adhesive_wn3_index1_y] = min(abs(AL1100_adhesive_interpy(1:r_a1d(3))-
AL1100_adhesive_halfpower(3))); 
[~, AL1100_adhesive_wn3_index2_y] = 
min(abs(AL1100_adhesive_interpy(r_a1d(3):(r_a1d(3)*wn_scale))-AL1100_adhesive_halfpower(3))); 
AL1100_adhesive_wn3_y1 = AL1100_adhesive_interpy(AL1100_adhesive_wn3_index1_y); 
AL1100_adhesive_wn3_x1 = del_interp(AL1100_adhesive_wn3_index1_y); 
AL1100_adhesive_wn3_y2 = AL1100_adhesive_interpy(AL1100_adhesive_wn3_index2_y); 
AL1100_adhesive_wn3_x2 = del_interp(AL1100_adhesive_wn3_index2_y + r_a1d(3)); 
 
% -------------------- AL 1100 3M ---------------------------------- 
 
[~, AL1100_3m_wn1_index1_y] = min(abs(AL1100_3m_interpy(1:r_a13(1))-AL1100_3m_halfpower(1))); 
[~, AL1100_3m_wn1_index2_y] = min(abs(AL1100_3m_interpy(r_a13(1):(r_a13(1)*wn_scale))-
AL1100_3m_halfpower(1))); 
AL1100_3m_wn1_y1 = AL1100_3m_interpy(AL1100_3m_wn1_index1_y); 
AL1100_3m_wn1_x1 = del_interp(AL1100_3m_wn1_index1_y); 
AL1100_3m_wn1_y2 = AL1100_3m_interpy(AL1100_3m_wn1_index2_y); 
AL1100_3m_wn1_x2 = del_interp(AL1100_3m_wn1_index2_y + r_a13(1)); 
 
[~, AL1100_3m_wn2_index1_y] = min(abs(AL1100_3m_interpy(1:r_a13(2))-AL1100_3m_halfpower(2))); 
[~, AL1100_3m_wn2_index2_y] = min(abs(AL1100_3m_interpy(r_a13(2):(r_a13(2)*wn_scale))-
AL1100_3m_halfpower(2))); 
AL1100_3m_wn2_y1 = AL1100_3m_interpy(AL1100_3m_wn2_index1_y); 
AL1100_3m_wn2_x1 = del_interp(AL1100_3m_wn2_index1_y); 
AL1100_3m_wn2_y2 = AL1100_3m_interpy(AL1100_3m_wn2_index2_y); 
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AL1100_3m_wn2_x2 = del_interp(AL1100_3m_wn2_index2_y + r_a13(2)); 
 
[~, AL1100_3m_wn3_index1_y] = min(abs(AL1100_3m_interpy(1:r_a13(3))-AL1100_3m_halfpower(3))); 
[~, AL1100_3m_wn3_index2_y] = min(abs(AL1100_3m_interpy(r_a13(3):(r_a13(3)*wn_scale))-
AL1100_3m_halfpower(3))); 
AL1100_3m_wn3_y1 = AL1100_3m_interpy(AL1100_3m_wn3_index1_y); 
AL1100_3m_wn3_x1 = del_interp(AL1100_3m_wn3_index1_y); 
AL1100_3m_wn3_y2 = AL1100_3m_interpy(AL1100_3m_wn3_index2_y); 
AL1100_3m_wn3_x2 = del_interp(AL1100_3m_wn3_index2_y + r_a13(3)); 
 
% -------------------- AL 1100 Viton ---------------------------------- 
 
[~, AL1100_viton_wn1_index1_y] = min(abs(AL1100_viton_interpy(1:r_a1v(1))-
AL1100_viton_halfpower(1))); 
[~, AL1100_viton_wn1_index2_y] = min(abs(AL1100_viton_interpy(r_a1v(1):(r_a1v(1)*wn_scale))-
AL1100_viton_halfpower(1))); 
AL1100_viton_wn1_y1 = AL1100_viton_interpy(AL1100_viton_wn1_index1_y); 
AL1100_viton_wn1_x1 = del_interp(AL1100_viton_wn1_index1_y); 
AL1100_viton_wn1_y2 = AL1100_viton_interpy(AL1100_viton_wn1_index2_y); 
AL1100_viton_wn1_x2 = del_interp(AL1100_viton_wn1_index2_y + r_a1v(1)); 
 
[~, AL1100_viton_wn2_index1_y] = min(abs(AL1100_viton_interpy(1:r_a1v(2))-
AL1100_viton_halfpower(2))); 
[~, AL1100_viton_wn2_index2_y] = min(abs(AL1100_viton_interpy(r_a1v(2):(r_a1v(2)*wn_scale))-
AL1100_viton_halfpower(2))); 
AL1100_viton_wn2_y1 = AL1100_viton_interpy(AL1100_viton_wn2_index1_y); 
AL1100_viton_wn2_x1 = del_interp(AL1100_viton_wn2_index1_y); 
AL1100_viton_wn2_y2 = AL1100_viton_interpy(AL1100_viton_wn2_index2_y); 
AL1100_viton_wn2_x2 = del_interp(AL1100_viton_wn2_index2_y + r_a1v(2)); 
 
[~, AL1100_viton_wn3_index1_y] = min(abs(AL1100_viton_interpy(1:r_a1v(3))-
AL1100_viton_halfpower(3))); 
[~, AL1100_viton_wn3_index2_y] = min(abs(AL1100_viton_interpy(r_a1v(3):(r_a1v(3)*wn_scale))-
AL1100_viton_halfpower(3))); 
AL1100_viton_wn3_y1 = AL1100_viton_interpy(AL1100_viton_wn3_index1_y); 
AL1100_viton_wn3_x1 = del_interp(AL1100_viton_wn3_index1_y); 
AL1100_viton_wn3_y2 = AL1100_viton_interpy(AL1100_viton_wn3_index2_y); 
AL1100_viton_wn3_x2 = del_interp(AL1100_viton_wn3_index2_y + r_a1v(3)); 
 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
% Calc the damping ratios 
control_zeta1 = (control_wn1_x2-control_wn1_x1)/(2*control_wn(1)); 
control_zeta2 = (control_wn2_x2-control_wn2_x1)/(2*control_wn(3)); 
control_zeta3 = (control_wn3_x2-control_wn3_x1)/(2*control_wn(5)); 
 
control_3m_zeta1 = (control_3m_wn1_x2-control_3m_wn1_x1)/(2*control_3m_wn(1)); 
control_3m_zeta2 = (control_3m_wn2_x2-control_3m_wn2_x1)/(2*control_3m_wn(3)); 
control_3m_zeta3 = (control_3m_wn3_x2-control_3m_wn3_x1)/(2*control_3m_wn(5)); 
 
control_viton_zeta1 = (control_viton_wn1_x2-control_viton_wn1_x1)/(2*control_viton_wn(1)); 
control_viton_zeta2 = (control_viton_wn2_x2-control_viton_wn2_x1)/(2*control_viton_wn(3)); 
control_viton_zeta3 = (control_viton_wn3_x2-control_viton_wn3_x1)/(2*control_viton_wn(5)); 
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slab125_adhesive_zeta1 = (slab125_adhesive_wn1_x2-
slab125_adhesive_wn1_x1)/(2*slab125_adhesive_wn(1)); 
slab125_adhesive_zeta2 = (slab125_adhesive_wn2_x2-
slab125_adhesive_wn2_x1)/(2*slab125_adhesive_wn(3)); 
slab125_adhesive_zeta3 = (slab125_adhesive_wn3_x2-
slab125_adhesive_wn3_x1)/(2*slab125_adhesive_wn(5)); 
 
slab125_3m_zeta1 = (slab125_3m_wn1_x2-slab125_3m_wn1_x1)/(2*slab125_3m_wn(1)); 
slab125_3m_zeta2 = (slab125_3m_wn2_x2-slab125_3m_wn2_x1)/(2*slab125_3m_wn(3)); 
slab125_3m_zeta3 = (slab125_3m_wn3_x2-slab125_3m_wn3_x1)/(2*slab125_3m_wn(5)); 
 
slab125_viton_zeta1 = (slab125_viton_wn1_x2-slab125_viton_wn1_x1)/(2*slab125_viton_wn(1)); 
slab125_viton_zeta2 = (slab125_viton_wn2_x2-slab125_viton_wn2_x1)/(2*slab125_viton_wn(3)); 
slab125_viton_zeta3 = (slab125_viton_wn3_x2-slab125_viton_wn3_x1)/(2*slab125_viton_wn(5)); 
 
AL6061_adhesive_zeta1 = (AL6061_adhesive_wn1_x2-
AL6061_adhesive_wn1_x1)/(2*AL6061_adhesive_wn(1)); 
AL6061_adhesive_zeta2 = (AL6061_adhesive_wn2_x2-
AL6061_adhesive_wn2_x1)/(2*AL6061_adhesive_wn(3)); 
AL6061_adhesive_zeta3 = (AL6061_adhesive_wn3_x2-
AL6061_adhesive_wn3_x1)/(2*AL6061_adhesive_wn(5)); 
 
AL6061_3m_zeta1 = (AL6061_3m_wn1_x2-AL6061_3m_wn1_x1)/(2*AL6061_3m_wn(1)); 
AL6061_3m_zeta2 = (AL6061_3m_wn2_x2-AL6061_3m_wn2_x1)/(2*AL6061_3m_wn(3)); 
AL6061_3m_zeta3 = (AL6061_3m_wn3_x2-AL6061_3m_wn3_x1)/(2*AL6061_3m_wn(5)); 
 
AL6061_viton_zeta1 = (AL6061_viton_wn1_x2-AL6061_viton_wn1_x1)/(2*AL6061_viton_wn(1)); 
AL6061_viton_zeta2 = (AL6061_viton_wn2_x2-AL6061_viton_wn2_x1)/(2*AL6061_viton_wn(3)); 
AL6061_viton_zeta3 = (AL6061_viton_wn3_x2-AL6061_viton_wn3_x1)/(2*AL6061_viton_wn(5)); 
 
AL1100_adhesive_zeta1 = (AL1100_adhesive_wn1_x2-
AL1100_adhesive_wn1_x1)/(2*AL1100_adhesive_wn(1)); 
AL1100_adhesive_zeta2 = (AL1100_adhesive_wn2_x2-
AL1100_adhesive_wn2_x1)/(2*AL1100_adhesive_wn(3)); 
AL1100_adhesive_zeta3 = (AL1100_adhesive_wn3_x2-
AL1100_adhesive_wn3_x1)/(2*AL1100_adhesive_wn(5)); 
 
AL1100_3m_zeta1 = (AL1100_3m_wn1_x2-AL1100_3m_wn1_x1)/(2*AL1100_3m_wn(1)); 
AL1100_3m_zeta2 = (AL1100_3m_wn2_x2-AL1100_3m_wn2_x1)/(2*AL1100_3m_wn(3)); 
AL1100_3m_zeta3 = (AL1100_3m_wn3_x2-AL1100_3m_wn3_x1)/(2*AL1100_3m_wn(5)); 
 
AL1100_viton_zeta1 = (AL1100_viton_wn1_x2-AL1100_viton_wn1_x1)/(2*AL1100_viton_wn(1)); 
AL1100_viton_zeta2 = (AL1100_viton_wn2_x2-AL1100_viton_wn2_x1)/(2*AL1100_viton_wn(3)); 
AL1100_viton_zeta3 = (AL1100_viton_wn3_x2-AL1100_viton_wn3_x1)/(2*AL1100_viton_wn(5)); 
 
zeta1 = [control_zeta1; control_3m_zeta1; control_viton_zeta1;... 
          slab125_adhesive_zeta1; slab125_3m_zeta1; slab125_viton_zeta1;... 
          AL6061_adhesive_zeta1; AL6061_3m_zeta1; AL6061_viton_zeta1;... 
          AL1100_adhesive_zeta1; AL1100_3m_zeta1; AL1100_viton_zeta1]; 
zeta2 = [control_zeta2; control_3m_zeta2; control_viton_zeta2;... 
          slab125_adhesive_zeta2; slab125_3m_zeta2; slab125_viton_zeta2;... 
          AL6061_adhesive_zeta2; AL6061_3m_zeta2; AL6061_viton_zeta2;... 
          AL1100_adhesive_zeta2; AL1100_3m_zeta2; AL1100_viton_zeta2]; 
zeta3 = [control_zeta3; control_3m_zeta3; control_viton_zeta3;... 
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          slab125_adhesive_zeta3; slab125_3m_zeta3; slab125_viton_zeta3;... 
          AL6061_adhesive_zeta3; AL6061_3m_zeta3; AL6061_viton_zeta3;... 
          AL1100_adhesive_zeta3; AL1100_3m_zeta3; AL1100_viton_zeta3]; 
 
zeta = [zeta1, zeta2, zeta3]; 
 
disp('Damping Ratios: Wn1,   Wn2,   Wn3') 
disp(zeta) 
 
Damping Ratios: Wn1,   Wn2,   Wn3 
    0.1208    0.0251    0.3475 
    0.2123    0.0095    0.3788 
    0.2050    0.0324    0.8088 
    0.1952    0.4318    0.8553 
    0.3795    0.1496    0.2581 
    0.2745    0.4254    0.6248 
    0.1342    0.4803    0.3806 
    0.3758    0.2071    0.4404 
    0.1171    0.1369    0.4541 
    0.2099    0.0310    0.6634 
    0.3258    0.2173    0.5466 
    0.1098    0.4127    0.4029 
 
Damping Response 
time = zeros(length(control_interpy),1); 
step = 0.0001; 
for i = 1:(length(time)-1) 
    time(i+1) = time(i) + step; 
end 
 
control_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
control_3m_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
control_viton_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
 
slab125_adhesive_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
slab125_3m_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
slab125_viton_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
 
slab125_adhesive_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
slab125_3m_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
slab125_viton_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
 
AL6061_adhesive_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
AL6061_3m_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
AL6061_viton_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
 
AL1100_adhesive_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
AL1100_3m_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
AL1100_viton_u = zeros(length(time),3); 
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for i = 1:length(time) 
    control_u(i,1) = exp(-
control_zeta1*control_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(control_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))+((control_zeta1/sqrt
(1-control_zeta1^2))*sin(control_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    control_u(i,2) = exp(-
control_zeta2*control_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(control_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))+((control_zeta2/sqrt
(1-control_zeta2^2))*sin(control_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    control_u(i,3) = exp(-
control_zeta3*control_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(control_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))+((control_zeta3/sqrt
(1-control_zeta3^2))*sin(control_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
 
    control_3m_u(i,1) = exp(-
control_3m_zeta1*control_3m_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(control_3m_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))+((control_3
m_zeta1/sqrt(1-control_3m_zeta1^2))*sin(control_3m_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    control_3m_u(i,2) = exp(-
control_3m_zeta2*control_3m_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(control_3m_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))+((control_3
m_zeta2/sqrt(1-control_3m_zeta2^2))*sin(control_3m_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    control_3m_u(i,3) = exp(-
control_3m_zeta3*control_3m_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(control_3m_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))+((control_3
m_zeta3/sqrt(1-control_3m_zeta3^2))*sin(control_3m_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
 
    control_viton_u(i,1) = exp(-
control_viton_zeta1*control_viton_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(control_viton_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))+((
control_viton_zeta1/sqrt(1-control_viton_zeta1^2))*sin(control_viton_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    control_viton_u(i,2) = exp(-
control_viton_zeta2*control_viton_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(control_viton_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))+((
control_viton_zeta2/sqrt(1-control_viton_zeta2^2))*sin(control_viton_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    control_viton_u(i,3) = exp(-
control_viton_zeta3*control_viton_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(control_viton_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))+((
control_viton_zeta3/sqrt(1-control_viton_zeta3^2))*sin(control_viton_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
 
    slab125_adhesive_u(i,1) = exp(-
slab125_adhesive_zeta1*slab125_adhesive_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(slab125_adhesive_wn(1)*2*pi*tim
e(i)))+((slab125_adhesive_zeta1/sqrt(1-
slab125_adhesive_zeta1^2))*sin(slab125_adhesive_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    slab125_adhesive_u(i,2) = exp(-
slab125_adhesive_zeta2*slab125_adhesive_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(slab125_adhesive_wn(3)*2*pi*tim
e(i)))+((slab125_adhesive_zeta2/sqrt(1-
slab125_adhesive_zeta2^2))*sin(slab125_adhesive_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    slab125_adhesive_u(i,3) = exp(-
slab125_adhesive_zeta3*slab125_adhesive_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(slab125_adhesive_wn(5)*2*pi*tim
e(i)))+((slab125_adhesive_zeta3/sqrt(1-
slab125_adhesive_zeta3^2))*sin(slab125_adhesive_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
 
    slab125_3m_u(i,1) = exp(-
slab125_3m_zeta1*slab125_3m_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(slab125_3m_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))+((slab125_3
m_zeta1/sqrt(1-slab125_3m_zeta1^2))*sin(slab125_3m_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    slab125_3m_u(i,2) = exp(-
slab125_3m_zeta2*slab125_3m_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(slab125_3m_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))+((slab125_3
m_zeta2/sqrt(1-slab125_3m_zeta2^2))*sin(slab125_3m_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    slab125_3m_u(i,3) = exp(-
slab125_3m_zeta3*slab125_3m_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(slab125_3m_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))+((slab125_3
m_zeta3/sqrt(1-slab125_3m_zeta3^2))*sin(slab125_3m_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
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    slab125_viton_u(i,1) = exp(-
slab125_viton_zeta1*slab125_viton_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(slab125_viton_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))+((
slab125_viton_zeta1/sqrt(1-slab125_viton_zeta1^2))*sin(slab125_viton_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    slab125_viton_u(i,2) = exp(-
slab125_viton_zeta2*slab125_viton_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(slab125_viton_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))+((
slab125_viton_zeta2/sqrt(1-slab125_viton_zeta2^2))*sin(slab125_viton_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    slab125_viton_u(i,3) = exp(-
slab125_viton_zeta3*slab125_viton_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(slab125_viton_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))+((
slab125_viton_zeta3/sqrt(1-slab125_viton_zeta3^2))*sin(slab125_viton_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
 
    AL6061_adhesive_u(i,1) = exp(-
AL6061_adhesive_zeta1*AL6061_adhesive_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL6061_adhesive_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i
)))+((AL6061_adhesive_zeta1/sqrt(1-
AL6061_adhesive_zeta1^2))*sin(AL6061_adhesive_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    AL6061_adhesive_u(i,2) = exp(-
AL6061_adhesive_zeta2*AL6061_adhesive_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL6061_adhesive_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i
)))+((AL6061_adhesive_zeta2/sqrt(1-
AL6061_adhesive_zeta2^2))*sin(AL6061_adhesive_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    AL6061_adhesive_u(i,3) = exp(-
AL6061_adhesive_zeta3*AL6061_adhesive_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL6061_adhesive_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i
)))+((AL6061_adhesive_zeta3/sqrt(1-
AL6061_adhesive_zeta3^2))*sin(AL6061_adhesive_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
 
    AL6061_3m_u(i,1) = exp(-
AL6061_3m_zeta1*AL6061_3m_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL6061_3m_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))+((AL6061_3m_ze
ta1/sqrt(1-AL6061_3m_zeta1^2))*sin(AL6061_3m_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    AL6061_3m_u(i,2) = exp(-
AL6061_3m_zeta2*AL6061_3m_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL6061_3m_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))+((AL6061_3m_ze
ta2/sqrt(1-AL6061_3m_zeta2^2))*sin(AL6061_3m_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    AL6061_3m_u(i,3) = exp(-
AL6061_3m_zeta3*AL6061_3m_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL6061_3m_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))+((AL6061_3m_ze
ta3/sqrt(1-AL6061_3m_zeta3^2))*sin(AL6061_3m_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
 
    AL6061_viton_u(i,1) = exp(-
AL6061_viton_zeta1*AL6061_viton_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL6061_viton_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))+((AL6
061_viton_zeta1/sqrt(1-AL6061_viton_zeta1^2))*sin(AL6061_viton_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    AL6061_viton_u(i,2) = exp(-
AL6061_viton_zeta2*AL6061_viton_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL6061_viton_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))+((AL6
061_viton_zeta2/sqrt(1-AL6061_viton_zeta2^2))*sin(AL6061_viton_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    AL6061_viton_u(i,3) = exp(-
AL6061_viton_zeta3*AL6061_viton_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL6061_viton_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))+((AL6
061_viton_zeta3/sqrt(1-AL6061_viton_zeta3^2))*sin(AL6061_viton_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
 
    AL1100_adhesive_u(i,1) = exp(-
AL1100_adhesive_zeta1*AL1100_adhesive_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL1100_adhesive_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i
)))+((AL1100_adhesive_zeta1/sqrt(1-
AL1100_adhesive_zeta1^2))*sin(AL1100_adhesive_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    AL1100_adhesive_u(i,2) = exp(-
AL1100_adhesive_zeta2*AL1100_adhesive_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL1100_adhesive_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i
)))+((AL1100_adhesive_zeta2/sqrt(1-
AL1100_adhesive_zeta2^2))*sin(AL1100_adhesive_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    AL1100_adhesive_u(i,3) = exp(-
AL1100_adhesive_zeta3*AL1100_adhesive_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL1100_adhesive_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i
)))+((AL1100_adhesive_zeta3/sqrt(1-
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AL1100_adhesive_zeta3^2))*sin(AL1100_adhesive_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
 
    AL1100_3m_u(i,1) = exp(-
AL1100_3m_zeta1*AL1100_3m_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL1100_3m_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))+((AL1100_3m_ze
ta1/sqrt(1-AL1100_3m_zeta1^2))*sin(AL1100_3m_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    AL1100_3m_u(i,2) = exp(-
AL1100_3m_zeta2*AL1100_3m_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL1100_3m_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))+((AL1100_3m_ze
ta2/sqrt(1-AL1100_3m_zeta2^2))*sin(AL1100_3m_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    AL1100_3m_u(i,3) = exp(-
AL1100_3m_zeta3*AL1100_3m_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL1100_3m_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))+((AL1100_3m_ze
ta3/sqrt(1-AL1100_3m_zeta3^2))*sin(AL1100_3m_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
 
    AL1100_viton_u(i,1) = exp(-
AL1100_viton_zeta1*AL1100_viton_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL1100_viton_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))+((AL1
100_viton_zeta1/sqrt(1-AL1100_viton_zeta1^2))*sin(AL1100_viton_wn(1)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    AL1100_viton_u(i,2) = exp(-
AL1100_viton_zeta2*AL1100_viton_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL1100_viton_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))+((AL1
100_viton_zeta2/sqrt(1-AL1100_viton_zeta2^2))*sin(AL1100_viton_wn(3)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
    AL1100_viton_u(i,3) = exp(-
AL1100_viton_zeta3*AL1100_viton_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i))*((cos(AL1100_viton_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))+((AL1
100_viton_zeta3/sqrt(1-AL1100_viton_zeta3^2))*sin(AL1100_viton_wn(5)*2*pi*time(i)))); 
end 
Individual Plots Using Averaged Data & Pre-determined Wn's 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control(:,1), 'k') 
title('1. Control') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control(:,2), 'k') 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control_3m(:,1), 'k') 
title('2. Control 3M') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control_3m(:,2), 'k') 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control_viton(:,1), 'k') 
title('3. Control VITON') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control_viton(:,2), 'k') 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, slab125_adhesive(:,1), 'k') 
title('4. Slab 125 Adhesive') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, slab125_adhesive(:,2), 'k') 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, slab125_3m(:,1), 'k') 
title('5. Slab 125 3M') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, slab125_3m(:,2), 'k') 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, slab125_viton(:,1), 'k') 
title('6. Slab 125 VITON') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, slab125_viton(:,2), 'k') 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_adhesive(:,1), 'k') 
title('7. AL 6061 Adhesive') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_adhesive(:,2), 'k') 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_3m(:,1), 'k') 
title('8. AL 6061 3M') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
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xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_3m(:,2), 'k') 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_viton(:,1), 'k') 
title('9. AL 6061 VITON') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_viton(:,2), 'k') 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL1100_adhesive(:,1), 'k') 
title('10. AL 1100 Adhesive') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL1100_adhesive(:,2), 'k') 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL1100_3m(:,1), 'k') 
title('11. AL 6061 3M') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL1100_3m(:,2), 'k') 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL1100_viton(:,1), 'k') 
title('12. AL 1100 VITON') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_viton(:,2), 'k') 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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Time Domain Analysis 
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time_len1 = round(length(time)*0.15); 
time_len2 = round(length(time)*0.10); 
time_len3 = round(length(time)*0.005); 
 
figure 
subplot(3,1,1) 
plot(time(1:time_len1),control_u(1:time_len1,1),'k') 
hold on 
plot(time(1:time_len1),control_3m_u(1:time_len1,1),'g') 
plot(time(1:time_len1),control_viton_u(1:time_len1,1),'b') 
hold off 
legend('Control','Control 3M', 'Control Viton') 
title('1st Mode: Time Domain Response - Control Group') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(time(1:time_len2),control_u(1:time_len2,2),'k') 
hold on 
plot(time(1:time_len2),control_3m_u(1:time_len2,2),'g') 
plot(time(1:time_len2),control_viton_u(1:time_len2,2),'b') 
hold off 
legend('Control','Control 3M', 'Control Viton') 
title('2nd Mode: Time Domain Response - Control Group') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(time(1:time_len3),control_u(1:time_len3,3),'k') 
hold on 
plot(time(1:time_len3),control_3m_u(1:time_len3,3),'g') 
plot(time(1:time_len3),control_viton_u(1:time_len3,3),'b') 
hold off 
legend('Control','Control 3M', 'Control Viton') 
title('3rd Mode: Time Domain Response - Control Group') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
 
figure 
subplot(3,1,1) 
plot(time(1:time_len1),control_u(1:time_len1,1),'k') 
hold on 
plot(time(1:time_len1),slab125_adhesive_u(1:time_len1,1),'r') 
plot(time(1:time_len1),slab125_3m_u(1:time_len1,1),'g') 
plot(time(1:time_len1),slab125_viton_u(1:time_len1,1),'b') 
hold off 
legend('Control','1/8" Slab Adhesive','1/8" Slab 3M', '1/8" Slab Viton') 
title('1st Mode: Time Domain Response - 1/8" Slab Group') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(time(1:time_len2),control_u(1:time_len2,2),'k') 
hold on 
plot(time(1:time_len2),slab125_adhesive_u(1:time_len2,2),'r') 
plot(time(1:time_len2),slab125_3m_u(1:time_len2,2),'g') 
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plot(time(1:time_len2),slab125_viton_u(1:time_len2,2),'b') 
hold off 
legend('Control','1/8" Slab Adhesive','1/8" Slab 3M', '1/8" Slab Viton') 
title('2nd Mode: Time Domain Response - 1/8" Slab Group') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(time(1:time_len3),control_u(1:time_len3,3),'k') 
hold on 
plot(time(1:time_len3),slab125_adhesive_u(1:time_len3,3),'r') 
plot(time(1:time_len3),slab125_3m_u(1:time_len3,3),'g') 
plot(time(1:time_len3),slab125_viton_u(1:time_len3,3),'b') 
hold off 
legend('Control','1/8" Slab Adhesive','1/8" Slab 3M', '1/8" Slab Viton') 
title('3rd Mode: Time Domain Response - 1/8" Slab Group') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
 
figure 
subplot(3,1,1) 
plot(time(1:time_len1),control_u(1:time_len1,1),'k') 
hold on 
plot(time(1:time_len1),AL6061_adhesive_u(1:time_len1,1),'r') 
plot(time(1:time_len1),AL6061_3m_u(1:time_len1,1),'g') 
plot(time(1:time_len1),AL6061_viton_u(1:time_len1,1),'b') 
hold off 
legend('Control','AL6061 Adhesive','AL6061 3M', 'AL6061 Viton') 
title('1st Mode: Time Domain Response - AL6061 Group') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(time(1:time_len2),control_u(1:time_len2,2),'k') 
hold on 
plot(time(1:time_len2),AL6061_adhesive_u(1:time_len2,2),'r') 
plot(time(1:time_len2),AL6061_3m_u(1:time_len2,2),'g') 
plot(time(1:time_len2),AL6061_viton_u(1:time_len2,2),'b') 
hold off 
legend('Control','AL6061 Adhesive','AL6061 3M', 'AL6061 Viton') 
title('2nd Mode: Time Domain Response - AL6061 Sandwich Group') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(time(1:time_len3),control_u(1:time_len3,3),'k') 
hold on 
plot(time(1:time_len3),AL6061_adhesive_u(1:time_len3,3),'r') 
plot(time(1:time_len3),AL6061_3m_u(1:time_len3,3),'g') 
plot(time(1:time_len3),AL6061_viton_u(1:time_len3,3),'b') 
hold off 
legend('Control','AL6061 Adhesive','AL6061 3M', 'AL6061 Viton') 
title('3rd Mode: Time Domain Response - AL6061 Sandwich Group') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
 
figure 
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subplot(3,1,1) 
plot(time(1:time_len1),control_u(1:time_len1,1),'k') 
hold on 
plot(time(1:time_len1),AL1100_adhesive_u(1:time_len1,1),'r') 
plot(time(1:time_len1),AL1100_3m_u(1:time_len1,1),'g') 
plot(time(1:time_len1),AL1100_viton_u(1:time_len1,1),'b') 
hold off 
legend('Control','AL1100 Adhesive','AL1100 3M', 'AL1100 Viton') 
title('1st Mode: Time Domain Response - AL1100 Sandwich Group') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(time(1:time_len2),control_u(1:time_len2,2),'k') 
hold on 
plot(time(1:time_len2),AL1100_adhesive_u(1:time_len2,2),'r') 
plot(time(1:time_len2),AL1100_3m_u(1:time_len2,2),'g') 
plot(time(1:time_len2),AL1100_viton_u(1:time_len2,2),'b') 
hold off 
legend('Control','AL1100 Adhesive','AL1100 3M', 'AL1100 Viton') 
title('2nd Mode: Time Domain Response - AL1100 Sandwich Group') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(time(1:time_len3),control_u(1:time_len3,3),'k') 
hold on 
plot(time(1:time_len3),AL1100_adhesive_u(1:time_len3,3),'r') 
plot(time(1:time_len3),AL1100_3m_u(1:time_len3,3),'g') 
plot(time(1:time_len3),AL1100_viton_u(1:time_len3,3),'b') 
hold off 
legend('Control','AL1100 Adhesive','AL1100 3M', 'AL1100 Viton') 
title('3rd Mode: Time Domain Response - AL1100 Sandwich Group') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
 
% Test 1 - Control Uniform 
figure(1) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x,(abs(t1.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t2.o2i1x,(abs(t2.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t3.o2i1x,(abs(t3.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
title('Control Uniform') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t1.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t2.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t2.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t3.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t3.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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Test 2 - Control 3M 
figure(2) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t4.o2i1x,(abs(t4.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t5.o2i1x,(abs(t5.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t6.o2i1x,(abs(t6.o2i1))) 
hold off 
title('Control 3M') 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t4.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t4.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t5.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t5.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t6.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t6.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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Test 3 - Control VITON 
figure(3) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x,(abs(t7.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t8.o2i1x,(abs(t8.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t9.o2i1x,(abs(t9.o2i1))) 
hold off 
title('Control VITON') 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t7.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t8.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t8.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t9.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t9.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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Test 4 - 1/8 Slab Structural Adhesive 
figure(4) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t10.o2i1x,(abs(t10.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t11.o2i1x,(abs(t11.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t12.o2i1x,(abs(t12.o2i1))) 
hold off 
title('1/8 Slab Structural Adhesive') 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t10.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t10.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t11.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t11.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t12.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t12.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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Test 5 - 1/8 Slab 3M 
figure(5) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t13.o2i1x,(abs(t13.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t14.o2i1x,(abs(t14.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t15.o2i1x,(abs(t15.o2i1))) 
hold off 
title('1/8 Slab 3M') 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t13.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t13.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t14.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t14.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t15.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t15.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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Test 6 - 1/8 Slab VITON 
figure(6) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t16.o2i1x,(abs(t16.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t17.o2i1x,(abs(t17.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t18.o2i1x,(abs(t18.o2i1))) 
hold off 
title('1/8 Slab VITON') 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t16.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t16.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t17.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t17.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t18.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t18.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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Test 7 - 6061 Sandwich Structural Adhesive 
figure(7) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t19.o2i1x,(abs(t19.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t20.o2i1x,(abs(t20.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t21.o2i1x,(abs(t21.o2i1))) 
hold off 
title('6061 Sandwich Structural Adhesive') 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t19.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t19.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t20.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t20.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t21.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t21.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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Test 8 - 6061 Sandwich 3M 
figure(8) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t22.o2i1x,(abs(t22.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t23.o2i1x,(abs(t23.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t24.o2i1x,(abs(t24.o2i1))) 
hold off 
title('6061 Sandwich 3M') 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t22.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t22.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t23.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t23.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t24.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t24.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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Test 9 - 6061 Sandwich VITON 
figure(9) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t25.o2i1x,(abs(t25.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t26.o2i1x,(abs(t26.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t27.o2i1x,(abs(t27.o2i1))) 
hold off 
title('6061 Sandwich VITON') 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t25.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t25.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t26.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t26.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t27.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t27.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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Test 10 - 1100 Sandwich Structural Adhesive 
figure(10) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t28.o2i1x,(abs(t28.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t29.o2i1x,(abs(t29.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t30.o2i1x,(abs(t30.o2i1))) 
hold off 
title('1100 Sandwich Structural Adhesive') 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t28.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t28.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t29.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t29.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t30.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t30.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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Test 11 - 1100 Sandwich 3M 
figure(11) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t31.o2i1x,(abs(t31.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t32.o2i1x,(abs(t32.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t33.o2i1x,(abs(t33.o2i1))) 
hold off 
title('1100 Sandwich 3M') 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t31.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t31.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t32.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t32.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t33.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t33.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
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Test 12 - 1100 Sandwich VITON 
figure(12) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t34.o2i1x,(abs(t34.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t35.o2i1x,(abs(t35.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t36.o2i1x,(abs(t36.o2i1))) 
hold off 
title('1100 Sandwich VITON') 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t34.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t34.o2i1))) 
hold on 
semilogx(t35.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t35.o2i1))) 
semilogx(t36.o2i1x, unwrap(angle(t36.o2i1))) 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Overlaid Controls 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control(:,1), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control_3m(:,1), 'r') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control_viton(:,1), 'm') 
hold off 
title('Overlaid Controls') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','Control 3M','Control Viton') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control(:,2), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control_3m(:,2), 'r') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control_viton(:,2), 'm') 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','Control 3M','Control Viton') 
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Overlaid Control & 1/8 Slabs 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, control(:,1), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, slab125_adhesive(:,1), 'b') 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, slab125_3m(:,1), 'r') 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, slab125_viton(:,1), 'm') 
hold off 
title('Overlaid Control & 1/8" Slab') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','1/8" Slab Adhesive','1/8" Slab 3M', '1/8" Slab VITON') 
 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, control(:,2), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, slab125_adhesive(:,2), 'b') 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, slab125_3m(:,2), 'r') 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, slab125_viton(:,2), 'm') 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','1/8" Slab Adhesive','1/8" Slab 3M', '1/8" Slab VITON') 
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Overlaid Control & 6061 Sandwich 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, control(:,1), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, AL6061_adhesive(:,1), 'b') 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, AL6061_3m(:,1), 'r') 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, AL6061_viton(:,1), 'm') 
hold off 
title('Overlaid Control & 6061 Sandwich') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','6061 Adhesive','6061 3M', '6061 VITON') 
 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, control(:,2), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, AL6061_adhesive(:,2), 'b') 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, AL6061_3m(:,2), 'r') 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, AL6061_viton(:,2), 'm') 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','6061 Adhesive','6061 3M', '6061 VITON') 
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Overlaid Control & 1100 Sandwich 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, control(:,1), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, AL1100_adhesive(:,1), 'b') 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, AL1100_3m(:,1), 'r') 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, AL1100_viton(:,1), 'm') 
hold off 
title('Overlaid Control & 1100 Sandwich') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','1100 Adhesive','1100 3M', '1100 VITON') 
 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, control(:,2), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, AL1100_adhesive(:,2), 'b') 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, AL1100_3m(:,2), 'r') 
semilogx(t7.o2i1x, AL1100_viton(:,2), 'm') 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','1100 Adhesive','1100 3M', '1100 VITON') 
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Overlaid Control & Structural Adhesive 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control(:,1), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, slab125_adhesive(:,1), 'b') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_adhesive(:,1), 'r') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL1100_adhesive(:,1), 'm') 
hold off 
title('Overlaid Control & Structural Adhesive') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','1/8" Slab','6061 Sandwich', '1100 Sandwich') 
 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control(:,2), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, slab125_adhesive(:,2), 'b') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_adhesive(:,2), 'r') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL1100_adhesive(:,2), 'm') 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','1/8" Slab','6061 Sandwich', '1100 Sandwich') 
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Overlaid Control & 3M 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control(:,1), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, slab125_3m(:,1), 'b') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_3m(:,1), 'r') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL1100_3m(:,1), 'm') 
hold off 
title('Overlaid Control & 3M') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','1/8" Slab','6061 Sandwich', '1100 Sandwich') 
 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control(:,2), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, slab125_3m(:,2), 'b') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_3m(:,2), 'r') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL1100_3m(:,2), 'm') 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','1/8" Slab','6061 Sandwich', '1100 Sandwich') 
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Overlaid Control & VITON 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control(:,1), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, slab125_viton(:,1), 'b') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_viton(:,1), 'r') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL1100_viton(:,1), 'm') 
hold off 
title('Overlaid Control & VITON') 
ylabel('Lin. Magnitude') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','1/8" Slab','6061 Sandwich', '1100 Sandwich') 
 
subplot(2,1,2) 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, control(:,2), 'k') 
hold on 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, slab125_viton(:,2), 'b') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL6061_viton(:,2), 'r') 
semilogx(t1.o2i1x, AL1100_viton(:,2), 'm') 
hold off 
ylabel('Phase') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 
legend('Control','1/8" Slab','6061 Sandwich', '1100 Sandwich') 
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Appendix I – Complete Drawings Package 
ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 9.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
PROJECTED VIEW
DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.13
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.025
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
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ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 Optics_Datum OPTICS SUBASSEMBLY 1
2 LENS MOUNT 1
3 LensKeeper 1
4 M4X0.7 SS SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW 5
5 M3X0.5 SS SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW 3
6 Lens1 1
7 Lens2 1
8 9263K513 VITON O-RING,1 mm Wide, 9 mm ID 1
9 Baffle_assy 1
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TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.13
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.025
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ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 FIELD STOP 1
2 BAFFLE FRONT 1
3 BAFFLE BACK 1
4
M4X0.7 SS VENTED 
SOCKET HEAD CAP 
SCREW
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 9.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
QTY. PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION MATERIAL DESCRIPTION OR NOTE ITEM NO.
PARTS LIST
7 93914A128 INSERT, HELICAL COIL M4X0.7 X 6 LG 2
1 Optics_Datum OPTICS SUBASSEMBLY 1
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DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.25
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 9.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
QTY. PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION MATERIAL DESCRIPTION OR NOTE ITEM NO.
PARTS LIST
1 TBD LENS MOUNT 1
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 9.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
QTY. PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION MATERIAL DESCRIPTION OR NOTE ITEM NO.
PARTS LIST
3 93914A094 INSERT, HELICAL COIL M3X0.5 X 6 LG 2
1 LensKeeper LENS KEEPER 1
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 9.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
QTY. PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION MATERIAL DESCRIPTION OR NOTE ITEM NO.
PARTS LIST
10 93914A128 INSERT, HELICAL COIL M4X0.7 X 6 LG 2
1 FIELD STOP FIELD STOP 1
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 9.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
QTY. PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION MATERIAL DESCRIPTION OR NOTE ITEM NO.
PARTS LIST
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 9.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
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PARTS LIST
1 TBD BAFFLE BACK 1
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NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
PRESS FIT DOWEL PIN AS SHOWN9
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 10.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
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NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 Structure_BRttRm STRUCTURE BOTTOM 1
2 Structure_TRp STRUCTURE TOP 1
3 Structure_Side STRUCTURE SIDE 2
4 93600A304 DRZel Pin, 3mm, 10mm LRnJ 8
5 Structure_FrRntCRYer FRONT COVER 1
6 Structure_TRpPlate TOP PLATE 1
7 92290A751 M2.5 [ 0.45 mm TKread, 4 mm LRnJ 6
8 92855A403 M4 [ 0.7 mm TKread, 6 mm LRnJ 15
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
PRESS FIT DOWEL PIN AS SHOWN9
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 10.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
QTY. PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION MATERIAL DESCRIPTION OR NOTE ITEM NO.
PARTS LIST
1 93914A145 INSERT, HELICAL COIL M4X0.7 X 2 DIA LONG 2
2 Structure_Side STRUCTURE SIDE 2X 3.040 X 4.040 SLOT
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
PRESS FIT DOWEL PIN AS SHOWN9
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 10.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
QTY. PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION MATERIAL DESCRIPTION OR NOTE ITEM NO.
PARTS LIST
4 93600A304 PIN, DOWEL 3 DIA X 10 LG 4
6 93914A009 INSERT, HELICAL COIL M2.5X0.45 X 1 DIA LONG 3
7 93914A145 INSERT, HELICAL COIL M4X0.7 X 2 DIA LONG 2
1 Structure_TRp STRUCTURE TOP 1
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NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
PRESS FIT DOWEL PIN AS SHOWN9
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 10.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
QTY. PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION MATERIAL DESCRIPTION OR NOTE ITEM NO.
PARTS LIST
1 Structure_TRpPlate TOP PLATE 1
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NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
PRESS FIT DOWEL PIN AS SHOWN9
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 10.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
QTY. PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION MATERIAL DESCRIPTION OR NOTE ITEM NO.
PARTS LIST
4 93600A304 PIN, DOWEL 3 DIA X 10 LG 3
6 93914A145 INSERT, HELICAL COIL M4X0.7 X 2 DIA LONG 2
1 TBD STRUCTURE BOTTOM 1
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NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ANODIZE ALL MACHINED PARTS PER MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2, EXCEPT 1
WHERE NOTED PER NOTE 2. COLOR SHALL APPROXIMATE FED-STD-595 NO. 
37038 (LUSTERLESS/MATTE BLACK). CAUTION: USE ONLY AN ORGANIC BLACK 
DYE. PRIOR TO ANODIZING, GRIT BLAST SURFACE TO BE ANODIZED, USE NO. 
50 ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT. DO NOT USE GLASS BEADS. SEAL WITH NICKEL 
ACETATE. HELICOIL INSERTS, COUNTERBORE HOLES AND SLOTS, AND DOWEL 
PIN HOLES SHALL BE FREE OF ANODIZE. 
MASK INDICATED SURFACE AND/OR DIMENSIONED AREA BEFORE THE 2
ANODIZATION PROCESS. SURFACE MUST REMAIN FREE OF ANODIZE.
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 41503.
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS 0.13 MM MAX UNLESS NOTED.4.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.13 MAX UNLESS NOTED.5.
ALL UN-DIMENSIONED FILLET RADII R5.0 MM MAX.6
DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES APPLY AFTER ANODIC COATING.7.
INSTALL HELICAL COIL INSERT PER NASM33537. REMOVE TANG.8.
PRESS FIT DOWEL PIN AS SHOWN9
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, LOCATION, 10.
ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DESIGN 
FEATURES.
QTY. PART NUMBER NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION MATERIAL DESCRIPTION OR NOTE ITEM NO.
PARTS LIST
1 Structure_FrRntCRYer FRONT COVER 1
DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.13
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.025
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
DRAWN BY:
TROY HAJJAR
CAL POLY
TITLE:
STRUCTURE FRONT COVER
DATE:
05-20-18 SHEET 17 OF 19 SCALE: 1:1
REV
B
SIZE
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
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NOTE: 
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DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.13
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.025
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
DRAWN BY:
TROY HAJJAR
CAL POLY
TITLE:
STRUCTURE FRONT COVER
DATE:
05-20-18 SHEET 18 OF 19 SCALE: 1:1
REV
B
SIZE
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
1DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.25
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.130
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
STRUCTURE - FRONT COVER- ANODIZING
DATE:
05-10-18 SHEET 19 OF 19 SCALE: 1:1
REV
B
SIZE
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 1.
4150
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS R.005 IN MAX UNLESS 2.
NOTED.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.005 IN MAX UNLESS 3.
NOTED.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, 4.
LOCATION, ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ALL DESIGN FEATURES.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.01
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.005
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
TEST POD - TOP LEVEL
DATE:
05-10-18 SHEET 1 OF 1 SCALE: 1:2
REV
B
SIZE
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
23
4
5
6
1
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 MOUNT PANEL 1
2 PORT PANEL 1
3 FRONT	BACK PANEL 2
4 SIDE PANEL 2
5 PLATE 1
6 8-32 STEEL PHILLIPS FLAT HEAD SCREW UNDERCUT PROFILE 28
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.01
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.005
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
TEST POD - EXPLODED ASSEMBLY
DATE:
05-10-18 SHEET 1 OF 1 SCALE: 1:3
REV
B
SIZE
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 1.
4150
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS R.005 IN MAX UNLESS 2.
NOTED.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.005 IN MAX UNLESS 3.
NOTED.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, 4.
LOCATION, ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ALL DESIGN FEATURES.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.01
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.005
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
DRAWN BY:
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TITLE:
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REV
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SIZE
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DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.01
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.005
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
SIDE PANEL
DATE:
05-15-18 SHEET 1 OF 1 SCALE: 1:2
REV
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SIZE
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 1.
4150
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS R.005 IN MAX UNLESS 2.
NOTED.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.005 IN MAX UNLESS 3.
NOTED.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, 4.
LOCATION, ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ALL DESIGN FEATURES.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.01
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.005
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
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TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.01
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.005
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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DATE:
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 1.
4150
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS R.005 IN MAX UNLESS 2.
NOTED.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.005 IN MAX UNLESS 3.
NOTED.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, 4.
LOCATION, ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ALL DESIGN FEATURES.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.01
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.005
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
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DATE:
05-10-18 SHEET 1 OF 1 SCALE: 1:1
REV
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SIZE
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
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FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.01
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.005
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
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DATE:
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REV
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 1.
4150
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS R.005 IN MAX UNLESS 2.
NOTED.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.005 IN MAX UNLESS 3.
NOTED.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, 4.
LOCATION, ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ALL DESIGN FEATURES.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.01
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.005
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 1.
4150
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS R.005 IN MAX UNLESS 2.
NOTED.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R.005 IN MAX UNLESS 3.
NOTED.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, 4.
LOCATION, ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ALL DESIGN FEATURES.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.01
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.005
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
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TITLE:
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DATE:
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 1.
4150
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS R0.13 MM MAX UNLESS 2.
NOTED.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R0.13 MM MAX UNLESS 3.
NOTED.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, 4.
LOCATION, ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ALL DESIGN FEATURES.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.25
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.130
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
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DATE:
06-04-18 SHEET 1 OF 10 SCALE: 1:2
REV
B
SIZE
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ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 Cam_Gse  VisiEle CCD ZitK MRunt 1
2 CCD_adapter 1-32 Internal TKread Adapter 1
3 SM2A28-SRlidZRrNs M54[0.75 E[t tR 2.035-40 Int TKread Adapter 1
4 SM2A55-SRlidZRrNs 2.035-40 E[t tR 1-32 Int TKread Adapter 1
5 Lens_MRunt_adapter 132 E[ternal TKread Adapter 1
6 left_arm_detectRr_mRunt SinJle SlRt MRunt Arm 1
7 riJKt_arm_detectRr_mRunt DRuEle SlRt MRunt Arm 1
8 90592A016 Steel He[ Nut, M6 [ 1 mm TKread 3
9 91292A143
18-8 Stainless Steel SRcNet 
Head ScreZ, M6 [ 1 mm 
TKread, 45 mm LRnJ
3
DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.25
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.130
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
ATIK_TRpLeYel_UVimaJer - EXPLODED ASSEMBLY
DATE:
06-04-18 SHEET 2 OF 10 SCALE: 1:2
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SIZE
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 1.
4150
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS R0.13 MM MAX UNLESS 2.
NOTED.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R0.13 MM MAX UNLESS 3.
NOTED.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, 4.
LOCATION, ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ALL DESIGN FEATURES.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.25
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.130
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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LEFT ARM DETECTOR MOUNT
DATE:
06-04-18 SHEET 3 OF 10 SCALE: 1:1
REV
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THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.130
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
LEFT ARM DETECTOR MOUNT
DATE:
06-04-18 SHEET 4 OF 10 SCALE: 1:1
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SIZE
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 1.
4150
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS R0.13 MM MAX UNLESS 2.
NOTED.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R0.13 MM MAX UNLESS 3.
NOTED.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, 4.
LOCATION, ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ALL DESIGN FEATURES.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.25
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.130
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
RIGHT ARM DETECTOR MOUNT
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DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
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THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.130
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
DRAWN BY:
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TITLE:
RIGHT ARM DETECTOR MOUNT
DATE:
06-04-18 SHEET 6 OF 10 SCALE: 1:1
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SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 1.
4150
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS R0.13 MM MAX UNLESS 2.
NOTED.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R0.13 MM MAX UNLESS 3.
NOTED.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, 4.
LOCATION, ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ALL DESIGN FEATURES.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.25
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.130
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
CCD ADAPTER
DATE:
06-04-18 SHEET 7 OF 10 SCALE: 1:1
REV
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SIZE
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
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NOTE:
THE INTERNAL THREAD HAS UNITS OF INCHES
DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
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UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
CCD ADAPTER
DATE:
06-04-18 SHEET 8 OF 10 SCALE: 1:1
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SIZE
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL MATERIAL: ALUMINUM 6061-T651 PER AMS 4027 AND AMS 1.
4150
BREAK EXTERNAL EDGES AND CORNERS R0.13 MM MAX UNLESS 2.
NOTED.
INTERNAL CORNER AND FILLET RADII R0.13 MM MAX UNLESS 3.
NOTED.
DRAWING IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY FOR THE BASIC FORM, 4.
LOCATION, ORIENTATION, AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ALL DESIGN FEATURES.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL  0.5
TWO PLACE DECIMAL  0.25
THREE PLACE DECIMAL   0.130
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: INTERPRET DRAWING
PER ANSI Y14.5 2009 MATERIAL:6061-T6 - ALUMINUM
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TITLE:
LENS MOUNT ADAPTER
DATE:
06-04-18 SHEET 9 OF 10 SCALE: 1:1
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SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
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Appendix J – Budget/Procurement List 
Subassembl
y / Item Component/Part 
Number 
of 
Individu
al Units 
in 
Subasse
mbly 
Vendor or 
Manufacturer PN/SN 
Num
ber 
of 
Items  
Price 
per 
Item ($) 
Total 
Price 
Anodizing all 
Parts 
All Optical Anodized 
Parts 12 
Elite Metal 
Finishing N/A 1 
 $     
968.07  
 $          
968.07  
Manufacturi
ng 
Bulk Berkeley 
Manufactured Parts 
& Stock Material 
1 Berkeley Machine Shop N/A 1 
 $  
7,000.0
0  
 $       
7,000.00  
Stock for GSE 
Baseplate - 6061 
Aluminum, 5/8" 
Thick, 6" by 12" 
1 McMaster-Carr 9246K524 1 
 $        
42.57  
 $             
42.57  
Stock for GSE 
Brackets - 6061 
Aluminum, 1" Thick, 
8" by 8" 
1 McMaster-Carr 9246K61 1  $        58.89  
 $             
58.89  
Stock for GSE 
Collar/Cup - 6061 
Aluminum, 1-3/4" 
Diamter, 1/2 Feet 
Long 
1 McMaster-Carr 8974K68 1  $        12.49  
 $             
12.49  
General Purpose Tap 
for Through-Hole 
Threading, 1"-32 
Thread Size 
1 McMaster-Carr 2595A486 1 
 $        
84.92  
 $             
84.92  
Optics 
Assembly 
M3x0.5 Type 316 SS 
Low Profile Socket 
Head Cap Screw 
3 McMaster-Carr 90666A104 1 
 $          
8.40  
 $               
8.40  
M4x0.7 Type 18-8 SS 
Low Profile Socket 
Cap Screw 
5 McMaster-Carr 92855A410 1 
 $          
7.34  
 $               
7.34  
M4x0.7 Vented Ss 
Socket Head screw 8 
Kurt J. Lesker 
Company 
HCHM04
07-
005S40V 
8  $          1.20  
 $               
9.60  
Chemical-Resistant 
Viton 
Fluoroelastomer O-
Ring 
1 McMaster-Carr 9263K513 1 
 $          
7.31  
 $               
7.31  
M3 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 4.5 
mm 
3 McMaster-Carr 93914A077 1 
 $          
9.52  
 $               
9.52  
M4 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 6 
mm 
6 McMaster-Carr 93914A128 2 
 $          
7.28  
 $             
14.56  
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M4 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 4 
mm 
9 McMaster-Carr 93914A111 2 
 $          
6.93  
 $             
13.86  
M4 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 8 
mm 
2 McMaster-Carr 93914A145 1 
 $          
7.71  
 $               
7.71  
Custom Lens 1 
(MgF2) 1 Crystran N/A 1 
 $     
476.00  
 $          
476.00  
Custom Lens 2 
(MgF2) 1 Crystran N/A 1 
 $     
476.00  
 $          
476.00  
Viton Rubber Sheet 1 McMaster-Carr 1235N41 1 
 $        
15.97  
 $             
15.97  
Structure 
316 Stainless Steel 
Dowel Pin, 3 mm 
Diameter, 10 mm 
Long 
1 McMaster-Carr 93600A304 1 
 $          
6.68  
 $               
6.68  
M2.5x0.45 Type 316 
SS Low Profile  
Socket Cap Screw 
6 McMaster-Carr 92290A751 1 
 $          
9.91  
 $               
9.91  
M4x0.7 Type 18-8 SS 
Low Profile  
Socket Cap Screw 
15 McMaster-Carr 92855A403 1 
 $          
4.00  
 $               
4.00  
M2.5 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 2.5 
mm 
6 McMaster-Carr 93914A009 2 
 $          
6.93  
 $             
13.86  
M4 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 6 
mm 
8 McMaster-Carr 93914A128 2 
 $          
7.28  
 $             
14.56  
M4 Nitronic 60 SS 
Helicoil Inserts - 8 
mm 
7 McMaster-Carr 93914A145 2 
 $          
7.71  
 $             
15.42  
CubeSat 
Tools 
Mitutoy Rectangular 
Guage Block - 6 mm 1 McMaster-Carr 2249A29 1 
 $        
29.65  
 $             
29.65  
Mitutoy Rectangular 
Guage Block - 22 mm 1 McMaster-Carr 2249A41 1 
 $        
35.85  
 $             
35.85  
Mitutoyo 
Rectangular Guage 
Block, Grade 0, 5 mm 
Size 
1 McMaster-Carr 2249A28 1  $        24.10  
 $             
24.10  
Mitutoyo 
Rectangular Guage 
Block, Grade 0, 4 mm 
Size 
1 McMaster-Carr 2249A27 1  $        24.10  
 $             
24.10  
Kapton Tape 1 KaptonTape.com KPT-1/4 1 
 $          
5.50  
 $               
5.50  
Hysol EA9394 3 Ellsworth EA9394 50ML 1 
 $     
106.37  
 $          
106.37  
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Epotek 301 
encapsulant 1 
Epoxy 
Technology N/A 1 
 $     
100.00  
 $          
100.00  
Installation Tool for 
M3 x 0.5 mm Thread 
Size Helicoil Insert 
1 McMaster-Carr 90261A188 1 
 $        
98.84  
 $             
98.84  
Installation Tool for 
M2.5 x 0.45 mm 
Thread Size Helocoil 
Insert 
1 McMaster-Carr 90261A187 1 
 $     
109.84  
 $          
109.84  
Installation Tool for 
M4 x 0.7 mm Thread 
Size Helicoil Insert 
1 McMaster-Carr 90261A190 1 
 $        
98.84  
 $             
98.84  
Prong Break-Off Tool 
for M4 x 0.7 mm 
Thread Size Helicoil 
Insert 
1 McMaster-Carr 92955A160 1 
 $        
71.94  
 $             
71.94  
Prong Break-Off Tool 
for M3 x 0.5 mm 
Thread Size Helicoil 
Insert 
1 McMaster-Carr 92955A155 1 
 $        
71.94  
 $             
71.94  
18-8 stainless Steel 
Slotted Shim with 
tab, 10 Piece Metric 
Set, Trade Size A 
N/A McMaster-Carr 9722K712 3 
 $        
17.88  
 $             
53.64  
4-Piece Aluminum 
Shim Stock Set N/A McMaster-Carr 9300K8 1 
 $        
56.40  
 $             
56.40  
Nonmarring 
Tweezers, 400 Series 
Stainless Steel, 8" 
Overall Length 
1 McMaster-Carr 5244A11 1  $          8.50  
 $               
8.50  
Aluminum Weighing 
Dishes, 75 ml 
Capacity, 2-7/16" 
Diameter 
Pack McMaster-Carr 17805T56 1 
 $        
12.81  
 $             
12.81  
Plastic Syringe with 
Taper Tip, 0.34 oz 
Capacity 
Pack McMaster-Carr 7510A762 1 
 $        
16.74  
 $             
16.74  
Stainless Steel Lab 
Spatula with 
Rounded Ends, 8-
1/4" Long 
1 McMaster-Carr 7075A11 1  $          7.50  
 $               
7.50  
P-POD 
Steel Phillips Flat 
Head Screw, 82 
Degree Countersink 
Angle, 8-32 Thread 
Size, 5/8" Long 
1 McMaster-Carr 90273A196 1 
 $          
4.30  
 $               
4.30  
Aluminum 
Unthreaded Spacer, 
6 mm OD, 22 mm 
Long, for M3 Screw 
Size 
4 McMaster-Carr 94669A319 4 
 $          
1.85  
 $               
7.40  
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GSE - 
Components 
Breadboard (12 in x 
24 in) 1 Thorlabs MB1224 1 
 $     
265.00  
 $          
265.00  
Spot Size Breadboard 
(4x6x0.5) 1 Thorlabs MB4 1 
 $        
42.84  
 $               
7.74  
Leveling Mounts 4 McMaster-Carr 23015T67 1 
 $          
5.31  
 $               
5.31  
Lens Tube Clamp 1 McMaster-Carr SM2TC 1  $        46.16  
 $             
46.16  
1/4 Capscrews, Pack 1 McMaster-Carr 91251A539 1 
 $          
7.74  
 $               
7.74  
Adapter with 
External C-Mount 
Threads and External 
SM2 Threads 
1 Thorlabs SM2A55 1  $        27.29  
 $             
27.29  
3-Axis Laser 
Adjustment Stage 1 Thorlabs XYR1 1 
 $     
639.54  
 $          
639.54  
Laser Translating 
Optical Post 1 Thorlabs TRT2 1 
 $        
92.82  
 $             
92.82  
Kinematic Mount for 
Laser 1 Thorlabs MK11F 1 
 $        
90.00  
 $             
90.00  
Focus Adjustable 
Laser Diode Module 1 Thorlabs CPS650F 1 
 $     
104.00  
 $          
104.00  
5 VDC Battery Pack 
for Laser Diode 1 Thorlabs CPS1 1 
 $        
35.45  
 $             
35.45  
Adapter with 
External 8-32 
Threads and External 
4-40 Threads 
1 Thorlabs AP8E4E 1  $          1.98  
 $               
1.98  
Table Clamp "Toes" 3 Thorlabs CL5 3  $          4.34  
 $             
13.02  
Circular Mirrors for 
FOV Test 3 Thorlabs 
PF10-03-
G01 3 
 $        
52.02  
 $          
156.06  
Mini-Series 
Kinematic Mirror 
Mount for Ø1/2" 
Optics, 4-40 Taps 
2 Thorlabs MK05 2  $        80.00  
 $          
160.00  
Square Optical 
Mount for Fixed 
Frequency Grid 
1 Thorlabs FH2 1  $        19.69  
 $             
19.69  
50 mm Diameter 120 
Grit Ground Glass 
Diffuser 
1 Edmund 83-420 1  $        25.00  
 $             
25.00  
25 x 25 mm, 1.0 mm 
Spacing, Glass 
Distortion Target 
1 Edmund 62-209 1  $     400.00  
 $          
400.00  
Adapter with 
External M54 x 0.75 
threads and internal 
SM2 threads 
1 Thorlabs SM2A28 1  $        29.33  
 $             
29.33  
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1/2" Optical Post, SS, 
8-32 Setscrew, 1/4"-
20 Tap, L=2", 5 Pack 
8 Thorlabs TR2-P5 8  $        23.36  
 $          
186.88  
1/2" Pedestal Post 
Holder, Spring-
Loaded Hex Locking 
Thumbscrew, 
L=2.19" 
8 Thorlabs PH2E 8  $        24.48  
 $          
195.84  
PH082E - Ø1/2" 
Pedestal Post Holder, 
Spring-Loaded Hex-
Locking 
Thumbscrew, 
L=1.00"  
1 Thorlabs PH082E 1  $        23.46  
 $             
23.46  
Long Clamping Fork, 
1.76" Counterbored 
Slot, Universal 
8 Thorlabs CF125 8  $          8.95  
 $             
71.60  
2" Rotating 
Adjustable Focusing 
Element, 0.81" 
Travel 
1 Thorlabs SM2V10 1  $        50.49  
 $             
50.49  
SM2 Lens Tube, 0.5" 
Thread Depth, One 
SM2RR Included 
1 Thorlabs SM2L05 1  $        25.76  
 $             
25.76  
SM2 Lens Tube, 2" 
Thread Depth, One 
SM2RR Included 
1 Thorlabs SM2L20 1  $        31.37  
 $             
31.37  
18-8 SS Socket 
Head Screw 1 McMaster-Carr 
91292A1
43 1 
 $          
7.37  
 $               
7.37  
Black-Oxide Alloy 
Steel Socket Head 
Screw 
1 McMaster-Carr 91290A330 1 
 $          
7.28  
 $               
7.28  
Steel Hex Nut, 
Medium-Strength, 
Class 8, M6 x 1 mm 
Thread 
1 McMaster-Carr 90592A016 1 
 $          
2.46  
 $               
2.46  
Platform Mount for 
Beam Splitter 1 Thorlabs BSH2 1 
 $        
65.00  
 $             
65.00  
Beam Splitter 1 Thorlabs BS025 1  $     216.24  
 $          
216.24  
Beam Splitter Mount 1 Edmund 53-030 1  $        85.00  
 $             
85.00  
Pinhole 1 Edmund P300D 1  $        67.50  
 $             
67.50  
Adjustable Lab Jack 1 MKS Instruments 271 1 
 $     
762.00  
 $          
762.00  
1/2" Fused Silica 
Precision Optical 
Alignment Fiducial 
Cube 
1 Precision Optical N/A 1 
 $     
700.00  
 $          
700.00  
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Atik 11000 CCD 1 Atik Cameras 11000 1 
 $  
6,000.0
0  
 $       
6,000.00  
Custom CCD 
Aluminum Mount 1     1 
 $     
200.00  
 $          
200.00  
Electronic Caliper, 0 
to 6" and 0 to 150 
mm Measuring 
Ranges 
1 McMaster-Carr 4996A16 1  $        37.56  
 $             
37.56  
7 Piece Metric Hex L-
Key Set 1 McMaster-Carr 6956A42 1 
 $          
5.91  
 $               
5.91  
            TOTAL 
 $ 
21,089.75  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix K – Design Verification Plan Table 
Senior Project DVP&R 
Date: 
  04-29-18 
Team: 
  UVI CubeSat 
Sponsor: 
  UC Berkeley Space Sciences Laboratory 
Description of System: 
  Cube Satellite with Ultraviolet Imager 
DVP&R Engineers: 
Troy Hajjar, Brady Hill, 
Jason Grillo 
TEST PLAN TEST REPORT 
Item 
No 
Specification 
#  Test Description 
Acceptance 
Criteria 
Test  
Responsibility 
Test 
Stage 
SAMPLES TESTED  TIMING TEST RESULTS 
NOTES 
Quantity Type Start date Finish date Test Result Quantity Pass 
Quantity 
Fail 
1 UVI-1-1 
2-D FUV imaging 
capability and at 
visible light 
wavelengths 
λ = 121.6 
nm Cal Poly Team Inspect     9/24/2018 9/28/2018 
 Visible 
light X   
Visible light 
tested only 
2 UVI-1-2 Field of View FOV = 30° (circular) Cal Poly Team GSE     10/1/2018 11/9/2018 
 30.0° +/- 
0.8° X      
3 UVI-1-3 Supress out of FOV stray light to < 1% Cal Poly Team GSE     10/1/2018 11/9/2018  1.4%   X  
 Missing 
anodize at 
iris 
4 UVI-1-4 
Boresight 
alignment post 
launch w.r.t. 
on-ground 
alignment 
within 0.25° Cal Poly Team GSE     10/1/2018 11/9/2018  0.022° X      
5 UVI-1-5 
UVI spot size post 
launch w.r.t on-
ground alignment 
below 20 
µm Cal Poly Team GSE     10/1/2018 11/9/2018  2µm  X     
6 UVI-1-6 
Boresight 
alignment 
maintained under 
thermal conditions 
expected on-orbit 
within 0.25° Cal Poly Team GSE     10/1/2018 11/9/2018  0.022°  X     
7 UVI-1-7 
UVI spot size 
maintained under 
thermal conditions 
expected on-orbit 
below 20 
µm Cal Poly Team GSE     10/1/2018 11/9/2018 2µm  X      
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TEST PLAN TEST REPORT 
Item 
No 
Specificati
on # Test Description 
Acceptance 
Criteria 
Test  
Responsibility 
Test 
Stage 
SAMPLES 
TESTED TIMING TEST RESULTS NOTES 
Quantity Type Start date Finish date Test Result Quantity Pass Quantity Fail 
8 UVI-2-1 
Instrument and 
optics/baffles 
dimensions 
fit within 
2U and 1U 
respectivel
y 
Cal Poly Team 
approp
riate 
measur
ing 
equip. 
    7/16/2018 7/20/2018  1U X     
9 UVI-2-2 Instrument mass < 1 kg Cal Poly Team Scale     7/16/2018 7/20/2018  786 grams X     
10 UVI-2-4 Continuous N2 purge 
3 to 5 
volume 
exchanges 
per hour 
Cal Poly Team TBD     11/12/2018 11/16/2018  NA     Not performed 
11 UVI-2-5 Alignment fiducials - Cal Poly Team GSE     10/1/2018 11/9/2018 Yes  X     
12 UVI-2-6 
Accommodate 
contamination 
witness samples to 
monitor and assess 
contamination of 
instrument 
- Cal Poly Team TBD     11/12/2018 11/16/2018  NA     Not performed 
15 UVI-2-7 
Accommodate 
placement and 
removal of dust 
covers 
- Cal Poly Team -     11/12/2018 11/16/2018  NA     Not performed 
16 UVI-2-8 
Remove before flight 
items colored red 
and labeled "Remove 
before flight!" 
- Cal Poly Team -     11/19/2018 11/23/2018  NA     Not performed 
17 UVI-3-1 
Maintain allowable 
flight temperatures 
(AFTs) 
TBD Cal Poly Team 
Heat 
Chamb
er 
    10/29/2018 11/9/2018  NA     Not performed 
18 UVI-3-2 
Accommodate 
radiators to keep 
instrument within 
AFTs 
- Cal Poly Team -     11/12/2018 11/16/2018  NA     Not performed 
19 UVI-4-1 
Appropriate 
mechanical GSE for 
alignment tests 
- Cal Poly Team -     4/30/2018 9/21/2018  Yes X     
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 OBJECTIVE 
The purpose of this document is to provide general instructions on how to configure the Ground 
Support Equipment (GSE) and perform the optical tests for the UV Imager Cube Satellite. 
1.2 TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 
The following outlines the tools and equipment needed for executing this procedure. 
• Ground Support Equipment (GSE) 
• Shims 
• Black Kapton tape 
• Kapton tape 
• White paper 
• Black bag 
• Tall standoffs (IPA or water bottle, etc.) 
1.3 SAFETY 
1.3.1 Hardware Cleanliness 
Attach the protective cover to the CCD when images are not being taken. Avoid touching the UVI 
instrument with bare hands. Never touch the optical surfaces of the UVI instrument. 
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2. CONFIGURING THE GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
2.1 LASER ADJUSTMENT 
2.1.1 Laser Rotation 
2.1.1.1 Loosen the set screw that secures the rotary platform. 
2.1.1.2 Rotate the laser to the desired angle, as seen in Figure 1. 
2.1.1.3 Tighten the set screw to prevent further movement. 
 
Figure 1. Laser rotation stage with angle readout. 
2.1.2 Laser Translation 
2.1.2.1 Simply rotate the micrometer to translate the platform, as seen in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Translation stage with micrometer readout. 
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2.1.3 Laser Height 
2.1.3.1 Loosen the 4 outer bolts that secure the laser stage to optical bench, as shown in 
Figure 3. 
2.1.3.2 Insert shims of desired thickness in between optical bench and laser stage. Note, 
laser pitch can be adjusted by inserting shims on one side and not the other. 
2.1.3.3 Tighten the 4 outer bolts. 
 
Figure 3. Laser stage with 4 attachment points. 
2.2 INSTRUMENT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT 
2.2.1.1 Rotate the height adjustment knob on the jack stand. 
2.3 CCD POSITION ADJUSTMENT 
2.3.1.1 Loosen the two nuts that secure the mounting arms on the instrument plate, shown 
in Figure 4, to adjust the distance from the instrument. 
2.3.1.2 Adjust either the three set screws or the CCD adapter mount bolts to orient the 
detector in plane with the instrument. 
 
Figure 4. Attachment points for the CCD mounting brackets 
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2.4 FIELD OF VIEW TEST SETUP 
2.4.1.1 Place the mirrors halfway between the light source (pinhole) and instrument iris, 
as shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5. Mirror placement for the FOV test. 
2.4.1.2 Raise the instrument such that light bounces off the instrument’s fiducial cube. 
2.4.1.3 Obtain instrument boresight by adjusting the laser pitch and yaw. 
2.4.1.4 Secure the beam splitter to the optics bench, such that light passes through the 
center hole at instrument boresight. 
2.4.1.5 Record the micrometer position and translate the laser to the right until light 
reflects completely off the beam splitter mirror. 
2.4.1.6 Adjust the pitch and yaw of the beam splitter stage until it is perpendicular to the 
light source.  
2.4.1.7 Translate the laser to the original micrometer position, where light transmits 
through and refracts inside the beam splitter cube. 
2.4.1.8 Cover the light reflection behind the beam splitter. 
2.4.1.9 Adjust the side mirror until it is perpendicular to the light source. 
2.4.1.10 Rotate the beam splitter 180° such that light refracts to the other mirror. 
2.4.1.11 Repeat steps 2.4.1.4 through 2.4.1.9. 
2.4.1.12 Once the mirrors are coplanar with each other, lower the instrument to nominal 
height. 
2.4.1.13 Rotate the laser until light hits the primary baffle, as shown in Figure 6. This 
defines half of the FOV.  
2.4.1.14 Repeat the measurement on the other side. 
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Figure 6. Laser rotation for the FOV measurement. 
2.5 STRAY LIGHT REJECTION TEST SETUP 
This measurement should be taken right after the FOV measurement. 
2.5.1.1 Rotate the laser such that incoming light is just outside the instrument FOV. 
2.5.1.2 Secure the set screw on the rotary stage to prevent accidental movement during 
the test. 
2.5.1.3 Block the direct light source within the instrument’s FOV so that light is only 
coming from outside the FOV. This can be accomplished by placing a sheet of 
black Kapton tape in between the laser and instrument while allowing light to 
reflect off the side mirror. 
2.5.1.4 Cover the laser with a sheet of paper to reduce the light intensity. 
2.5.1.5 Turn off the laser and take a dark image. 
2.5.1.6 Turn the laser on and take an image. 
2.5.1.7 Compare the total detector counts between the two images to establish the 
percentage of stray light rejection. 
2.6 BORESIGHT ALIGNMENT TEST SETUP 
2.6.1.1 Raise the instrument such that light bounces off the instrument’s fiducial cube. 
2.6.1.2 Obtain instrument boresight by adjusting the laser pitch and yaw. 
2.6.1.3 Lower the instrument to nominal height. 
2.6.1.4 Cover the pinhole with 2 sheets of white paper to reduce the light intensity. 
2.6.1.5 Wrap the GSE setup with a black bag to block stray light sources and take the 
boresight image. 
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2.7 SPOT SIZE TEST SETUP 
2.7.1.1 Place the spot size GSE subassembly onto the optics bench. 
2.7.1.2 Cover the laser pinhole with 2-5 sheets of paper to reduce the light intensity. 
2.7.1.3 Wrap the GSE setup with a black bag to block stray light sources and take the 
spot size image. 
2.7.1.4 Iterate 2.7.1.2 through 2.7.1.3 until the spot size image is clear and the spots are 
fully detected by the Matlab script. Maintain the same software settings, only 
adjust the amount of paper in front of the pinhole. 
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3. TAKING IMAGES 
3.1 SOFTWARE INSTALLATION 
3.1.1.1 Download the core software from here:  
https://www.atik-cameras.com/downloads/ 
The core software only runs on Windows-based machines. 
3.2 CONNECTING THE CAMERA 
3.2.1.1 First, plug in the USB cable to the camera. 
3.2.1.2 Plug the power supply into the camera. 
3.2.1.3 Verify the electronics fan is running. 
3.3 SOFTWARE PARAMETERS 
3.3.1.1 Three windows are available at the top navigation pane: 
Display, Cooler, and Exposure. 
3.3.1.2 In the display tab, uncheck auto stretch if it is checked. 
3.3.1.3 Set white to the full well capacity (65535) and Black to 0. This sets the sensitivity 
range.  
3.3.1.4 If aligning, check the reticle tab to provide a center reference. 
3.3.1.5 Set the cooler temperature to 10°C and check Cooler On. 
3.3.1.6 Adjust the exposure parameters to the appropriate level of light, usually between 
50-70% of the well depth. 
3.4 TAKE AN IMAGE 
3.4.1.1 Capture an image using the snapshot button on the top panel of the software. 
3.4.1.2 If autosave images is checked in the exposure tab, it will autosave to the specified 
directory. Otherwise, manually save the image using the save button. 
3.5 TAKE A VIDEO 
3.5.1.1 If you want to run the CCD in video mode, bin down the image (4 in X and Y, 
and set the exposure time to >0.01s).  
3.5.1.2 Select the “Pre” button in the exposure tab and un-check autosave images.  
3.5.1.3 Next hit the capture button, and then the loop button next to it. Frames should 
now update on the screen frequently. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 OBJECTIVE 
The purpose of this document is to provide the step-by-step instructions to perform the protoqual 
thermal vacuum (TVAC hereafter) testing of the front 1U assembly of the UV Imager Cube 
Satellite.  Testing will validate the structural integrity of the instrument to thermal levels expected 
on-orbit, as well as general workmanship.  
1.2 REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION 
The following documents provide reference material for this procedure. 
x NASA-GSFC-STD-7000, General Environmental Verification Standard 
1.3 LOCATIONS OF OPERATIONS 
The testing will take place at the CubeSat TVAC testing facility located at Cal Poly, San Luis 
Obispo. 
1.4 REQUIREMENT VALIDATION 
The following UVI instrument requirements will be validated during the TVAC testing. 
Table 1. Requirements Validated 
Designator Requirement 
UVI-1-6 The variation in the relative angular orientation of the UVI boresight 
shall be maintained to within 0.25 degrees (TBR) under the thermal 
conditions expected on-orbit.  
UVI-1-7 The variation in the spot sizes of the UVI boresight shall remain below 
20 microns under the thermal conditions expected on-orbit.  
1.5 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
The following roles and responsibilities are planned for the instrument vibration testing. 
Project Lead: Kodi Rider; UCB 
Facility Director: Daniel Levan, Cal Poly CubeSat (on-site during test) 
Test Lead: Jason Grillo; Cal Poly (on-site during test) 
Test Engineers: Brady Hill, Troy Hajjar; Cal Poly (on-site during test) 
1.6 PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS 
As each step is completed place a check mark next to the step.  The order of procedural steps may 
be changed as long as the safety of the instrument or personal or the validity of the testing is not 
compromised.  The as-run order will be annotated in the margin of the procedure. 
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Photo documentation of the procedural steps shall be performed at the discretion of the test 
personnel during the general execution of the procedure.  Where photo documentation is required 
it is explicitly called out as a procedural step. 
1.7 TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 
The following outlines the tools and equipment needed for executing this procedure. 
x Thermocouples 
x Copper tape 
x Kapton tape 
x Vacuum seal grease 
x IPA 
1.8 SAFETY 
1.8.1 Hardware Cleanliness 
Proper cleanroom garments must be worn when installing the instrumentation and test article 
inside the TVAC chamber. 
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2. TEST PROCEDURE 
Record the following before start of procedure. 
Date / Time: ___________________ 
2.1 TEST-ARTICLE PREPARATION 
Perform the following. 
2.1.1.1 Unwrap instrument from packaging 
2.1.1.2 Wipe down instrument with IPA (optional) 
2.1.1.3 Install thermocouples onto the lens mount and 1U structure. 
2.1.1.4 Install thermocouples onto the top and bottom shroud. 
2.1.1.5 Cover all thermocouples with copper tape. 
2.1.1.6 Strain relieve thermocouple wires as necessary using Kapton tape 
2.1.1.7 Photo document 
2.2 TVAC CHAMBER PREPARATION 
Perform the following. 
2.2.1.1 Apply vacuum seal grease around the chamber’s mating interface and close the 
chamber. 
2.2.1.2 Verify there is sufficient LN2 supply for the test duration (okay to be swapped 
mid-test, but not during a dwell) 
2.2.1.3 Verify integrity of all temperature data channels and begin data collection log. 
2.2.1.4 Depressurize the TVAC chamber to 1e-5 Torr (if not achievable, then as close to 
that as possible) 
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TVAC dwells will occur in the following order: 40°C, 0°C, 40°C, 0°C. 
2.3 FIRST 40°C DWELL 
Start Date / Time: ______________ / _________________ 
2.3.1.1 Record the temperatures and chamber pressure data every 10 minutes. 
End Time: ______________ 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________  
2.4 FIRST 0°C DWELL 
Start Date / Time: ______________ / _________________ 
2.4.1.1 Record the temperatures and chamber pressure data every 10 minutes. 
End Time: ______________ 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________  
2.5 SECOND 40°C DWELL 
Start Date / Time: ______________ / _________________ 
2.5.1.1 Record the temperatures and chamber pressure data every 10 minutes. 
End Time: ______________ 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________  
2.6 SECOND 0°C DWELL 
Start Date / Time: ______________ / _________________ 
2.6.1.1 Record the temperatures and chamber pressure data every 10 minutes. 
End Time: ______________ 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________  
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2.7 POST-TEST ACTIVITIES 
2.7.1.1 Remove thermocouples 
2.7.1.2 Perform visual inspection of instrument 
2.7.1.3 Package instrument for transport 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
2.7.1.4 End of procedure 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 OBJECTIVE 
The purpose of this document is to provide the step-by-step instructions to perform the protoqual 
vibration testing of the front 1U assembly of the UV Imager Cube Satellite.  Testing will validate 
the structural integrity of the instrument to payload vibration test levels, observatory vibration and 
acoustic test levels, and launch vibration and acoustic levels, as well as general workmanship.  
1.2 REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION 
The following documents provide reference material for this procedure. 
x NASA-GSFC-STD-7000, General Environmental Verification Standard 
1.3 LOCATIONS OF OPERATIONS 
The testing will take place at the Mechanical Engineering vibration laboratory located at Cal Poly, 
San Luis Obispo. 
1.4 REQUIREMENT VALIDATION 
The following UVI instrument requirements will be validated during the vibration testing. 
Table 1. Requirements Validated 
Designator Requirement 
UVI-1-4  The UVI boresight shall remain aligned to within 0.25 degrees (TBR) 
post launch with respect to its initial on-ground alignment. 
UVI-1-5  The UVI spot sizes shall remain below 20 microns (TBR) post launch 
with respect to its initial on-ground alignment. 
1.5 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
The following roles and responsibilities are planned for the instrument vibration testing. 
Project Lead: Kodi Rider; UCB 
Test Lead: Jason Grillo; Cal Poly (on-site during test) 
Test Engineers: Brady Hill, Troy Hajjar; Cal Poly (on-site during test) 
1.6 PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS 
As each step is completed place a check mark next to the step.  The order of procedural steps may 
be changed as long as the safety of the instrument or personal or the validity of the testing is not 
compromised.  The as-run order will be annotated in the margin of the procedure. 
Photo documentation of the procedural steps shall be performed at the discretion of the test 
personnel during the general execution of the procedure.  Where photo documentation is required 
it is explicitly called out as a procedural step. 
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1.7 TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 
The following outlines the tools and equipment needed for executing this procedure. 
x Accelerometers 
x Accelerometer adhesion putty 
x 1U PPOD 
x Slip Table fasteners 
x Kapton tape 
x IPA 
1.8 SAFETY 
1.8.1 Personnel 
The vibrations laboratory director requires personnel to use proper ear protection when operating 
the slip table. If there is any risk of ejection of loose articles during the vibration test, then safety 
glasses must be worn by everyone in the laboratory. 
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2. TEST PROCEDURE 
Record the following before start of procedure. 
Date / Time: ___________________ 
2.1 TEST-ARTICLE PREPARATION 
Perform the following. 
2.1.1.1 Wipe down instrument with IPA 
2.1.1.2 Orient the PPOD onto the slip table and install/secure aluminum standoffs. 
2.1.1.3 Record location / orientation, accelerometer model and serial number, and 
sensitivity in the table below. 
Table 2. Response Accelerometer Installation Table 
Location Model  SN Sensitivity (mV/g)  
Shaker  18391 98.4 
Instrument Lens Mount Endevco   9.93 
Instrument Structure VIP Sensors 1011A 10930 11.31 
PPOD   103.3 
2.1.1.4 Strain relieve accelerometer cables as necessary using Kapton tape 
2.1.1.5 Photo document 
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Vibration Testing will performed in the following order: X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis. 
2.2 X-AXIS 
Start Date / Time: ______________ / _________________ 
2.2.1 Prepare for X-axis FUV Instrument Testing 
2.2.1.1 Install control and monitor accelerometers as specified in the test plan.  
2.2.1.2 Photograph unit under test and test setup 
2.2.2 X-axis, Pre Random, Sine Signature 
2.2.2.1 Set or verify the following 
x G input level 
x 5-2000 Hz frequency 
2.2.2.2 Perform sine survey test 
2.2.2.3 Generate control and response plots and assess for testing anomalies before 
proceeding 
2.2.2.4 Verify from the test results the following 
x Response accelerometers are oriented correctly (on-axis response rigid body) 
2.2.3 X-Axis Random 
2.2.3.1 Set or verify the following 
x Accelerometers signals reading 
x Accelerometer sensitivities correctly set and recorded in the test log 
x Random profile correctly input per test plan 
x Test duration correctly input 
x Input Alarm limits and abort limits 
2.2.3.2 Perform random tests applying the following: 
x Conduct limiting -12, -6 tests for a minimum of 15 seconds observing control and 
response accelerometers for anomalies.  A sine signature may be performed (at the 
discretion of the test director) prior to 0 dB run to establish a new baseline signature.   
x Conduct 0 dB test 
2.2.3.3 Generate control and response spectral plots and assess for testing anomalies 
before proceeding 
2.2.3.4 Verify base input levels were within random testing tolerances before proceeding 
2.2.3.5 Visually inspect assembly for signs of damage or back-off of fasteners 
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2.2.4 X-Axis, Post Random, Sine Signature 
2.2.4.1 Set or verify the following 
x G input level 
x 5-2000 Hz frequency 
2.2.4.2 Perform sine survey test 
2.2.4.3 Generate control and response plots and assess for testing anomalies before 
proceeding 
2.2.4.4 Compare pre and post test sine surveys and verify frequency shifts are within the 
specified limits.  Record frequencies and shift calculations in the test log. 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
2.2.5 Conduct Post X-Axis Optical Tests & Visual Inspection 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________  
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2.3 Y-AXIS 
Start Date / Time: ______________ / _________________ 
2.3.1 Prepare for Y-axis FUV Instrument Testing 
2.3.1.1 Install control and monitor accelerometers as specified in the test plan.  
2.3.1.2 Photograph unit under test and test setup 
2.3.2 Y-axis, Pre Random, Sine Signature 
2.3.2.1 Set or verify the following 
x G input level 
x 5-2000 Hz frequency 
2.3.2.2 Perform sine survey test 
2.3.2.3 Generate control and response plots and assess for testing anomalies before 
proceeding 
2.3.2.4 Verify from the test results the following 
x Response accelerometers are oriented correctly (on-axis response rigid body) 
2.3.3 Y-Axis Random 
2.3.3.1 Set or verify the following 
x Accelerometers signals reading 
x Accelerometer sensitivities correctly set and recorded in the test log 
x Random profile correctly input per test plan 
x Test duration correctly input 
x Input Alarm limits and abort limits 
2.3.3.2 Perform random tests applying the following: 
x Conduct limiting -12, -6 tests for a minimum of 15 seconds observing control and 
response accelerometers for anomalies.  A sine signature may be performed (at the 
discretion of the test director) prior to 0 dB run to establish a new baseline signature.   
x Conduct 0 dB test 
2.3.3.3 Generate control and response spectral plots and assess for testing anomalies 
before proceeding 
2.3.3.4 Verify base input levels were within random testing tolerances before proceeding 
2.3.3.5 Visually inspect assembly for signs of damage or back-off of fasteners 
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2.3.4 Y-Axis, Post Random, Sine Signature 
2.3.4.1 Set or verify the following 
x G input level 
x 5-2000 Hz frequency 
2.3.4.2 Perform sine survey test 
2.3.4.3 Generate control and response plots and assess for testing anomalies before 
proceeding 
2.3.4.4 Compare pre and post test sine surveys and verify frequency shifts are within the 
specified limits.  Record frequencies and shift calculations in the test log. 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
2.3.5 Conduct Post Y-Axis Optical Tests & Visual Inspection 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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2.4 Z-AXIS 
Start Date / Time: ______________ / _________________ 
2.4.1 Prepare for Z-axis FUV Instrument Testing 
2.4.1.1 Install control and monitor accelerometers as specified in the test plan.  
2.4.1.2 Photograph unit under test and test setup 
2.4.2 Z-axis, Pre Random, Sine Signature 
2.4.2.1 Set or verify the following 
x G input level 
x 5-2000 Hz frequency 
2.4.2.2 Perform sine survey test 
2.4.2.3 Generate control and response plots and assess for testing anomalies before 
proceeding 
2.4.2.4 Verify from the test results the following 
x Response accelerometers are oriented correctly (on-axis response rigid body) 
2.4.3 Z-Axis Random 
2.4.3.1 Set or verify the following 
x Accelerometers signals reading 
x Accelerometer sensitivities correctly set and recorded in the test log 
x Random profile correctly input per test plan 
x Test duration correctly input 
x Input Alarm limits and abort limits 
2.4.3.2 Perform random tests applying the following: 
x Conduct limiting -12, -6 tests for a minimum of 15 seconds observing control and 
response accelerometers for anomalies.  A sine signature may be performed (at the 
discretion of the test director) prior to 0 dB run to establish a new baseline signature.   
x Conduct 0 dB test 
2.4.3.3 Generate control and response spectral plots and assess for testing anomalies 
before proceeding 
2.4.3.4 Verify base input levels were within random testing tolerances before proceeding 
2.4.3.5 Visually inspect assembly for signs of damage or back-off of fasteners 
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2.4.4 Z-Axis, Post Random, Sine Signature 
2.4.4.1 Set or verify the following 
x G input level 
x 5-2000 Hz frequency 
2.4.4.2 Perform sine survey test 
2.4.4.3 Generate control and response plots and assess for testing anomalies before 
proceeding 
2.4.4.4 Compare pre and post test sine surveys and verify frequency shifts are within the 
specified limits.  Record frequencies and shift calculations in the test log. 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
2.4.5 Conduct Post Z-Axis Optical Tests & Visual Inspection 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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2.5 POST-TEST ACTIVITIES 
2.5.1.1 Remove response accelerometers 
2.5.1.2 Wipe down instrument with IPA 
2.5.1.3 Perform visual inspection instrument 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
2.5.1.4 End of procedure 
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Appendix O - Field of View Uncertainty Propagation 
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Appendix P – Lens Bonding Procedure Outline 
UV Imager
Lens Bonding
Overview
1. Substrate Preparation
2. Lens Preparation
3. Adhesive Preparation
4. Bonding
5. Adhesive Cure
Substrate Preparation
1. Rinse the following components with Isopropyl Alcohol 
(IPA) to clean the bond surface
- Lens Mount optics relief
- Lens Keeper optics relief
2. Ensure components are thoroughly dry
Lens Preparation
1. Use Nitrile hand gloves to mitigate the transfer of oils 
onto the glass
2. Wipe the bonding surface of the lens with Isopropyl 
Alcohol (IPA)
3. Check all surfaces of optic for defects or 
contamination
Note: Avoid excessive handling of the glass. Perform 
cleaning operation over protective wrapping (bubble wrap) 
to minimize impact damage risk.
Bonding 
Surface
Adhesive Preparation
1. Prepare the adhesive agent per the manufacturer’s instructions
2. Ensure air bubbles are not present in adhesive mixture
Lens Mount Bonding
1. Support the lens mount in the 
configuration shown
2. While holding the lens with plastic tip 
tweezers, gently lower the lens into 
the relief
3. Ensure the lens is centered in the 
relief by inserting 3 radial shims
TABLE
Support
Tweezers
Lens Mount Bonding
1. Tape 3 metal tabs across the flat 
surface of the lens to axially 
constrain the lens
2. Carefully apply adhesive into the 
relief gap until a small pool settles at 
the bottom
3. Cure the small pool of adhesive per 
Mfg instructions
TABLE
Support
Metal Tab (3x)
Lens Mount Bonding
1. Once the first bit of adhesive is 
cured, fill the remaining gap with 
adhesive
2. Cure the adhesive per Mfg 
instructions
TABLE
Support
Metal Tab (3x)
Lens Keeper Bonding
1. Orient the lens keeper in the configuration 
shown
2. While holding the lens with plastic tip tweezers, 
gently lower the lens into the relief
3. Ensure the lens is centered in the relief by 
inserting 3 radial shims
TABLE
Tweezers
Lens Keeper Bonding
1. Apply adhesive in the relief gap
2. Cure the adhesive per the Mfg instructions
TABLE
Adhesive Cure
1. Maintain the configurations shown during 
the cure
2. Cure the adhesive per the manufacturer’s 
instructions
TABLE
Support
TABLE
Post-Cure
1. Once adhesive surfaces have been cured, assemble Lens Keeper and Lens 
Mount with appropriate Viton O-ring at the lens interface
2. Cover holes where lens surfaces are exposed with Kapton tape to ensure 
integrity and cleanliness of lens surfaces
